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INTRODUCTION

The area set aside for the Allegany State Park comprises nearly

65,000 acres in Cattaraugus County, southwestern New York.

Approximately 7,000 acres of this area had already been acquired

when this survey was made. For the most part it is situated in a

hilly or mountainous region in the "horseshoe" bend of the Alle-

gheny River, wholly within New York State, but bordering on

Pennsylvania. It is about 80 miles south of Buffalo.

Particular biological interest attaches to the Park in that it lies

just south of the terminus of the "great continental ice cap". This

fact probably has considerable bearing on the distribution of the

fishes and is of some significance in the Appalachian distribution

of the brook trout {Salvcliniis fontinalis.)

The principal streams of the Park are comprised in three sub-

watersheds, which finally debouch into the Allegheny River ( see

Map 3). These streams are Red House Creek, Quaker Run and

Wolf Run, with their tributaries. In the eastern part of the Park

are a number of small brooks flowing into Tunungwant Creek,

which is a considerable stream outside of the Park, discharging

directly into the Allegheny River. At the west of Quaker Run is

an interesting stream called Wolf Run, which enters the Allegheny

near Wolf Run Station on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The geological formations of the Park are essentially Devonic

aijd Carbonic with surface defects. This to some extent affects the

character of the streams, although they are greatly modified also by

topography and forest growth.

The character of the beds and superimposed loose rocks of the

streams offer a strong contrast to those of the trout streams of the

Adirondacks and eastward. The streams examined in this survey

flow mostly over bed rock of almost horizontal strata, and the loose

rocks were angular and of various shapes and sizes, often fossilifer-

ous, conglomerate or in flat slabs.

Occasionally a short tract of water-worn, rounded, boulder-like

rocks was encountered. No extensive tracts of sandy bottom were

observed.

By contrast, in the Cranberry Lake region of the Adirondacks

the rocky areas of the streams, rapids and riffies are composed of

glacial boulders of various sizes superimposed on a granitic bed.

Elsewhere, as in meadows or swampy areas, this bottom is largely
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composed of sand, very dissimilar to any observed in Allegany

Park. Nor are there in the Quaker Run system any deep pools

among the rocks or in the swampy or "meadow" tracts, like those

of the Adirondack streams.

The more hilly portion of the Park is largely wooded, and there

are a few stands of "virgin timber". But the country has been

lumbered over and the original conifers were removed years ago.

The great majority of the trees are deciduous species and most of

such conifers as remain are of comparatively recent growth.

Presumably latitude and altitude have had their effect upon the

vegetation, as well as on the animal life. The southern border of

the Park is in latitude 42° N., where it locally reaches an elevation

of 2,100 feet above sea level.

While the lower Adirondack region, like Allegany Park, lies in

the "Transition Zone" the vegetation of the two regions differs con-

siderably, although some of the same species, particularly trees,

occur in both regions.

Saunders says ('23, p. 282) : "Two distinct forest types occur

in the Park, the oak and chestnut forest, and the maple and beech

forest. The occurrence of either type seems to depend more upon

the soil and exposure than upon altitude and climatic differences.

Oak and chestnut forest covers the smaller area of the two and

occurs more commonly on the west side of the Park near the river,

on gentle south and west slopes, or broad, flat ridge tops. The

maple and beech forest covers the larger area, being the only type

found about the heads of streams. It occurs on steep or gentle

slopes of north or south exposure, or along the tops of ridges, seem-

ing to follow no fixed rule except near the river, where it prefers

the north and east slopes, leaving the south and west slopes to oak

and chestnut."

This description suggests that altitude, as well as soil and exposure,

has its influence, even when it is not very great. .\ltitude

doubtless comprises in its conditions differences of soil, exposure,

and therefore climate to some extent ; at least these factors appear

to be sufficient to affect the forest growth.

Our observations were confined to the streams in the "maple and

beech forest." The list of trees which follows comprises only those

observed by us in the immediate vicinity of the streams, easily

identifiable at sight.

The list includes twelve of the eighteen "indicator species" of the

Allegany Transition Forest Zone given by Brown ('21, p. 369)

and contains six other species, only one of which Brown gives as

an indicator of any other zone. This is the cucumber tree belong-
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ing in the zone of dominance of oaks, hickories, chestnut and tuHj)

trees. The other five are of wide distribution in the State.

Certain species which sometimes attain the dignity of trees are

herein classed as shrulis, but as in the case of trees, onlv the

most conspicuous of streamside forms are Hsted.

TREES AND SHRUBS O

White pine

Hemlock

Aspen
Ironwood
Blue beech
Yellow birch

Beech
Chestnut
Elm
Slippery elm
Cucumber tree

Striped maple
Mountain maple
White maple
Red maple
Basswood
White ash

5SERVED ALONG STR
PARK

List of Trees

Pilins Strol'its

T.sii(/a cmHide IIS is

rnfiiliis trciiiiiloidcs

Osirya 'cirgiiiiaiui

C arpiiiiis carnliiiiaiia

Bclnia liitca

Fagns grandifolia
Castanca dciitata

Uliiius amcricana
Uliiiiis fitlva

Magnolia acuminata
Acer peiiiisylvaiiiciiin

Acer spicatuin

Acer saccharimtm
Acer rubnnn
Tilia amcricana
Fra.riniis amcricana

M-SIDES IN ALLEGANY

Not common
Not rare but usually

small
Locally common
Occasional
A.bundant
\'ery common
Occasional
Rare
Occasional
One tree seen
Occasional
Not uncommon
Not uncommon
Common
Common
Occasional
Occasional

Willow
Shad bush
Witch-hazel
Alder
Elder
Hobble-bush
Purplc-tlowering rasp-

berry
Raspberry
Blackberry

Shrubs
Salix sp.

Amclanehicr canadensis
Hanta melis Virginian a
A In us nigosa
Sambitcus canadensis

J 'Untrnuin alnifolium
Ruhus odoratiis

Rubiis strigosus

Ruhus sp.

Abundant
Not uncommon
Abundant
Local
Occasional
Common
Very occasional

Common
Local

localh

The characteristic flowering plants of low and moist places include

the trumpet weed (Eupatoriuin purpurcum), boneset (Eitpatoriuiu

pcrfoliafiim ) , l)ee balm {Monarda didyina ) and jewelweed (Intpa-

tieiis biflora and /. p(dlida), all of which are common. Sedge (Carcx

torta) is abundant on all streams. Wild rye (Elyinus virginicus)

is locally common.

of dryer ground was goldenrod

noticed there were : honeysuckle

(Clematis I'ire/iiiiaua) , cone-flower

(Rudbeekia laeiiiiota), fireweed (Epilobiiini augustifoliuiii) . rough

bedstraw {Caliuiii pahistre). whiteweed (Crysaitfheiiiuiii Leueaii-

theinum), flcabane {Erigeron aiiinuii). burdock (Aretiuiii iiiiiuis),

The most conspicuous plant

(Solidago sp.). Other plants

(Lonieera eaiiadeiisis) , clematis
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clock (Kitmcx Britaintica ) , liverwort (Hcpatica acittiloba). anc'

meadowsweet {Spiraea latifoUa).

No attempt was made to identify all of the plants that were

observed, especially the smaller forms, nor the ferns and grasses,

liowever, specific identification of the plants is not necessary for

the present purpose, which is roughly to indicate any ecological

hearing the vegetation may have upon the streams ai,\(l the life,^in

ihem. So far as fish are concerned, the relation of the vegetation,

whether trees, shrubs, or other plants, is mainly in the efifect it has

upon the volume of water and upon the food supply of the fish.

In highland streams the principal food of the brook trout neces-

sarily consists of insects. Species of insects which pass the early

stages of life in the water enter extensively into the food supply of

the trout, but many o'her forms which have no aquatic existence are

also eaten. Which species this class of food comprises are to some

considerable extent determined by the immediate surrounding vege-

tation. Aquatic insect life also varies according to the vegetation,

both directly and indirectly. The direct efl^ect is through s])ecial re-

lations of insects and trees and plants and the indirect through the

qualitative or even quantitative modifications of the stream by woods

or meadow.

By the removal of the conifers and the clearing of the streams of

obstructing rocks, lumbering operations must have greatlv modified

the character of the streams.

Coniferous growths on the hillsides tended to jirotect the soil,

enabling it to retain the moisture for a longer time than is the case

under present conditions, and thus to regulate the flow of water in

the streams. The complete deforestation of the lower-lying areas t>f

swamp and bog modified them to such an extent that in summer-time

the streams are quite dry, where formerly there was probably a m,qrje

constant supply of water. These combined conditions efl^^jqtigjd j^,Ji;UC-

tuating water flow throughout the catchment basins. . :- ., .-.y-j-i

The removal of large rocks from the course of the stream de-

stroyed many of the deep pools that there may have Ijeen. The

change in the forest growth brought about a change in the char£|ct^jr|.of

other vegetation with a resulting qualitative and perhaps, qu<^ntitati?fp

change in the fauna, particularly of insects and especially such- ,^s

pass the early stages of their life in the water, and ,of -other forms

upon which trout feed.

One of the many ef¥ects upon trout streams brought about by mod-

ification of forests may serve as an example. It is a well known fact

that a coniferous growth conserves the moisture in the soil to a
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greater extent than does a growth of deciduous trees and ljushes.

The leaves or "spills" of conifers fall from the trees and form a dense

mat upon the ground and they are not blown about to such an extent

as the leaves of other trees. Only those of trees close to or over-

hanging the stream fall into it. But in autumn leaves from deciduous

trees not only fall into the stream, but are blown and washed into them

from the banks. In pools and in still, shallow places they form a

deposit upon the bottom. Besides the leaves which fall directly into

the pools or are washed or blown into them there are those which

fall into running water and are carried down into the pools or still

places above the rififles.

Previously attention has been called to the conditions of "natural

pollution" (Kendall, '24, p. 262), in a cited account of the ef¥ects of

acidity of bog water upon trout. Flood water from sphagnum bogs,

after a prolonged dry period, was found to be four times as acid as

the normal water which ran during the drought and was of an acidity

intense enough to coagulate the mucus on the bodies of young trout.

It has recently been shown {Fisheries Service Bulletin, No. 126,

November 2, 1925, pp. 2-3) that a high degree of acidity is produced

by leaves which are deposited in the smaller watercourses in autumn.

This acidity is injurious to young trout by exerting its effect not

through deaeration but by direct toxic action. However, the state-

ment is made that probably under natural conditions this organic

poison is sufficiently pronounced to become a menace only very

rarely.

Our observations covering many seasons lead us to believe that a

large accumulation of leaves in pools or brooks would be injurious to

trout compelled to remain in them. At least there is this pos-

sibility. We have never seen a trout where such conditions obtained,

even when they were plentiful enough in the same stream under dif-

ferent conditions. We do not know what effect this acidity may

have upon the aquatic forms of insects in the brooks, but the fact

that the water is more or less poisonous is suggestive.

The survey with which this report is concerned was made in Au-

gust, 1922, by a party from the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experi-

ment Station, under the direction of Dr. Charles C. Adams. The

party comprised the senior and junior authors of this report, and

Mr. B. A. Sarecky.

The examination of the streams was carried out in considerable de-

tail, as is evident from the report. Such an extreme of detail may

appear superfluous to some, but inasmuch as work of like character

appeared not to have been previously undertaken, it was thought
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to be desirable to put on record everything noted of possible bearing

on the trout, especially as relates to its ecology and conservation.

While some of the details may have no immediate uti.ity, they may
be of value in future investigations should such be undertaken.

The linear extent of the streams was measured by pacing. This

may be regarded as an uncertain or unreliable method of measure-

ment. However, the paced measurements of some sections were

checked by actual measurements and the pacing was found to be

sufficiently accurate for the purpose in mind. Each pace was reck-

oned as a yard. Naturally, under the circumstances, the paces or

steps were not always uniform in length, but due allowance was made

for a long or a short step, as the case might be, in the succeeding paces.

Paces were counted from one point of interest to another. The paces

might be few or many, before a stop was made. The limiting fea-

ture was naturally some change in the observed conditions, such as

from a riffle to a pool, or the presence of trout.

Each pool of considerable extent was measured as a separate unit,

but the length of a small one was often combined with the next sub-

sequent measurement.

The character of the stream and the vegetation of both banks

was noted in each section, whether but few or many yards in extent.

The temperature of the water was taken at irregular intervals, but

at such places as suggested a possible difference from that of the pre-

ceding observation.

Frequently boulders are mentioned. The reference does not sig-

nify glacial boulders, but relative sizes of rocks. In the order named

the classes are sized as follows : Large and small boulders
;
large and

small rocks
;
large and small stones ; coarse and fine gravel ; coarse

and fine sand.

The generally open, shallow, clear streams afforded exceptional

opportunity to count the trout. This fact was not at first realized,

and consequently in one or two sections of Quaker Run the trout

census was somewhat indefinite, before special care was taken. Par-

ticular precaution against frightening the trout was observed when-

ever scaring them would interfere with the count. Occasionally when

a pool containing a number of trout was approached too suddenly

the fish would scatter, but after a short lapse of time would reap-

pear. It is believed that not many trout escaped observation, although

there were some places where trout could not have been seen had they

been there. But in those places conditions were such that it is im-

probable that any trout were present.
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When trout were seen they were classified according to the esti-

mated length of the individuals. After a little experience six cate-

gories were adopted, represented by the letters a, b. c, d, e and /.

Small and large fingerlings were designated by a and b respectively.

Trout larger than fingerlings, around 4 to 5 inches or so, were classi-

fied as r. Trout of 6 inches plus or minus were represented by d.

Trout of 7 to 8 and upward were classified as c, and those around 9
and upward were included under /. In making the count, a tally of

the trout of each category was kept under the corresponding letter.

The senior author is responsible for the measurements and de-

scriptions of streams and their surroundings, and the counts of trout.

The junior author took the temperatures and made collections of

the fishes. Mr. Sarecky made collections of aquatic invertebrates. Air.

A. A. Saunders" special interest was in the lairds of the Park but he

also rendered excellent service in photography, some of the results

of which appear in this report.

Ten miles of streams were investigated by these methods but we

now realize with regret that, whi'.e certain aspects of the work were

noted in considerable detail, the investigation falls short of being

complete or thorough.

So' far as it werit, the stream measurement was accurate enough

fof the purpose. The trout "census" was conducted as carefully and

thoroughly as the conditions permitted. It was necessary to exercise

great caution or the trout would escape notice. \\'hile the clearness

of the water favored us it also favored the trout, for they could see

us aljout as far as we could see them, and often a trout was first

sighted as it darted away. In one instance it was ascertained by

measurement that a trout which had been frightened had seen the ob-

server at a distance of 25 feet. But in order to frighten the trout it

wds not necessary to be seen. The jar from a step on the bank would

be communicated to the water and the fish, and away they would go.

However, in an open pool, while the fish would scatter and dart

hither and thither in an effort to conceal themselves, if the observer

stood still for a few moments the trout would return to their original

pldre.s and positions—each trout to the identical place that it occupied

be it'Was disturbed. The trout could then be counted and their

sizes estimated.

When bushes afiforded concealment for the ol^server, it was our

custom carefully to approach the pool behind them and ])eer through

them, for even parting the bushes would often startle the trout,

presumably owing to suddenly admitted light. Yet even if thus

frightened and scattered, the fish would shortly return to their sta-
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tions. If then the I)ushes were still held apart the fish no longer

appeared frightened.

When viewed from above, as from a bridge or a high bank, the

trout were seldom frightened. Also when approached from the

downstream side the fish were less likely to be disturbed as the trout

were always headed upstream when stationary. W hile working" up-

stream, fingerlings in the shallow water at the lower end of pools

were easily seen but it was more difficult to discern large trout at

the head of the pools. At first we worked upstream but later re-

versed the procedure. In this way we were able to discern the char-

acter of the stream at a greater distance than when ascending it, and

proper caution enabled us to approach the trout with a minimum of

disturbance.

Subsequently our investigation was found to have involved some

errors but they were mainly errors of omission rather than com-

mission. W'e should have made more extensive collections, par-

ticularly of larger trout and of aquatic insects. Temperatures of air

and water should have been more systematically recorded and weather

conditions each day should have been regularly noted. If we had to

do it again, beginning at headwaters or at some definite point up-

stream, and working down each day, we would follow in detail some
such schedule of notes and figures as follows

:

1. ^Measurement of stream

a. Length

b. Width

c. Depth

2. Character of stream

a. Clearness, turbidity, etc., of water

b. Temperatures

c. Shallows, riffles, cascades, pools ; proportional aggregate

extent of each

d. Obstructions

e. Stream bed and bottom

f. \'egetation of shores, banks and streams

3. Aquatic fauna

a. Count of trout

b. Associated fishes and other vertebrates

c. Associated invertebrates

d. Linear sequence of associated species in the stream

4. Collections

a. Representative sizes of trout for study of age and stomach

contents

b. Other species of fishes for stomach contents
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c. Aquatic invertebrates

d. Insects of immediate vicinity : from vegetation, rocks,

ground, old logs, stumps and other objects near and in the

stream

5. Possible "enemies" of trout

Incidental to the "trout survey" some collecting of fishes was done

by the junior author. A small seine only was used, consequently

usually only the smaller fishes were taken. However, larger forms

were easily perceived, and owing to the general openness of the

streams, they were easily identified. The small seine served not

only to secure our collection of trout, but to determine the sequence

or succession of species in the course of the stream.

Only 14 species of fish were collected and observed in the Quaker

Run system during the season. Some of these were locally plentiful,

others rather scarce. The following list comprises the species either

observed or secured.

Common sucker, Catostomus counncrsonii (Lacepede)

Hognose sucker, Hypentclium nigricans Le Sueur

Stone roller, Carnpostoma anouialum (Rafinesque)

Horn dace, Scmotiliis atroinacitlatits (Mitchill)

Redside shiner, Clinostomus elongatus (Kirtland)

Pearly minnow Margariscus iiiargarita (Cope)

Blacknose dace, Rhinichthys atronasus (Mitchill)

Cutlips, Exoglossum maxillingua (Le Sueur)

Brown trout, Saliiw fario Linnaeus

Rainbow trout, SaUno sliasta (Jordan)

Brook trout, Soh'elinus fontinalis (Mitchill)

Johnny darter, Bolcosoma uigruin (Rafinesque)

Fantail darter, Catonotiis flabeUarc Rafinesque

Sculpin. Coitus hairdii Girard

While only the upper section of Quaker Run and its tributaries in

the vicinity, and Stoddard Creek of the Red House system, received

much attention in our investigation, a party in charge of Professor

T. L. Hankinson. then Ichthyologist of the Roosevelt Wild Life

Forest Experiment Station, made some observations upon other

waters of the Park as well as those of Quaker Run during the sum-

mer of 1921. The results of his studies are included in this Bulletin

as a separate paper.

Professor Hankinson's party collected a number of species of fish

in Quaker Run which were not observed by us. These were : straw-
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colored minnow (Notropis blennius), which was said to be al)und-

ant ; redfin (Notropis cornutus), also abundant; longnose dace

(Rliinichthys cataractae), abundant; blackside darter ( Hadropteriis

aspro), few; greenside darter (Diplcsion biciinioides)
,
few; rainbow

darter (PoeeilicJitltys caerulcus) , common.

Wolf Run was not examined by us but Hankinson described it as

a stream similar to Quaker Run in general appearance, entering the

Allegheny River below Tunesassa, at a railroad station called Elko,

where it is broad and its current sluggish. Its course in a general

way is parallel with Quaker Run, about two miles distant from it.

It has small tributaries similar to those of Quaker Run, but only

one of them was examined. This was Lane's Creek. Near Elko,

Wolf Run has a dense forest border, the trees appearing to be the

same as those along Quaker Run. Prominent ones were hemlock,

blue beech, willows, j^ellow birch and basswood.

The shallow, warm waters, slow current, and gravelly bottom of

the lower section made favorable conditions for a number of species

of minnows. The following cyprinids were found to be abundant

:

horn dace (Scmotihts atrouiacidatus) ; blacknose dace (Rliinichthys

atronasiis)
;

longnose dace (Rhiuichfliys cataractae) . Common
forms were: stone roller (Caiupostoiiia anoinaliiiii) ; redfin (Notropis

cornutus) ; emerald minnow {Notropis atlierinoidcs) ; river chub

(Nocomis kciituckicnsis) ; redside shiner (Clinostonius elongatus)

.

A few blunt-nose minnows (Piiiicplialcs uotatus) were found. Hog-
nose suckers (Hypciiteliuiii nigricans) were common. A few

Johnny darters (Bolcosoma nigrum), fantail darters (Cafoiiotus

flabellare) and greenside darters (Diplcsion bleniiioides) were col-

lected. Sculpins (Cottus bairdii) were common.

Red House Creek, according to Hankinson, is a short stream,

perhaps four or five miles long, but is fed by several large tribu-

taries which enter its upper end.

In its upper part it winds through forests and has a rock and

gravel bed with many huge boulders. There is little deep water.

Riffles and long stretches of shallows prevail. Lower down near

its junction with the Allegheny River, the creek has some large,

long, deep pools with open shores and high steep clay-banks.

The headwaters with shallow and considerable rapid water con-

tained brook trout. One ten inches long and a young one were

caught. Hankinson regarded the places visited as too open and

with too few pools for many trout although the temperature (66°F.)

was quite suitable. Smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) were

common in the big deep pools at the lower end. The most abundant
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species of fish here were redfin {Xotropis eornutus) ; redside shiner

{Clinostouius clongatus) : and blacknose dace (Rhinichthys atru-

nasus). Brown trout (Saliiio fario), stone roller {Campostoma
anomalum). Ijlunt-nose minnow {Piinephales iiotatits), horn dace

(Seniofiliis afroiiiaeulatus ) . cutlips {Exoglossiiiii luaxilliiigita )

.

common sucker {Catostoiiiiis coiiuucrsoiiii) , and hognose sucker

{Hypeiifelium nigricans) were common. There were a few each of

emerald minnow (N'otropis atlierinoides ) . blackside darter {Hadrop-

tcrus aspro), Johimy darter (Boleosoiiia nigrum), fantail darter

(Cantonotits flahellare), greenside darter {Diplesioi blenninidcs )

,

rainbow darter (Poeeilichthys eaenileus), and sculpin (Cottus

hairdii).

Beyond the Park limits Hankinson's party collected in Little

and Great Valley Creeks. No salmonids were mentioned for these

waters. Other than Salmonidae Hankinson listed 23 species collected

in the various waters visited. Of these, 18 were found in the Alle-

gheny River, 17 in Little Valley Creek, 13 in Great Valley Creek,

18 in Quaker Run, 17 in Red House Creek, and 14 in Wolf Run.

It is very probable that more extensive search would have completed

the list of 23 species in any one of the waters mentioned.

GEOGRAPHIC RANGE AND MAXIMUM SIZE OF SPE-
CIES OF FISHES TO BE FOUND IN ALLEGANY
PARK

Common Sucker. Catostomiis couimersonii (Lacepede)

Size : 18 inches or more.

Range : Canada and New England to Montana, Colorado, and

southward to Missouri and Georgia.

HoGNOSE Sucker. Hypcnteliiim ni(/ricans Le Sueur

Size : According to Jordan and Evermann it attains a length of

about 2 feet.

Range: "New York to ^linnesota, Kansas, Arkansas and the

Carolinas." (Jordan and Evermann.)

Stone Roller. Canipostoma anonialuui (Rafinesque)

Size : 6 to 8 inches.

Range: "Central New York to Tennessee, Wyoming and

Texas." (Jordan and Evermann.

)

Bluntnose Minnow. Piinephales notatus (Rafinesque)

Size : About 4 inches.

Range : "Quebec to Delaware. Kentucky, Alabama, Arkansas,

and northward to the Dakotas." (Jordan and Evermann.)
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Horn Dace. Sciiiotilus atroiiiaculatiis (Mitchill)

Size : 10 inches.

Range: New Brunswick to southern Missouri, W'yoming and

Canada.

Redside ]\Iixno\v. Cliiwstoiiiiis chiujattts (Kirtland)

Size : 5 inches.

Range : "Great Lakes and upper Mississippi \'alley, chiefly from

Pennsylvania to Minnesota. Common in clear streams, north--

ward only." (Jordan and Everniann.)

Pearly Minnow. Margariscits inargarita (Cope)

Size : 3 inches.

Range: "Lake Ontario, New York, and Susquehanna River to

James River; also lakes in the headwaters of the Kanawha."

(Jordan and Evermann.)

Straw-Colored Minnow. Xotropis blciiiiiits (Girard)

Size : 2 to 23^ inches.

Range :
"( )hio and Michigan to Tennessee, Dakota, and Kansas,

thence southward to Texas." (Jordan and Evermann.)

Redfin Shiner. Xotropis coniutiis (]\Iitchill)

Size : 5 to 8 inches.

Range : "Entire region east of the Rocky Mountains excepting

the South Atlantic States and Texas." (Jordan and Ever-

mann.)

Emerald Minnow. Xotropis atlicriiioidcs Rafinesque

Size : 4 to 6 inches.

Range: "(ireat Lakes region and Ohio and ^Mississippi valleys,

and north to W innipeg." (Jordan and Evermann.

)

Longno.se D.\ce. Rhiiiiclithys cataractac ( Cuvier and \'alenciennes

)

Size : 5 inches.

Range: "New England to X'irginia and Wisconsin; its varieties

ranging into Utah and the Columbia basin." (Jordan and

Evermann.)

Blacknose Dace. Rhinichlhys atroiiasits (MitchilH

Size : 3 inches.

Range : New England to ^Minnesota, Northern Alabama, and

\'irginia." (Jordan and Evermann.)
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CuTLiPS. E.voglosstnii nia.villingiia (Le Sueur)

Size : 6 inches.

Range : "Lake Ontario, St. Lawrence River, Lal<e Champlain,

Hudson River, and Cayuga Lake, and soutliward to \^irginia."

(Jordan and Evermann.)

Rainbow Trout. Salino sliasta (Jordan)

Size : 6 pounds.

Range : Introduced species.

Brown Trout. Saliiio fario Linnaeus.

Size : 20 pounds more or less.

Range : Introduced species.

Brook Trout. Salvclinus foiifiiialis (Mitcliill)

Size: Maximum on record 14^ ll)s. from Nipigon River,

Canada.

Range : Labrador, New Foundland, Canadian Eastern Prov-

inces, Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Basin, New England,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and in Alleghenies to

Northern Alabama.

Brook Stickleback. Eiicalia iiicojtstans (Kirtland)

Size : 2 to 2j/2 inches.

Range : "New York to Kansas and northward to the Saskatche-

wan. Abundant in the Great Lakes region and south to Cen-

tral Ohio and Illinois, the southernmost record being Decatur

County, Indiana." (Jordan and Evermann.) One record for

Maine.

Blackbass. Microptcrus doloiuien Lacepede

Size : 8 pounds, on record.

Range: "From Lake Champlain to IManitoba and southward on

both sides of the mountains, from James River to South Car-

olina and Arkansas. Abundant, frequenting running streams,

and preferring clear, cool waters ; its southern limit is bounded

by such waters." (Jordan and Evermann.)

Johnny Darter. Boleosoiiia niyntm- (Rafinesque)

Size : 2 to 23^ inches.

Range : "Eastern L^nited States, almost everywhere, especially

northward, the typical form (uigntin) throughout the Ohio

Vallev, Great Lakes region, and Upper Mississi]ipi west to

Colorado and north to Manitoba." (Jordan and Evermann.)
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Fantail Darter. Catonotus flabcllare Rafinesque

Size : 23/2 inches.

Range: "New York to Virginia, west to Iowa, and south to

South CaroHna and Northern Alabama." (Jordan and Ever-

mann.)

Greenside Darter. Diplcsioii blennioidcs (Rafinesque)

Size : 3 to 5 inches.

Range: "Pennsylvania to South Dakota and Kansas, and south

to the lower Alabama basin." (Jordan and Evermann.)

Blackside Darter. Hadropterus aspro (Cope and Jordan)

Size : 3 to 4 inches.

Range : "Great Lakes region to the middle Missouri and north

to Minnesota; southward through Missouri, Indiana, and

Kentucky to Arkansas, especially common in the Ohif) Valley."

(Jordan and Evermann.)

Rainbow Darter. PoecilichtJiys caeru'.eus Storer

Size : 2y^ inches.

Range: "Mississippi Valley . . . the mo.st common species in

most parts of the Ohio Valley." (Jordan and Evermann.)

ScuLPiN. Cottus bairdii Girard

Size : 7 inches.

Range : "Cayuga Lake, New York, to Ohio." (Jordan and Ever-

mann.) Recorded from Mahoning River. Poland, Ohio.

LONGITUDINAL SUCCESSION OF FISHES IN ALLE-
GANY PARK STREAMS

Brook trout were found practically up to the headwaters of the

streams and downstream as far as suitable conditions obtained. In

Quaker Run only two brook trout were observed between the camp

of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences and the pool at the mouth

of English Creek. Two rainbow trout (Salmo shasta) were also

seen under the bridge above the camp of the Buffalo Society of Nat-

ural Sciences on Quaker Run. In Stony Brook some brook trout

were found nearly throughout the length of the stream, and in Eng-

lish Creek from the uppermost portion examined nearly down to

Freck's. In Stoddard Creek the open pasture seemed to be their

lower limit. These trout were found throughout the wooded sec-

tion of the stream.

In Quaker Run the sculpin (Cottus bairdii) was found nearly to

the headwaters and was the only fish associated with the trout from
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the headwaters for something over two miles down. Xo other spe-

cies were ol)served until near the junction of the South Fork with the

main stream, where blacknose dace {RhinicJithys atronasus) occurred.

A short distance below the first, horn dace (Seiiiotilits atroiiuiculatus

)

was seen, followed by hognose sucker ( Hypoitelium nigricans),

pearly minnow (Margariscits iiiargarifa ) . cutlips {Exoglossum uiax-

illingua), and Johnny darter {Bolcosomu nigniiu).

Not far above the big pool near the mouth of .Stonv Brook one

young brown trout {Saliiio fario) was caught, and in the ])ool the

following species were collected or observed : Common sucker

{Catostoiiius cominersonii)
: hognose sucker { Hypeiiteliiiiii nigri-

cans ) ; redside shiner {Clinostoinus clongatus); pearly minnow
{Margariscus rnargarita ) ; horn dace ( Seiiiotilns atroinaciilatus)

;

blacknose dace {Rhinichthys atronasus) ; Johnny darter (Boleosoma

nigrum) ; fantail darter (Catonotus flabellare) ;
sculpin (Cottus

hairdii) ; brown trout {Salino fario) ; brook trout {Salvelinus fonti-

nalis). This locality seems to be the upper limit of some species.

Excepting brown trout, all of the above mentioned species were also

found further down. In Stony Brook a sculpin was also found in a

pool with a bottom of mud and gravel about 320 yards below the

headwaters. Blacknose dace were encountered about 234 miles up-

stream (approximately 3780 yards). Between a mile and a third

and two miles up, horn dace occurred, besides numerous blacknose

dace and sculpin. A short distance (31 yards) above the main road

bridge across the stream a young rainbow trout 5 inches long was

caught.

In English Creek in a pool at the uppermost limit of observation,

sculpins were observed, and l)elow within a distance of 600 yards

blacknose dace were seen. About two thirds of a mile up, pearly

minnows, stone rollers and cutlips were collected. About 125 yards

below, redside shiners were found. A small rainbow trout was seen

a short distance above the junction of the creek with Quaker Run.

In Stoddard Creek sculjMns were found far upstream. Blacknose

dace occurred 137 yards above the open jiasture and were abundant

in the pasture where observed. Horn dace were found 67 yards

above the ])asiure. I'rout were found to the edge of the pasture.

In the i)asture horn dace, stone-rollers, redside shiners and sculpins

were collected.

What constitutes the limiting factors for distribution of species in

the streams is obscure. One naturally first thinks of tem])eratures.

and it is probably one of the factors at least so far as concerns trout,

but most of the other species in the same stream extend well up in
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temperature congenial to trout. Sculpins appear to 1)e at home in

cold as well as in relatively warm water.

In the upper sections of Quaker Run the temperature ranged be-

tween 52° and 55°F. on August 9 and 10. Trout and sculpins were

the only fish occurring in these sections. Blacknose dace occurred

where the water temperature registered from 60° to 62°. Other

species were also found there in water as cool as 60^, and up to 67°

during the month of August.

At the time the collection was made in the "Big Pool" near the

mouth of Stony Brook the temperature of the water was 60°. In

the pool at the bridge above the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences

camp the temperature of the water was 63° on August i at 11 :30,

and 56° on August 28 at 9:30 A. M., and the air was then 68°. But

on the same date at the bridge below the camp the water was 67°

and the air 74° later in the day.

In .Stony Brook about 320 yards below its headwaters the tem-

perature was 57° at noon on August 15. Near where the uppermost

blacknose dace was found the temperature was 61° at 2:40 P. M.
In English Creek, blacknose dace, j^early minnow, horn dace, stone

rollers, cutlips and sculpin were all found in a temperature of 59°

at 10:30 A. M., August 16. A redside shiner was found in a tem-

perature of 66° farther down.

In Stoddard Creek blacknose dace occurred in a pool where the

temperature was 61°, and horn dace were taken only 77 yards below,

where the tem]ierature was probably the same. The best trout waters

were quite regularly 59°. Other species in this creek were collected

where the water was 75° and upward.

In Red House Creek below the junction with Stoddard Creek, and

where open to the direct rays of the sun, the temperature was 85°.

Here blackbass, silver shiners, stone rollers, blacknose dace, horn

dace, redfins, hognose suckers and scul])ins were seined.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STREAMS EXAMINED AND
DISTRIBUTION OF THEIR BROOK TROUT

The following descriptions of streams and ocular estimates of

the numbers of brook trout they contained in 1922 include Quaker
Run and its tributaries, and Red House Creek with certain of its

affluent streams. Map 3 shows the location of the several sections

of these streams examined in detail and referred to l)v capital letters

in the text.

As previously stated, the trout seen were grouped, according to

estimated length, in six classes represented by the letters a, b. c, d, c
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and /. Small and large fingerlings were designated as a and h

respectively ;
larger trout 4 to 5 inches long, as c ; trout about 6 inches

long, as d ; those 7 to 8 inches long, as c ; and those about 9 inches

and upward, as /.

UPPER QUAKER RUN
Section A.—On August 9 this section of Quaker Run was

examined, beginning very near its source. Here the stream was

found to be very small, and at the uppermost point there were big

old logs lying across the stream with a pool below. The bed of

the pool, which was partly dry, was 8 feet wide, but the pool itself

was only 3 feet in width. The temperature of the water at 10 :30

A.M. was 53.5° F. Two trout of the c class were seen here. Below

the pool the bed of the streamlet maintained the same general width

for some distance. It was bordered by small yellow birches and

witch hazel on the right hillside bank, and on the lower left side

were grass, weeds, ferns, etc., and white ash. The bottom of the

stream was composed of gravel, coarse sand, and a few rocks.

Along this tract one small fingerling (a) was seen.

Here and there along the stream below, several more old cross

logs and an occasional pool were encountered. The bottom con-

sisted of bed rock
;
conglomerate, and fine gravel. It was still run-

ning water for some distance to a relatively big, sandy pool, about

2 yards long, 6 feet wide and 8 inches deep, with overlying dead

and rotten trees. The bottom was of fine sand, and on the banks

the same kinds of trees as above were observed. One very red

male trout of class e was taken here. A little further along one

class c trout was seen.

Below this point the brook was more open. The bottom was

composed of fine gravel and coarse sand and a few rocks. There

was a noticeable slope of running water, about 6 feet wide and

3 inches deep. The same sorts of trees as before were observed on

the banks, which were low, excepting where, at intervals, they were

growing on upraised roots and old logs. Such conditions obtained

for about 17 yards further to a jam of old tree stumps and sticks.

Farther on the brook itself became narrow but its bed was still wide,

with slabs of large and smaller rocks. In the lower open part of

this section one trout of class f, decidedly red in coloration, was

observed. At the lower end of the section was a pool with fine

gravel bottom in which no trout were seen.

A little over 13 yards below this point there was quite a flow of

water from a spring at one side, and about 17 yards farther on

was a shallow pool with a bottom of coarse gravel in which one
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class c trout was seen. At a point another 17 yards down were

two jams of old logs and debris, separating three pools. The lower

pool had a fine gravelly bottom, with some sand and a ver}- few

boulders. Here were found two large fingerlings (b) and one

class c trout.

For twenty-five yards further the stream bed consisted of coarse

and fine gravel, and sand, through which the stream rippled with

here and there small pools. One pool 8 inches deep contained two

small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b) and just below it

another one of like size was seen.

Below this the stream bed followed a steep down-grade for

20 yards, with a high hillside on the right and a low left bank, but

both sides wooded with the usual trees. Along this grade only one

trout was seen, class c.

Below this section the bed for 50 yards was comparatively level,

and composed of small rocks. The low right bank and the higher

left bank were both wooded with the usual trees and saplings. The
only fish observed in this distance was one sculpin (Cottus).

The level character of the stream bed and low right and high left

banks, was maintained for about 67 yards. In the course of the

stream was a wide pool with swift water at one side, and bottom

of gravel and sand, below a steep hill. At the lower end of the

section was a pool only 2 yards long but 20 feet wide, and 15 inches

deep, with a fine gravelly bottom. At some distance above the pool

one small fingerling (a) was seen, and in the pool two trout of

class c.

Here the brook divided in a low, weedy flat, some 60 feet wide,

with raspberry bushes, elder, goldenrod, etc. On both sides were

the usual kinds of trees,—yellow birch, red maple, witch hazel, etc.

The left division of the brook was 2 feet wide and contained one

small fingerling (a). Fifty yards below the streams reunited, having

fine gravel and small rocks on the bottom, and extending for another

50 yards. Along this reach one large fingerling (b) and seven

trout of class c were counted.

Twenty-five yards below some old logs were encountered, the

stream having a bottom of rocks and gravel. The right bank was

steep and the left somewhat lower. Here the brook again divided

for about 30 yards. Near the lower end of the right division one

small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen, and just

above it another class c trout was observed.

About 7 yards below was a broad sandy pool which contained

one small fingerling (a), just above the old corduroy bridge.

The temperature of the stream here at 11:40 A.M. was 53° F.
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Summary of Section A
The entire section was wooded with large trees consisting of

yellow birch, white maple, red maple, white ash, witch hazel, etc.

The banks were intermittently bordered with trumpet weed, bone-

set, jewelweed, honeysuckle, ferns and grass.

The brook was quite generally shallow, with clear water, having

a bottom of rocks, gravel and mud. Here and there old logs and

brush were found in and over the brook. Tem])erature at corduroy

bridge was 53° F. at 11 140 A.M.
In the whole extent of some 440 yards, only 31, trout were seen,

comprising 7 small fingerlings (a), 5 of class b. 16 trout of class c,

2 of class c, and i of class f. Three specimens collected were re-

spectively, 2^, 334. and 5^ inches long.

The only other vertebrates noted were a few frogs and small

sculpins (Cottus). Of the latter, 3 were collected, respectively

}i, i^, and 3^ inches long. The associated invertebrates were

caddis fly larvae, at the headwaters, and crayfish along the stream.

The distribution of trout in this section is shown approximately

in Table i.

TABLE I.— Distribution of Trout in Section A, Qu.vker Run.
August 9, 1922

ioo-Y.\RD Interv.vls

Size Cl.\ss

Number
of

trout
a b c d e f

I I 3 4 2 II

2 1 I I 3
3 I 2 3
4 2 I 7 10

0.4 2 2 4

Total 7 5 16 2 31

Section B.—Fifteen yards below the old cordtiroy bridge the

temperature of the water was 54° F. at 4:27 P.M. on August 9, the

date that this section was examined.

Sixteen yards farther down was a pool below cross logs where

two class d trout were seen, and 10 yards farther down near an old

fallen tree one small fingerling (a) was observed. Fifteen yards

thence the brook divided into two branches, that of the right side

being the larger, which for 18 yards had a bottom of bed rock form-
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ing" a fine, even, shallow stream. Below a shelf of hed rock one

trout of class c was seen.

For 10 yards the hroad, shallow, open hrook, with low immediate

banks, flowed o\-er a l)ed of coarse and fine gravel. The usual trees

were present on each bank. In this course three small fingerlings

(a) and one trout of class c were observed. Five yards below

another small fingerling (a) was seen. Ten yards still further were

found one small fingerling" (a) and one trout of class /, and 15 yards

thence another trout of class c was seen. Then a 6-yard tract of

fine sand and very small rocks yielded two small fingerlings (a).

Twenty-one yards below one small fingerling (a) was seen in the left

branch, and 6 yards farther down was a cut-oflf pool in which one

small fingerling (a) was seen. At this point the two branches

were reunited. Near the junction of the two branches two

trout of class c were seen.

Both branches had bottoms of gravel and sand. In the left

branch the gravel was fine ; in the right both coarse and fine.

The banks were low, with woods composed largely of yellow birch.

Fifteen yards from the junction was another reach, 15 yards long,

of fine gravel and sand with a few rocks. The banks were still low

and wooded with fairly large trees. One large fingerling (/;) and

one trout of class d were seen.

The brook then opened up for 40 yards, flowing over a bed of

scattered small rocks and much coarse and fine gravel, and some

sand.

For 20 yards further the bed was composed of coarse rocks and

fine gravel, overhung and obstructed by bushes, making observations

difficult.

Below this the bed of rocks and gravel and other similar conditions

extended 20 yards to where one trout of class (/ was seen, at the

head of a small island joined bv another division of the brook.

Below this island the brook became narrow and overhung with

weeds and willows for 10 yards. Then for 20 yards it was again

open. 6 feet wide and with a bottom of rocks and fine gravel. Here

one small fingerling (a) was seen. The brook, still open, flowed

between low banks, wooded as usual, but niostlv maple and blue

beech extending to an open small pool, in which one trout of

class / was seen.

The stream continued narrow for 12 yards further, l)ordered by

trumpet weed and goldenrod, principally, and a few willows, which

conditions obtained for 10 yards to a series of 3 small pools, con-

nected by running water, and more or less obstructed by cross logs.
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Both banks were low, wooded with lars^e yellow birch and rather

large hemlock for about 17 yards to some cross logs above which

an open pool with sandy bottom was found. In it were seen one

small fingerling (a) and one trout of class d.

Then occurred a series of shallow pools with alternate running

water connections, for 20 yards, with some logs lying across the

stream. The only trout seen were two small fingerlings (a).

Sixteen yards below was a pool-like expanse of rippling water

under some old logs, where the water dropped for 2 feet into a

narrow, rapid, rocky brook extending for 75 yards to another open

pool, 6 feet wide and 15 inches deep, with sandy bottom. Here

were seen one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class d.

For 115 yards the narrow, rocky quick-water brook was so thickly

overgrown with willows that practically no observations were pos-

sible. But one trout of class d was seen.

Practically the same conditions obtained for 20 yards more. Under

one old cross log a small fingerling (a) was seen. The stream along

here came close to the trail. Its bed was composed of rocks and fine

gravel, and the shallow water was overhung with willows for 10

yards. One small fingerling (a) was observed.

Then for 100 yards it was again thickly canopied with willows.

However, two small fingerlings (a) and one trout of class c were

detected.

Below this was a short tract less thickly overgrown for 15 yards,

where the brook divided into two branches under old logs, sod, etc.,

where no observations were possible as concerned the fish. Prob-

ably there was none there.

For a short distance onward both banks were low and overhung

with willows and the usual weeds. The bed of the stream consisted

of rocks and fine gravel for the most part, but for a short distance

it was sandy, and much overhung with elder, willows and other

shrubs.

Fifty yards below the trail the stream had some open water, with

some rocks and fine gravel. The stream was here about 6 feet wide.

The left bank was low, with hornbeams and grass. The right bank

was a hillside wooded with aspen. Two small fingerlings (a) were

found.

Just below was a little waterfall over some old logs. Here were

seen one class c and one class d trout, and just below them a small

fingerling (a) was seen. A short distance further down lay a com-

paratively deep pool with bottom of rocks and coarse and fine gravel,

below old cross logs. In it was seen one trout of class d.
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Below this pool the stream was again closely overhung with wil-

lows, and beyond was a short pool which contained three small finger-

lings (a). The brook then became more open, with fine gravel

bottom, but still somewhat overhung with willows, where it crosses

the trail.

Near here were seen six class c and three class d trout distributed

in five places. This was at the head of a 400-yard tract difficult and

often impossible of observation, but in which the following notes

were made : "A long stretch, through weedy meadow, with some

aspen trees, maples and willows. The stream here ran underground

or partly underground, and under old logs which were densely over-

grown with trumpetweed, snakehead, goldenrod, boneset, Ijee balm,

and grass. On the banks were some willows and aspens."

Then for 30 feet was quick water, with rocks, etc., under willows

at the upper end. Here one small fingerling (a) and one trout of

class c were seen.

A short open stretch of brook, 4 feet wide with fine gravel l)ottom,

was then reached in which were two small fingerlings (a) and one

trout of class e. Then for 20 yards the brook flowed over a bed

of fine gravel with shallow pools where one small fingerling (a)

was observed.

Below this were big cross logs at the head of a pool in which one

small fingerling (a) and four trout of class c were counted. The

brook then widened with bed rocks and coarse and fine gravel. The
banks were wooded with saplings, one large maple, blue beech in

cjuantity, and yellow birch. There were much bee balm, sensitive

fern and goldenrod. One small fingerling (a) was seen. Then came

a stretch of rocks, coarse and fine gravel, and cross logs for about

50 feet, below which was a large, broad pool under an ancient fallen,

moss-covered tree. The bottom showed some rocks and fine gravel.

In its deepest part there was 3 inches of water. The pool was

18 feet long and 18 feet wide. One class c trout was seen.

The temperature of the water in this pool was 54.5° F. at 2:40

P.M. Here three trout of class c were seen. Below this was a

stretch of open brook, rippling over coarse gravel and some sand.

Two small fingerlings (a) were observed in this stretch. After

this there were some great cross logs overlying the stream bed of

rocks and fine gravel, 30 yards broad, interspersed with pools. One
branch had a shallow pool with some rocks. The right branch was

the widest. Three small fingerlings (a) and one trout of class /
were seen here.

Succeeding this was a short course of fine gravel where no trout
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were seen, below which was a gravelly pool containing two trout

of class Then a short stretch of coarse and fine gravel riffles,

where one small fingerling (a) was seen.

Just out of the wooded tract was a short, round island, over-

grown with weeds and small trees, mainly hemlock and l)lue beech.

The left branch was the widest. Each contained a jam of old logs

and debris.

Below this was a 50-foot stretch of coarse and fine gravel bed,

6 to 10 feet wide at the upper end, containing two small fingerlings

(a). In the rocky riffles was a pool with bottom of fine gravel.

The temperature of the water was 55° F.

Beyond this point was a pool with fine gravel l)ottom, overhung

on the left side with willows and bordered on the right with grass

or sedge, and a growth of small maples. The pool was 15 feet long,

10 feet wide and 17 inches deep. The temperature of the water

was 55° F. at 2:20 P.M.

Below this was a long pool with fine gravel bottom, where three

small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (//), five class c, two class

e, and two class / trout were counted, one of the latter being very

red.

For a short distance further the conditions were unfavorable for

observations. Near here was a short division of the stream. On
the left side one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were

seen. A little further along the stream again divided. No trout

were seen in the left branch. The bottom of both branches consisted

of gravel. The bed of the left branch was about 3 feet wide. One
small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen each in sepa-

rate places in the right branch.

The island formed by the two branches was overgrown with

maple, yellow birch, willows, and herl)aceous plants. Below this

were two pools. One, with a bottt)m of sand and rocks, contained a

small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c: the other was sandy,

with cross logs, and contained three small fingerlings (a), a large

fingerling (b) and one trout of class e. and just below one trout

of class c was seen.

The brook here was wide with hard bottom of sand and fine gravel.

Along here were seen four small fingerlings (a), three large finger-

lings (b), and one trout of class c in a pool of coarse gravel and

few rocks, below old cross logs which were overgrown with grass,

weeds, willows, trumi)et weed, ras])l)errv bushes, goldenrod, boneset,

snakehead, bee balm and ferns, and one small hemlock.

For 25 yards further the stream bed was composed of fine gravel.
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There were old logs along it, and willows leaned into the l^rook.

Here were seen two large fingerlings (/;). Below this was a rather

large log with a pool under it, extending both above and below the

log. The bottom consisted of a few rocks and sand, and it was

overhung with willows. No trout were seen in it.

Below this was a long stretch of very rocky stream bed, with a

little gravel and with quick water. Here were observed one small

fingerling (a) and one trout of class c. Just below was a long pool

with bottom of fine gravel, overhung with willows. Here one reddish

trout of class c was caught.

Thence 75 yards above Dry Run was a pool overhung with alders

and willows, the bottom comprising rocks and gravel. One large

fingerling {b) was found in it.

Above and at the mouth of Dry Run were low banks, overgrown

with willows, alders, maple, goldenrod, snakehead, bee balm and

ferns. The bro(jk here was about five feet wide above a i)ool at the

mouth of Dry Run. The bottom showed many medium sized rocks

and some fine gravel. The temperature here was 54° F. in two inches

of running water at i 140 P. M. Here were seen two small finger-

lings (fl), one large fingerling (?;), and two trout of class c.

Summary of Section B.

Many willows and alders in places overhung the stream ; and in

certain sections the brook was so obscured that, if present, trout

could not have been seen.

The principal herbaceous plants comprised grasses, trumpet weed

and ferns. The water of the stream was clear, its depth varying from

two inches to two feet. The bottom was composed of rocks, sand

and mud. There were a few pools but not many suitable for trout.

The water temperature was 54° F. in two inches of running water

at the mouth of Dry Brook at i 140 P. M.. August 9, and 54° at the

old corduroy bridge, on the same date at 4:27 P. M.
The distance traversed in this section B, on August 9. was approxi-

mately 1 32 1 yards. In that distance the total number of trout counted

was 128, comprising 53 small fingerlings (a), 15 large fingerlings

{b), 38 of class r, 13 of class d, 4 of class e, and 5 of class /. Six-

teen trout were ccjllected. ranging from two to three and one half

inches long.

The only other fish observed were sculpins. Some crayfish ( Caiii-

barus) were observed; dragon fly nymphs were fairly abundant, and

two dobson larvae were found. Some caddis fly cases were seen.
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TABLE 2.— Distribution of Trout in Section B, Quaker Run.
August 9, 1922

lOU- I AKU IN 1 liKVALS

Size Class
number

01

trout
a b c a e /

6 2 2 I 1

1

4 I 3 I 9
3 I I 2

4 4 2 2 9
5 I 2 3
6 I I

3 I 4
8 2 I I 4
9 2 I 3
10 5 7 3 I 16
II 3 4 7
12 2 4 6
13 19 12 16 3 3 53

Total 53 15 38 13 4 5 128

Section C.—On August 10 a section of the stream from near the

mouth of Dry Brook down to the next minor tributary was

examined.

Near the mouth of Dry Brook, in a pool with bottom of coarse

gravel, and overhtnig with willows, one small fingerling (a), three

large fingerlings {b), and two trout of class c were seen. Six yards

below was a small extent of moderately rocky and fine gravelly bot-

tom, eight yards long, overhung with willows and alders. Then

for twenty-three yards the stream was narrow, with rippling water

over a bed of small rocks, overhung with beeches and small hemlocks,

extending to a shallow pool twelve yards long, with a bottom of small

rocks and much coarse sand and fine gravel, bordered by over-grow-

ing and in-growing willows. In this pool five small fingerlings {a)

and one trout of class d were counted.

Again for twelve yards the stream took the form of a rocky rififle,

across which in one place were recently cut trees. The rifile term-

inated in a pool ten yards long, in which one small fingerling {a) and

two trout of class c were observed. Below this was another pool

thirteen yards long, completely canopied by willows, with a bottom of

fine gravel and mud, in which were seen seven class c trout. Imme-

diately below was a smaller pool, five yards long, overhung by wil-
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lows, mostly with bottom similar to the larger pool above. Two trout

of class d were found here.

Sixteen yards below was an island formed by the division of the

stream. Near the head of the island ten trout of class d were seen.

Throughout its extent the left arm was about six feet wide with sev-

eral shallow pools and intervening riffles. The bank was wooded

with yellow birch, hemlock and aspen. Three log jams were now en-

countered. In some places the riffles were almost dry. In the left

arm forty-one small fingerlings (a), two larger fingerlings (/;), four

trout of class c, one of class d and two of class c were counted. The

right arm was narrow and mostly of quick water, with small pools

and eddies under old logs, of which there were many. The bottom

consisted of many rocks, and gravel and mud, and the stream was

overhung with willows, making it hard to discern fish. In it only

two trout of class d were seen. These two branches extended for

86 yards to their junction at the foot of the island. At that point

there was a pool thirteen yards long, overhung with willows and some

aspen, the bottom being of fine gravel. Here 30 trout of about six

inches in length, d, 10 of from seven to eight inches, e, and 10 of nine

inches, /, were counted.

Thence there extended a six-yard stretch of narrow, quick water,

flowing through a grassy tract, with bottom of moderate sized rocks.

Below this was 100 yards (rough estimate) of gravel bottom and

fairly deep pools, and long shallow reaches, overgrown with willows.

Conspicuous in the brook were masses of pink roots of the willow,

making observations on the fish difficult. However, three trout of

class c and one of class / were seen.

Below this reach was a small shallow pool in which six small fin-

gerlings (a) were seen; and at the foot was seven yards of a jam

of old logs completely overhung with willows, below which was a

small deep pool. In it were seen five trout of class d and one of

class e.

From here the narrow stream flowed underground through a

meadow strewn with old logs and fallen trees, and more or less

grown up with willows, goldenrod, etc. At its reappearance the

brook was narrow and overhung with willows and aspen for forty-

seven yards. Here one nine-inch and one ten-inch trout f were

seen.

A pool fourteen yards long, with bottom of fine sand and mud
and bordered by low willows on the banks, contained two small fin-

gerlings (a) and twelve trout of class c.
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Twelve yards l^elow was an eight-yard stretch of riffles to a

pool ten yards long, having a bottom of fine gravel. In this pool

were seen two class c and two class e trout.

Below this was an open pool, six yards long, bordered by a grassy

bank on the right and a growth of willows on the left. Here the

only trout seen were three small fingerlings (a).

From this point was another riffle twelve yards in extent, with

bed of fine gravel and small rocks and overhung with wil.ows on the

left and with beech on the right. One .small fingerling (a) and three

class d trout were seen here.

The stream then flowed over a bed of fine gravel, bordered mostly

by overhanging raspberry bushes on the left and by willows on the

right, which also hung over the brook, to a shallow pool eighteen

yards long, on the upper left side overhung by willows, witch hazel

and hemlock, and on the right with goldenrod, bee balm, grass and

bushes.

In the pool were found four small fingerlings (a) and one large

fingerling (b), two class c, and one class d trout.

From here, for thirteen yards, the brook rippled over a bed of

small rocks and fine gravel between overhanging beech on the left,

and willows, weeds and grass on the right to a small pool, also over-

hung by beech on the left and willows on the right. The pool was

ten yards long with bottom of fine gravel and a few rocks ; on the

left was an old log, with quick water under it, six inches deep. In

the pool six small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (/'), and one

trout of class e were counted.

From this pool cpiick water over large, medium and small rocks

and gravellv riffles extended for thirteen yards and abruptly dis-

charged into a shallow pool below an old log. One trout of class c

was seen in the pool. Below that was a pool ten yards long and eight

yards of riffle, and more old logs. The higher left Ijank was wooded

with yellow birch, and the lower left with blue beech. Here there

were seen five small fingerlings (o) and two large fingerlings (b).

The stream now flowed for fifteen yards over a l)ottom of small

rocks and fine gravel, between banks with overhanging willows, some

of which were in the water. In this section five small fingerlings

(a) and one large fingerling (b) trout were seen.

Below this was a pool thirteen yards long, ten feet wide, and eight

inches deep, with bottom of small rocks, fine gravel and mud. The

left bank consisted of big rocks and old logs, with overhanging hem-

lock saplings, and on the right was an overhanging beech tree and
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grass. At the upper end of the pool one trout of class c, and at the

lower end two small fingerlings (a) were seen.

From here the hrook flowed for sixteen yards w'ith a quick current

over large rocks and fine gravel. The higher left hank was wooded

with yedow birch, small hemlocks and maple. The right bank sup-

l)orted willows and grass only. Along this "rapid" in shallow places,

two small fingerlings (a) and one large fingerling (b) were seen.

The quick water then fell over a large flat rock in a little cascade, and

ihence flowed for fifteen yards to a pool where two small fingerlings

((/), four class c, and two class (/ trout were observed.

Then the stream again became fairly swift for ten yards, flowing

over a bed of coarse rocks. On the left side was an old horizontal

log underground, exposed on the stream side, and supporting a hem-

lock bush, ferns and grass. On the right side the stream was over-

hung with willows. Just below were some old logs raised above and

across the brook, with a small ])(>ol beneath, the bottom composed of

large and small rocks, in which one small fingerling
(
a ) was the only

trout seen.

The brook thence ran under bushes over a bottom of coarse rocks

and some fine gravel for ten yards, where one small fingerling (a )

and two large fingerlings (b) were seen.

Below this was a pool ten yards long, with Iiottom of small rocks

and fine gravel. The left bank was wooded with willows and beeches

;

the right with small hemlocks. In this place two small fingerlings

(a), one large fingerling (b), one class r, and two class (/ trout were

seen. Next to this was another similar pool seven yards long in

which two small (a) and one large fingerling (b) were oliserved.

Five yards of riftles over gravel and large stones, with banks of

maple, blue beech and wiilow growth, terminated in a pool below old

cross logs, fifteen by fifteen feet and one foot deep, with bottom of

coarse gravel. On the left bank were maple and I)lue beech and on

the right only willows. In the riftles two small fingerlings (</)

were seen, and in the pool four small ones (a), and one large finger-

ling (b), and two trout of class c.

From here the stream flowed over a bottom of large and small

rocks and some fine gravel at the lower end, for twenty-five yards.

Below was a long pool with low left bank bordered and partly over-

hung by willows. The right bank was grown up to grass and weeds

at the lower end and bushes at the upper end. From the pool the

water flowed over old cross logs in a low cascade. The lower half of

the bottom of the pool was composed of small flat rocks and some
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gravel. The pool was fifteen yards long, eight feet wide and one and
a half feet deep. In this pool were seen two small fingerlings {a).

14 class c, and two class d trout. Six yards below was a sixteen-

yard stretch of shallow, quick water with l)ott(>m of a few large

rocks and fine gravel, partly overhung by willows. Along this

stretch two small fingerlings [a) and one large fingerling (b) were

seen.

Below this was a long shallow pool ten yards long, eleven feet

wide, and about two feet deep in the deepest part. Yellow birch

overhung it from the left bank and it was bordered by willows and

grasses on the right. The bottom was composed both of large and

small rocks, and fine gravel. In it were seen two small fingerlings

(a), one large fingerling (/;), 8 of class c, 6 of class d, 6 of class r,

and one of class /. The temperature of the water here was 52° F.

at 10:08 A. M.

From this point there was fifteen yards of <|uick water on bottom

of coarse and fine gravel ; then another shallow pool with bottom of

small flat rocks and a few large ones, and a little fine gravel. In it

were seen three small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b), and

two trout of class c.

This pool was at the head of a small island formed l)y a division

of the stream. The island was overgrown with willows, grass, bone-

set, snakehead, bee balm, etc. The right branch of the stream was

five feet wide, with a bottom of coarse gravel. This point was near

the junction of the minor tributary which is referred to in this report

as "First Rivulet".

Simnnary of Section C.

The trees and shrubs on the banks comprised as])en. wihow. hem-

lock, yellow birch, common beech, majile, elder, witch hazel, holible-

bush, etc. Aspen and blue beech were predominant.

The herbaceous vegetation comprised among other ])lants bee balm,

boneset, and trum])et weed, and there was moss on the stones in the

brook.

The bed of the stream consisted of rocks, gravel and sand. The

depth of the stream was from a few inches to two feet or more, and

the water clear.

In the entire section of approximately seven hundred yards, a total

of 294 trout were counted, comprising 107 small fingerlings (<;). 19

large fingerlings (/'), 64 of class e, 65 of class d. 25 of class e. and

14 of class f, including one of twelve or thirteen inches in length.
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TABLE 3.— Distribution of Trout in Section C, Quaker Run.

August 10, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

7

41

19

15

II

4

14

4
5

26

1

1

3
30

5

4
4

2

13

3

I

6

Total

.

107 19 64 65 25

1

1

2

14

32
52

54
32
31

33
60

294

Seven trout with an average length of 2 to 23^ inches were col-

lected. The only other fish collected were eleven specimens of scul-

pins, the largest of which was 3^4 inches long.

Of invertebrates, two large specimens of crawfish, two of dragon

fly nymphs, and two of May fly nymphs, were collected. Other insects

observed included water striders ; also young caddis flies recently

emerged, their wings .still unopened, found at 11 A. M. One took to

the water when touched.

Section D.—This section was examined on August 5. The brook

here was close to the road, with rather low banks on both sides, wood-

ed with yellow birch, blue beech, maple, willows and aspen on the

right, and with willows, raspberry bushes and weeds on the left. In a

long shallow pool imder overhanging banks, there were seen twelve

trout of class d and one of class /. Along here the stream has been

ditched. In the ditch five small fingerlings (a), two large fingerlings

(b), and two trout of class c were seen.

At the mouth of a rivulet crossing the road (the "First Rivulet")

twelve small fingerlings (a) and two trout of class d were seen.

Below this point the stream had a beautiful fine gravel bottom with

a few small boulders. It was still near the road. Along here were

noted twelve small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b), and

nine trout of class d. Below this section the water runs beneath a

jam of logs, debris, etc., close to the road. Above the jam, two

small fingerlings (a), two large fingerlings (b), and fourteen trout

of class d were seen. This old jam was overgrown with the us\xa,\
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bushes and plants of the locality. One stunted yellow birch with

trunk twelve inches in diameter was growing on the heap.

Below the jam for some distance there were counted, in all. fifty

small fingerlings {a), fifteen large fingerlings {b), seven trout of

class r, and thirteen of classes d, e and /.

In a little pool below, three small fingerlings ia) and two trout of

class d were seen. Below this, in a long stretch of stream, seven

small fingerlings ((7) and eight large fingerlings (b). distributed in

four places, were counted.

At this point another willow-grown jam obstructed the brook, still

near the road. There was a bottom of fine gravel of considerable ex-

tent, with a few small boulders and fewer large ones. Along here

were seen 3 small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b) and four

trout of class f.

Further along were old logs across the stream and one lengthwise

of it, over a bottom of fine gravel. The brook here was overhung

with willows and blue beech. Eight trout of class / were observed.

The stream still continued near the road. Below^ this was an island.

In an arm of the stream were seen five small fingerlings (a) and two

trout of class c.

To this point the stream was clear and open, with steep left and

low right l)ank. There were some trees on the left side and willows

on the right. The stream was here about two feet wide, the ground

flat, with small boulders, fine gravel and sand. Along here were

counted sixteen small fingerlings (a) and five trout of class c.

Below this the brook had a flat, sandy bottom with many old logs

lengthwise of the stream, overgrown with willows. Here were ob-

served two small fingerlings (a) and one large one (/'), and one trout

of class c.

Beyond was another jam where the stream was about eight feet

wide, shallow, with sandy bottom and a very few boulders. The

brook was here overhung with w-illows on the very low, immediate

banks. In some distance ten small fingerlings («). three large finger-

lings (/'), and two trout of class f were seen.

The stream at this point bent southward, diverging from the road,

thence running westward. Below the stream was a steep boulder-

strewn rip. averaging perhaps eight feet in width, with large flat

boulders, and some angular ones. No trout were seen along this

section. Further along was a big shelving ledge on the left, and the

ledgy bottom was covered with some fine gravel and small boulders.

The bed of the stream on the right side was dry. The stream itself

was ((uite narrow, not over three or four feet wide, level, and the
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banks wooded mostly with yellow liirch and some maple. One small

fingerling (a) was seen.

Still further along was a boulder and gravel reach, six or eight

feet wide, with quick water, above which was a shallow pool. In the

pool were seen four small fingerlings (o) and one trout of class c.

Immediately below was a shallow, sandy-bottom pool, twenty

feet long, fifteen feet wide, and one and one half feet deep in the

deepest part. The right bank was low and grown with willows, grass

and bee balm. The left bank was wooded with the usual trees. A
spring trickled in on the right. The temperature in the pool was

62° F. at 3:10 P. M.
Below was a large ledge and an old log jam above which a pool

was formed, about fifteen feet wide and about three feet in maximum
depth. In this pool were seen one small fingerling {a) and one large

fingerling {h). Below the jam was a large iX)ol. On the left was' a

steep hillside wooded mostly with yellow birch. The immediate left

side was a perpendicular rock of horizontal strata. On the right bank

was grass, growing with raspberry bushes, etc.

Next there was a short flat stretch of ledge and boulders with

pockets of gravel among them. Here were observed one small finger-

ling (fl) and one large fingerling {h). Below, for some distance to a

pool, seven small fingerlings (a) three larger ones (b ). one of class

r, and one of class / were counted. One fingerling ( a ) of some other

kind of trout, probably rainbow, was caught here.

The pool mentioned was about three feet long, twelve feet wide,

and two and one half feet deep, overhung with willows. Only one

trout (class c) was seen. If there were others present they had been

frightened and had disappeared.

Just below this was a beautiful pool, half dry. The bottom was

composed of fine gravel. It appeared to be an excellent spawning

bed. Strange to say no trout were seen in it. Below the pool was a

big jam of logs and old sticks, overgrown with willows, raspberry

bushes, bee balm, and clematis. Water ran in rivulets underneath

and amongst the rocks. Just above the jam one trout of class c was

seen.

For some distance below, the stream was not very rapid and con-

tained some large pools. Along this reach eight small fingerlings

(a) and two trout of class c were seen.

Further along was a jam below which the stream had a fine gravel

bottom, with a few flat boulders, and rather more rapid water. It

appeared to be a good spawning place. No trout were seen here but

below it two small fingerlings (a) were seen, and in a pool below that,

under the wooded steep right bank, and on a rip of moss-covered
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boulders and ledge, there were counted seven small fingerlings {a)

and two trout of class c.

Below this point was a pool overhung with willows on abrupt low-

banks. In it were seen six trout of class d and eight of class c.

The temperature of the water was 60° F. at 2 :20 P. M.
Below this pool was an old lumberman's bridge with a pool below

it in which two trout of class c were seen. The stream here was
rather narrow. The temperature in shallow water, in the shade, was
58° F. at II :30 A. M.

|

The stream then continued in a narrow bed with rapid water and
bottom of small rocks and fine gravel. Here one trout of class (/

was seen.

Thence the brook became somewhat wider, with a large flat rock in

a bed of boulders and some gravel. Above and along this place there

were seen eight small (a) fingerlings and one large {b) one, and

three trout of class d. Below this was a long similar stretch in which

were counted nine small {a) and two large ( b) fingerlings, one trout

of class c, four of class d, and two of class c. Then in a pool just

above a jam of old logs, below a ledge with a narrow stream flowing

over it at one side, between ledges, one larger fingerling {b) and two

of class / were seen. The pool was about eight feet long, eighteen

feet wide and two feet deep in the deepest part. The temperature in

the pool at 11 A. M. was 58° F. Probably there were other trout

than those seen in the pool, which were frightened by one of the

party who was ahead.

Below the jam of old logs was a pool six feet long, twenty feet

wide, and twenty-five inches deep, with bottom of fine gravel and

sand, and a few large rocks. In this pool were counted five trout

of class c and eleven of class c.

For some distance the character of the stream remained the same,

and there were counted eight small fingerlings (a), seven large finger-

lings (&), two trout of class c, and 12 of class d. Below this the

brook divided, forming an island which was overgrown with willows.

The largest arm was on the left side. No fish were seen.

Below this was another small willow-grown island. Here three

small (a) fingerlings and two larger {b) fingerlings were observed.

A short distance below the island was a jam, above which was

quick water over rocks and gravel. The rocks were numerous but

not large. At this place four small fingerlings (a) were observed.

This jam was at the head of another island and consisted of huge

old logs. The island and adjacent banks were willow clad. On each

side of the island were riffles which united and continued as shallow

riffles below, about six to eight feet wide. This spot was about
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fifty yards from the bridge. The bottom was composed of rocks and

g'ravel. In the left arm one small fingerling (a) was seen.

The stream now crossed the road to the southward. Not far above

the bridge five small fingerlings (a), nine trout of class e, and two

of class / were seen. At the bridge the stream at first diverged

from the road but farther up it api^roached it again and was close

to the road at the rivulet previously mentioned.

This section was approximately 956 yards long, as measured on

the road.

Siiiniiiary of Scctio)i D
The predominant trees were willow, beech, maple, basswood, white

ash and yellow birch, while the most conspicuous herbage comprised

trumpet weed, clematis, bee balm and boneset.

The stream bed varied somewhat but consisted of gravel and rocks,

with sand and mud in some places. The current was generally

moderate. There were spring rivulets at several places. The water

was clear, and ranged from six inches to three feet in depth.

The total number of trout counted was 401, comprising 186 small

(a) and 58 large (b) fingerlings, 40 of class e, 68 of class d, 24 of

class c, and 25 of class /. Fifteen trout from two and one-half to

four and one-half inches in length were caught.

Table 4 shows in a general way the distribution of trout per each

hundred yards, but is not exact for this section.

TABLE 4.— Distribution of Trout in Section D, Quaker Run.
August 5, 1922

Size Class Number
of

ioo-Yard Intervals trout

a b c d e f
J

I 29 3 23 2 1 58
2 55 17 7 29— t t 108

3 15 9 2 17 43
4 28 4 6 2 40
5 6 I I 8

6 8 4 3 I I 17
7 15 4 7 8 34
8 9 II 6 7 13 2 48
9-- 16 9 2 2 29
0.5 + 5 9 2 16

Total 186 58 40 68 24 25 401
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The average number of trout per hundred yards would be about 42.

Other vertebrates seen were a number of frogs (one green frog

and several leopard frogs). The only other fish observed were

sculpins, of which eight specimens from three-quarters to two and

one-quarter inches in length were collected. Crayfish, dragon fly

nymphs under rocks on muddv bottom, and stone flv nvmphs were

collected.

Section E.—The upper half of this section was examined on

August 4. In a shallow pool near an old log jam, just below the

upper l)ridge, two small fingerlings (a) and at least eight trout of

class (/ were counted. The temperature of the water in the pool

was 62° F. at 3:00 P.AI. on August 4.

Below there was an open pool, bordered on the left by willows

and on the lower part of the right bank also with willows, but

only sedge at the upper part. The pool was eighteen feet long to

the lower shallow, rippling end, twelve or more feet wide and

eighteen inches deep, with bottom of sand, and some gravel at th;

head. Temj^erature of the water, 62° F.

In the pool were seen one small fingerling (a) and sixteen trout

from class c to class c, or larger. Just below this three small finger-

lings {a) and one trout of class c were observed. Further along five

small fingerlings (a), six large fingerlings (b), and two trout of

class c were seen.

Below this there was a jam of old rotten logs, under which was

a waterfall over and amongst large flat and angular rocks, overgrown

with willows. Above the jam was a pool fifteen feet long, twelve

feet wide, and two feet deep in the deepest part, overhung with

willows on one side and yellow birches on the other. The bottom

consisted of fine gravel. The temperature of the water was 60° F.

at 2:30 P.M. Here seventeen trout from class c to class / were

counted.

A short distance below was an island, and along the arms of

the brook here seven small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b).

and three trout of class c and one of class d were seen. Just below

the island lay a mass of fallen rotten tree trunks criss-crossed in

the brook, in running water, but no pool. For some distance below

the stream was rocky, with a little fine gravel. The banks were

higher and wooded with yellow birch, maple, alder, etc. Eight small

fingerlings (a) and nine trout of class c were coiuited.

Bevond this was a i)i)ol twenty-five feet long, ten feet wide, and

fifteen inches deep, under a rock in a shallow place. Here were

counted twenty trout of class r. At this point the stream was wide.
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witli a few boulders and considerable gravel rififles. In a short

distance twelve small fingerlings {a) and one trout of class e were

>een.

Further down was a large pool fifteen feet wide, with an abrupt

ledge on the upper side. It was two feet deep, in (|uick water. In

it two trout of class c were seen.

Below this was another jam forming a large, shallow pool above

it. about two feet wide, with a depth of about fifteen inches, below

an old fallen tree lying diagonally across the riffles. In the pool

were five trout larger than class c and five of class e or smaller.

.\ pool below this one contained five trout of class c or smaller and

three larger than class c.

Downstream beyond the jam thirteen trout of class e or smaller

and six larger than class e were seen.

On the South Fork (see Map 3) from the upi)er bridge to the

junction with Quaker Run, and still in sight of the road, the bed

of the stream consisted of large rocks, some gravel, and had one

large pool, in which no trout were seen. Between the forks and an

old jam composed of debris, the brook was wide with a bed of gravel.

Its course was still close to the road. Along here five trout of class c

or smaller and four larger than class c were seen. The stream

then l)ecame narrower, averaging six feet in width of bed and two

or three feet in width of running water, but with an occasional

widening of the bed to ten or twelve feet. The bottom consisted of

large rocks and boulders, relatively numerous, and of some small

gravel patches.

Twenty-seven trout of class e or smaller and four smaller ones

{b) were seen in a pool below a jam of old logs. Along here one

hognose sucker was seen.

The lower half of Section E, from the lower bridge up to the fork,

and thence up the South Fork for about a mile, was surveyed on

August 3, but only a general description was made.

It was a beautiful stream, wooded all the way, and in many places

overhung with trees and bushes. The bottom was composed of some

small boulders, fragments of rocks, ledge in situ, and much fine

gravel in places amongst the rocks, afifording excellent breeding jilaces

for trout. A good many trout were seen, from one and one-half

up to six or eight inches in length. The larger trout were in the

deeper pools. Only one large trout which may have been a foot

long was observed. Four trout from two to two and one-half inches

long were collected.

Some blacknose dace (Rliiiiielitliys atroiiasus ) . a few sculpins
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(CottHS bairdii) and one cutlips ( Exoglossuiii maxilliiujHU ) were

observed ; also some crayfishes.

Aquatic insect cases, mostly of sand, and some limpet-like, were

found to be numerous. Some cases were pendent under rocks, and

about one-half an inch or so long. But there were more lying hori-

zontally in superimposed layers.

It would a])pear to be difficult for trout to get many of these in-

sect larvae, unless they crawl out, except when they emerge after

leaving the cases.

Summary of Section E
The predominant trees along this section were blue beech, maple,

yellow birch, beech, aspen, willow and hemlock. Trumpet weed,

boneset and sedge were abundant.

The bed of the stream varied greatly from rocks to gravel. Many
of the large rocks were covered with a heavy growth of moss. The

current was generally moderate, with occasional comparativply qriet

pools.

Unfortunately the distance traversed in this section was not

measured and the estimate of sizes of trout rather indefinite. The

distance, however, was somewhat over a mile at least.

The number of trout counted was one hundred ninety-six, ranging

from small fingerlings up to nine and ten inches in length. The

majority of them were small. An approximate allotment to size

categories may be as follows

:

Class a (Small fingerlings) 42

Class h (Large fingerlings) 78

Class c (Four to five inches) 19

Class d (Six to seven inches) 41

Class e (Seven to eight inches) 14

Class / (Nine to ten inches) 2

Total

One of the above individuals was ten inches long. Five specimens,

two to two and one-half inches in length, were collected.

Other fish collected: Blacknose dace ( Rluiiichthys atronasus).

fifteen fish, one and three-quarters to three inches long; blackspot

chub { Scmotilus atromaciilatus) , three specimens, the largest five

and one-half inches long, the others two to four inches in length;

pearl minnow (Margarisciis margarita) one specimen, about three

inches long; cutlips (Exoglossum maxilliiigua) : Johnny darter

(Bolcosoma nigrum), two fish, one and one-half to one and three-
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quarters inches long; sculpin {Cottus bairdii) four specimens, two

and one-half to three inches long. One hognose sucker {Hypen-

teliuin nigricans) was observed.

The insects included a diving beetle (DytiscHs) , stone fly nymphs

and caddis fly larvae and their cases. Black stone fly nymphs were

found on the under surface of black stones ; and dragon fly nymphs

on muddy bottom. Crayfish were also observed.

Section F.—That part of Quaker Run from the road bridge

mentioned above to the pool opposite the mouth of Stony Brook

is included in this section. Under an old bridge below the upper

road bridge, eight trout of class d were seen; also suckers (Catosto-

niits coinnicrsonii)
,
hognose sucker {Hypenteliiini nigricans) and

dace {RJiinichthys atronasus) . Below this, five trout of class d

were observed, three in one pool and one in each of two other pools.

A little further down was a big rocky pool, twenty inches deep,

large rocks with a pile of gravel, and a ledge with a perpendicular

downstream face. The temperature of the water was 65° F. Here

one trout of class / was seen, and further down, on a gravel shoal,

one small fingerling (a) was seen. The brook bed comprised scat-

tered rocks amongst which were gravel patches.

For fifty feet or so below were a few gravel patches, large enough

for three or four pairs of good sized trout to spawn upon, providing

they did not fight.

For seventy-five yards or so there were numerous boulders, in-

terspersed with small gravel patches. Along here five trout of class

d and one probably of class / were seen, and immediately below were

noted five small fingerlings {a) and four more of class d.

Thence downstream great boulders and ledges were scarcer than

above, to a pool full of rocks, and quite a lot of gravel and coarse

sand. No fish of any kind were seen along this reach.

For some distance below there were seen three small fingerlings

(a), eight trout of class d or larger, and one of class /. Two of

them were seen in a small pool amongst boulders, where there was

considerable gravel. One large and one small blackspot chub

(Seinotihts atromaculatiis) were caught here.

From the bridge down for some distance the right bank was

generally steep and wooded, while the left bank was low. Many
yellow birch, maple, alder and willow trees and bushes occurred here.

Below the above mentioned small pool was a cascade over and

amongst boulders, with patches of gravel in small riffles above.

A pool below the falls was forty feet long and fifteen inches deep,
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Fig- 53- Quaker Run entering the "Big Pool". Note the shallow water here

and the cove on the left. August 6, 1922
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with l)ottom of small boulders and gravel patches. Then the stream

became narrower and was overhung with willows, with rippling water

over a bed of coarse and fine gravel, thirty-five feet in extent.

Thence the stream, ten feet wide, flowed over a smooth ledge. Here
one small fingerling {a) trout was seen. Below this the stream

bed was composed of coarse and fine gravel, and a small amount of

sand. Here one small fingerling brown trout was caught.

The above stretch, thirty-five feet long, extended to where the

stream became wider, after which it was overhung by willows just

above a pool at the foot of an old stump. Then it became much
narrower, flowing over fine gravel in a current al)()ut six feet wide

and six inches deep, the bed itself being much wider. This pool

was shallow but slightly rippling, forty feet long, from seven to

eight feet wide, and six to eight inches deep, with a bottom com-

posed mostly of fine gravel. It was thought that this place would

make a good spawning bed for brook trout.

On the left was a steep wooded bank and a boulder-bordering

"sea wall". The right bank was here rather low and overgrown with

willows. This piece of stream flows into a shallow pool, thirty-six

feet long by twelve feet wide and six to eight inches deep. Thence

it rii^iples over a bed of fine gravel into a big pool. These riffles

are about six feet wide (see Fig. 53). There was a dry, coar.se

gravel bed on the right, making the bed eight feet wider.

Sumuiary of Section F (to Big Pool)

The distance traversed in this section from the bridge to the iX)ol

opposite Stony Brook was five hundred fifty yards or more.

The predominant trees were yellow birch, maple, alder and willow,

and there were numerous other plants on both sides. The water

was clear, and while there were many boulders (Fig. 54) and much
ledge in places, there was also considerable gravel, and some sand.

In the lower part of this section there appeared to be a scarcity

of trout. The total number observed were well up the stream,

consisting of forty-two trout only, of which ten were small finger-

lings (fl), twentv-nine of class e and four of class /.

The Big Pool, to End of Section F.—Just above the mouth of

Stony Brook there is a big pool, the largest in the entire stream as far

down as examined. It was then about fifty feet long by forty feet

wide, and fully four feet deep in the deepest water. It was some-

what rectangular in shape, bordered by willows and other bushes.

At the u])per end, at the foot of the above mentioned riffles, was

a small shallow cove with bottom of coarse and fine gravel, and
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patches of sand. The bottom of the main pool, at least in the upper

half, was mixed coarse and fine gravel (Fig. 55). The deepest water

was found on the right side near the middle of the pool, in which

were one or more sunken tree trunks of moderate size lying

diagonally across the bottom (Fig. 56).

A few trout were observed but none over eight or nine inches

in length, excepting one fish which was thought to be a brook trout

(although it may have been a brown trout) and which perhaps

would have weighed a pound and a half. Two brown trout were

seen, the largest about fourteen inches long, and the other about a

foot long. The first was lying in shallow water near shore on the

left side of the pool just beyond some overhanging willows, near

the lower end of the pool (Fig. 57). It was headed diagonally

upstream toward the left bank. This trout appeared to be a female.

The other brown trout, which appeared to be a male, lay between

two small logs near the upper end of the pool, and was also headed

diagonally upstream toward the left bank and overhanging willows

about eight feet distant. The water was clear, which with the bright

sunshine made it easy quite closely to inspect the fish.

These brown trout were not shy, permitting close approach, while

several small brook trout near by were very shy.

The temperature of the water in a shallow place in the shade,

was 60° F., at 3:15 P.M. on August 11.

No trout were collected in this pool, but by means of a small seine

the following species were caught: Silvery minnow {Clinostomus

clongatus) , one hundred thirty specimens, two and one-half to three

and one-half inches; pearl minnow {Margariscus margarita), eight

specimens, each about three inches long ; blackspot chub (Scmotilits

atroiiiaciilatiis) ; blacknose dace {Rluiiiclithys atronasus)
,
twenty-

three specimens, one and one-quarter to two and one-half inches

long; cutlips {Exoglossum vuixillingiui) , four specimens, three to

four inches long; Johnny darter {Bolcosouia nigrum), twenty-one

specimens, averaging one and three-quarters inches long ; fantail

darter {Catonotus flobcllarc) , one specimen about one and one-

quarter inches long; and sculpin {Cottus bairdii), four specimens,

one and one-half to two inches long.

Other fish observed were common sucker (Cafosfoiiius com-

mersonii) and hognose sucker (Hypciitcliiiiii nigricans). Crayfish

were caught, also one stone fly nymph.

This pool is not far from the roads and is fairly open in most

places, but could not be seen owing to intervening trees and bushes

and a high bank.
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Fig- 55- View of a section of the stream bottom at the upper end of the "Big
Pool". August 6, 1922.
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Fig. 56. Looking across the "Big Pool". Shows the overhanging \egelation and
the projecting logs. August 6, 1922.

Fig. S7. Another view across the "Big Pool" in Quaker Run. A hrown trout

was resting on the bottom to the right of the large projecting log. August

6, 1922.
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Farther down was another hroad, hut smaller i)ool, a foot or so in

(le])th. In it were seen fifteen or twenty trout, and one or two in

other places along, hut none over six inches in length.

One young rainhow trout a1)out five inches long was caught, also

two hrook trout, hoth of class c. Dark spots were ohserved on the

dorsal fin, the hack, and on the hasal half of the caudal fin ; the

helly was ahruptl}- white helow the lateral line ; few marks were

present.

Food for trout along here did not seem to he common (jn the

surface or hottom. A few stone fly nymphs were found ; also caddis

fly cases of sand, found under stones, were quite numerous and

apparently of three or more kinds. Green leafhoppers were found

on grass and weeds along the stream.

Other fish ohserved were: common suckers {C. coimiicrsoiiii } of

small size—one ahout ten inches long; hlacknose dace {R. atro-

iiasits) ; one stone roller (Caiiipostoina atwiiialnm ) . ( )ne large scul-

pin fully four inches long was seen. Crayfish from two and one-

half to three inches long were ohserved.

The hrook in this section averaged ahout eight or ten feet wide,

hut in many places expanded into broad shallow pools. The hottom

consisted of coarse fragments of rocks, and houlders. The banks

were low and bordered largely with willows, and here and there on

somewhat higher banks were yellow birches and maples with a few-

small hemlocks scattered among them. There were also numerous

saplings and shrubs of various kinds, including ras])l)erry and black-

berry bushes. Grasses and weeds were abundant, and ])ee halm verv

common.

\'ery few places in this section of the stream were ck-e]) enough

for large trout.

Pool under the Bridge.— This large ]iool was located above th?

Bufifalo Society of Natural Sciences camp. It was examined on

August I, when twenty or more trout from classes c. d and c. and

at least four or five trout of class / were seen, under the bridge.

One rainbow trout with bright rosy sides, about eleven inches long,

was also recorded.

Other species observed were common sucker (Catostoiiiiis coiii-

iiicrsoiiii)
; hognose sucker {Hypciitcliuut nigricans) ; silver minnow

{ Clinostoniits) : blackspot chub {Scnwtiliis atroniaciilatiis) , six

inches or more long; one young sculpin (Cotttis bairdii). three

quarters of an inch long; and two darters ( Bolrosoiiia iiigriiiii).

Two water snakes were observed "nosing" fish, but no fish was seen
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to be caught. One large crayfish was also seen. The temperature of

the water at 1 1 130 A. M. was 63° F. in the sunshine.

From this pool the section examined extended to the bridge im-

mediately below the above mentioned camp. The examination here

was made on August 28. In the pool under the bridge the usual

species of suckers and cyprinids were there present in numbers.

About forty trout were counted and there were probably more than

that number present ; but not many were alcove class c in size, per-

haps mostly classes c to c. The large rainbow trout was still there,

also one smaller one.

It had been moderately cold the night before, and the temperature

of the water in the pool registered 56° F., and that of the air 68° F..

at 9:30 .\. M.
The bottom of the pool was composed largely of boulders of

angular shapes, and small rocks. The pool was about forty-four

feet long, fifteen feet wide, and perhaps four feet deep in the deepest

part. Below the bridge there was a ledge on the immediate right

bank, and rocks on the left.

Section G.—From this pool the course of the brook was straight

away northward ; with large shallow pools and short rips amongst

large and small boulders, rocks and stones, with some coarse and

fine gravel ; alx)ut eighteen to twenty feet wide. Both banks were

rather low, with sedge and clumps of willow in places overhanging

the edge of the stream.

Twenty-two yards downstream, one trout of class d and a sucker

(Catostoiniis ) a])()ut eleven inches long, were seen in a ])()ol with

some cyprinids. The pool was eighteen inches deep, with bottom

of bed rock, boulders and fine gravel.

Under an overhanging maple, thirty yards further down, were

some old logs, sedge and yellow birch, with a narrow stream running

under, amongst and over moss-covered boulders and rocks on the

left side of the bed. On the right were sedge and willows. These

conditions obtained for sixty-eight yards to a bend in the stream

more to the westward, with high right bank, grown with yellow

])irch saplings and small hemlocks. Large boulders and sedge marked

the immediate shore. On the left bank, back of the border of

sedge, were willow and trumpet weed. The character of the stream

bed was unchanged.

Twenty yards further to the westward, huge boulders occupied

the head of a pool at the foot of the steep right bank. The im-

mediate left bank was sedge-grown, back of which were willows.
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Tlie bottom continued the same. Then for forty yards the bed of

the stream averaged ten feet in width, with large boulders, rocks of

various sizes, and a little fine gravel. The right bank was steep

and high, wooded with yellow birch, beech, aspen and good sized

hemlocks, and the immediate shore bordered with sed"e, some "-olden-

rod, a little boneset, and a very little willow. The immediate left bank

was clothed with sedge, back of which were some willows. Along
here the brook was very open, with a fair current for the most part

;

but with one shallow pool in which were many young cyprinids about

three cjuarters of an inch long.

At the end of the reach was a pool iielow quick-running water,

with a large conglomerate boulder on the rigiit, Ijelow which was a

bed of coarse gravel and some fine gravel. The immediate left con-

sisted of the dry bed of the stream, composed of flat boulders, and

some large and small rocks, with a little fine gravel. Both banks were

low, with sedge, wild rye and willows, back of which was a small

amount of aspen, maple and yellow birch sapling growth on the

right. On the left side were sedge, willows and birch overhanging

the edge of the stream. This pool was si.x yards long, fifteen feet

wide, and eighteen inches deep.

From here was a stretch of seventy-two yards, with right bank

more or less abrupt, wooded mostly with yellow birch and small hem-

locks, left bank low and bordered with sedge and willows. The bed

of the stream all along was about the same as before with mostly run-

ning water, to a low stone dam across the stream, probably built by

children.

Then came thirty-three yards with low sedge-bordered banks on

both sides, wooded with small yellow birch and blue beech. In

shallow running water here, one class c trout was caught.

Twenty-eight yards further down was a still, shallow but wider

area, with a few large boulders, large and small rocks, and some fine

gravel. The banks were the same as before. Twenty-seven feet

down three small fingerlings {a) were caught.

Inclusive of the foregoing it was seventeen yards to what ap-

peared to be another dam. The character of the banks remained un-

changed ; for sixty-two yards further the brook bed was the same as

before, and about fifteen to twenty feet wide, the stream mostly of

fairly running water, interspersed with small pools and eddies.

From this point on the bed became flatter and open, with abrupt

right bank, wooded with yellow birch, maple, ash and blue beech, and

having an immediate border of sedge, boneset, trumpet weed, cone

flower, etc. The bottom was composed of smaller boulders and large
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and small rocks, with some coarse and fine gravel, extending to a

i;o()l under a huge boulder on the steep right l)ank. Here cyprinids

hut no trout were seen.

It was tlien fifty yards to where the brook bed was composed large-

ly of smaller rocks, but with a few large boulders and large rocks, and

coarse and fine gravel. Like conditions extended for thirty yards

further, but the left bank was more openly wooded, and the immediate

right bank willow-grown.

Fifteen yards below was a slight incline with babbling water over-

hung with yellow birch and maple of fair size on the left. The low

right bank was bordered by sedge and willows.

Seventeen yards down was a wide, shallow, quiet place, but having

a noticeable current, under a beech extending clear across the

stream from the left. The right side was bordered with sedge,

trumi)et weed and willows. This shallow place was ten yards long.

In it was seen one trout of class d.

The stream then in the form of a riffle extended for ten yards to

a long, wide but shallow pool, with high and steep right bank at the

foot of which were huge boulders, sedge and w^illows, but rather

bare above, though suj^ijxjrting a few saplings of yellow birch, aspen

and some willow. The left bank was low and bordered with sedge.

The pool had a bottom of large and small rocks, and very little fine

gravel. It was about twenty-two yards long, twelve feet wide, and

twenty inches deep. At the lower end some cyprinids and six trout

of class c were seen.

The immediate right bank was very steep, wooded with sapling

maples, yellow birch, etc. The left bank was low and grown with

sedge and willows. These conditions extended for ten yards to

where the water was a little quieter, but practically an extension of

the same pool.

Below this the current became considerably swifter but with small

pools. The bed of the stream was composed of small boulders,

large and small rocks and a very little fine gravel. The immediate

banks on both sides were abrupt and steep, with large hemlocks

overhanging the brook, and downstream yellow birch, maple, etc.,

and some sedge on the left side. One large fingerling (/?) trout was

observed here.

For thirty-two yards further the conditions of the stream were

essentiallv the same excepting for quicker water. Yellow birch

overhung the left side. On the right was one fairly large yellow

birch and much sedge and willow.
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Nineteen yards below the water flowed with still swifter current.

There were more large boulders in the bed, otherwise it was much

the same as above. The right bank was high and had an immediate

border of sedge and willow, back of which were yellow birch and

maple. The left bank was low but abrupt, wooded mostly with

yellow birch and maple saplings.

Forty yards below this point was an encampment. Along the

stream were large flat boulders, with narrow channels of water on

both sides. The brook here was more frequented b\' campers ; a

child's musical water wheel was noted. The banks were low on

both sides, with sedge and willows back of which were small birch

and other brush; also some hop hornbeam saplings. Just below was

a deep pool on the right side ; a pretty pool, but small. No flsh were

seen. The temperature of the pool was 62°F., and that of the air

7i°F.

Thence for eight vards the bottom was the same, with nothing ex-

cept sedge, trumi)et weed, and goldenrod on both sides near the

stream bed ; then overhanging birch, maple, beech and hop horn-

beam ; both on the right and on the abrupt left were willow, sedge,

and some trumpet weed.

Like conditions obtained for thirty-two yards further, but on the

right was a little island of willow and sedge. The stream here was

narrow on the left. On the right was a very small, nearly dry and

stagnant pool with willows on the immediate bank. This island was

thirteen yards long.

The water further on was somewhat c|uicker, with low stream

banks. Sedge and willows bordered the right, with yellow birches

overhanging the left side. Large boulders and rocks, with some

small rocks and a very little gravel, composed the bed of the stream.

These stream conditions extended on for thirty-six yards but

with more pool-like expansions overhung with willows on both sides,

with some .sedge on the edge of the stream bed. Then, the stream

conditions remaining the same, the right bank became more abrupt,

wooded with yellow birch and maple, and having an immediate

border of sedge. On the left were sedge and willows.

Twenty-six yards below the stream took a quicker dro]i. The
right bank was wooded with overhanging maples, blue beech and

yellow birch. The left bank bore only willows and sedge. These

conditions obtained for twenty-two yards to a running pool-like

ex])ansion with intervening babbling rills among boulders. Sedge

and willows grew on both sides and some trees back of them,

the conditions continuing for twenty-three yards to a long.
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wide pool, partly overhung on the left with yellow birch, wild rye

and sedge, and sedge and willows on the low right bank, for the

twenty-three yards of quicker drop. The banks continued to be of

the same character as before ; and the stretch included a shallow pool

fifteen feet wide, with a bottom of boulders and large and small

rocks.

The stream then extended twenty- four yards to a pool behind the

Buffalo Natural History Society camp kitchen. This pool was

forty-two yards long, twenty- five feet wide, and two and one-half

feet deep. It contained many cyprinids and some trout which could

not be accurately counted or the size estimated, but at least six \vere

seen and none were over seven inches long.

Below this pool was an island with a narrow channel on each

side ; on the left were the camp grounds, low and wooded ; on the

right a steep bank merging into a very high cliff with exposed strata.

The left channel was dead and shallow at the upper end l)ut with

quick water at the lower end, also shallow. The right channel con-

tinued fourteen yards to a broad shallow pool with small rocks and

much fine gravel, fourteen yards long and ten feet wide, thence ex-

tending to a slight incline over flat bed rock fifteen yards long, to a

slight cascade over the end of rock strata into another pool of sim-

ilar character, eight yards long, to the end of the island. The total

length of the pool to a point beyond the island was nineteen yards.

It was fifteen feet wide, the bottom composed of small rocks and

coarse and fine gravel.

Twenty yards of rips over small rocks and gravel ended in a

drop among boulders and coarse gravel, extending four yards to a

pool eight yards long under old logs, stump, debris and dirt. These

rips had an immediate border of sedge and willows on the right and

overhanging blue beech on the left, for twenty yards from the camp

grounds downstream.

Here (the site of the camp fire) opposite the high clifif of exposed

strata the talus at the foot sloped abruptly to the stream's margin,

with a few bushes and trees, and some plants here and there ; also

some sedge on the immediate margin (Figs. 59, 60). The left

bank was worn by much travel of campers. The stream was rather

quick-running water over a bed mostly of large and small flat

rocks with very fine gravel amongst boulders. It was sixty-one

yards to the point oi)posite where the cliflf declined, with thicket of

birch, maple and basswood saplings, etc., and immediate border of

sedge on the right. The camp grove lay on the left. The stream

bed was here thirty-six feet wide, fifteen feet of which was nearly
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Fig. 60. The opposite side of Quaker Run at the same place as I'igure 59,

looking downstream. August 21, 1921.

Fig. 61. Large pool in Quaker Run at beginning ot open stream, probably below

summer trout limit. August 27, 1922.
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dry. The stream itself was eighteen feet wide, running amongst

small l)uulders, and large and small rocks, over more tine gravel.

The left hank was lower with more tussocks of immediate sedge,

some trumpet weed and a little honeset, hack of which were sapling

blue beeches in places. On the margin were willows farther down,

for thirty-seven yards to where the stream dropped with more cur-

rent amongst large Hat boidders, to a long, wide shallow pool. The

drop was seven yards long, and the pool twenty-two yards long,

twenty feet wide, and two feet deep. In it were seen one small

lingening {a} and two trout of class c. The bed of the stream was

composed of some large boulders, some small rocks, and considerable

line gravel.

The right bank had an immediate border of sedge, back of which

were yellow birch, and hop hornbeam saplings. The immediate

bank at the left bore a small amount of sedge, a large yellow birch,

a rather large beech, etc. The pool was somewhat shaded by over-

hanging trees on both sides.

k'rom here it was seventy yards to the bridge just below the Buf-

falo Society's camp grounds. The stream was of about the same

width as above, the bed being composed mostly of small boulders,

large and small rocks, with some fine gravel, especially in some

small pool-like expansions. Both banks were low. The left had an

immediate border of sedge and a clump of low willow, some golden-

rod, trumpet weed, boneset, etc. On the right were fair sized maple,

yellow birch ?nd aspen, with other trees farther hack. inchuHng ash,

and an immediate border of sedge.

At the bridge the temperature of air in the shade was 74' F. and

that of the running water in the shade a short distance above the

bridge was 67° 1''.

Suiiiniary of Section G

The total distance between the bridges, not including the pool

under the upper bridge, was 1207 yards.

The banks varied greatly in height from low flat areas to high

hillsides and cliffs.

The trees and shrubs comprised alders, willows, maple, blue

beech, yellow birch, white ash, beech, aspen, hop hornbeam, elm,

white pine and hemlock, hobblebush, shad bush and purple-flowering

raspberry. The conspicuous plants were sedge, trumpet weed,

golden glow, boneset, wild rye, goldenrod and thistles. Moss and

filamentous algae were observed in the stream.

The bed of the stream was in many places dry for about half of

its width, aufl composed of boulders, rocks and fine gravel.
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The greatest depth was not much if any <jver two feet, and the

current slow to moderate, with now and then a diminutive cascade.

Scarcity of trout was noticeable. In the whole distance only six-

teen trout were observed, comprising four small fingerlings (a),

one large fingerling (b), eight trout of class c, two of class d. and

one of class e.

The distribution of the different sizes in each one hundred yards

of Section (1, August 28, is shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5.— Distribution of Trout in Section G, Quaker Run,

August 28, 1922

Size Class
Number

ioo-Yaru Intervals of

trout

a b c d e /

I I I

2

?>

4
5
6

I

3 ,1

I

I 6 7

7
8

9
10
II I 2 3
12

Total 4 I 8 2 I 16

It has been noted that in the pool below the upper bridge there

were forty trout of which perhaps six or eight were above class e

in length, the remainder smaller than class e.

One specimen of trout, six and three-cjuarters inches long, was

collected. Other fishes collected were :

Sucker (Catostoiiius coniinersoiiii ) . one specimen, nine and one-

half inches long.

Blacknose dace ( Rhiiiiclitliys atroiiasus) . 10 specimens, to

3 inches long.

Silver minnow (Clinostouius clongatns) . 16 specimens. 3 to 3^
inches long.

Pearl minnow ( Margariscus iiiari/arito ) . 3 specimens, 2^ inches

each. '

Cutlip minnow (Exoglossuiii uia.villiitgua ) , one specimen, 3 inches

long.
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Blackspot chul) (Seiuotilus atroiiiaculatus) , one si)ecimen, 3^
inches long.

Darter (Bolcosoiiia nigrum), two specimens, ^ to 2^2 inches long.

Sciilpin (Cottus bairdii) young.

The invertebrates included crayfish, two specimens, medium size;

water striders, five specimens ; and caddis fly larvae.

Section H.—On August 2, Quaker Run was examined from the

bridge below the Bufifalo Society of Natural Sciences' camp, nearly

down to "Headquarters" or "Frecks." Figure 58 is a typical scene

along this stretch.

The stream along here averaged about thirty feet across ; some-

times wider and sometimes narrower, in one place being only

about eight feet wide. For the most part it was shallow, a consid-

erable portion of the bed being dry in places. Here and there were

long, wide, shallow, comparatively still pools ; here and there were

stretches of rippling water, and now and then a comparatively quick

"shoot" into a deep pool under a bank, stump, or leaning tree.

There were not over four places where one would expect to find

trout, judging by the looks of the pools. The bottom of this portion

of the "Run" was of coarse boulders and angular rocks, many of

which were flat. No sand or gravel were observed anywhere, and

apparently there were no good spawning places for trout.

The stream flows through a low, level, "bottom" land of coarse

grasses and woods. The banks were variously Avooded in some places,

and in others covered only with lowland bushes and shrubs, mostly

willow. The greater part of the woods growth comprises maple, some

beech, and a smaller amount of yellow birch, with other small trees.

Some distance below the bridge Coon Creek joins the stream.

The temperature of Coon Creek near its outlet into the main stream

was 61° F. Only a few fishes were seen there, mostly blacknose

dace (RhiiiiclitJiys atrouasus) ; a few hognose suckers (11ypentcliujii

nigricans), and now and then a sculpin {Cottus bairdii). Some
crayfish were observed.

Only two trout, each of class d, were seen. Both of the trout were

in the same fairly deep pool. One stone fly was caught here. The
deepest water observed was in a wide, long, open, clear pool, two and

one-half feet deep. In two places the tops and branches of beech

and maple respectively, freshly felled, were left in the stream.

Section I.—From the place where the maple tops were in the

stream, Quaker Run was examined to the mouth of English Creek,

on August 28. The water was shallow all along and nowhere
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appeared suitable for trout. For one hundred twelve yards there

was an open stream about twenty feet wide, with a bottom comi>osed

of coarse boulders and rocks, and fine gravel.

Both banks were low with immediate sedge, willows, trumpet weed,

boneset, etc. Back of this growth were beech, blue beech, and small

aspens in spots along the stream to the head of the pool located under

birch and maple trees spreading clear across the stream. It was

seventeen yards to a low dam, extending diagonally from right to

left.

Thirteen yards below was a deeper pool with willow and sedge on

both sides ; then a small reach with coarse gravel bottom, and now
and then a large rock, and two large Ijoulders, extending to another

low dam made of boulders. The left bank was low and willow-

grown, and the right bank was shelving near the dam with a large

maple leaning clear across the stream, at that point twenty-five feet

wide in the bed and nearly that in breadth of water. Small boulders

and rocks composed the bottom from the maple down. Above the

dam there was still a pool-like expansion with some coarse and fine

gravel bottom.

From this dam it was twenty-eight yards to a stretch of shallow

water thirty-five yards long with low banks, the right one shelving.

On the left were goldenrod and some bushes, and on the right mostly

willows.

From here extended one hundred and two yards of open stream,

twenty-five feet wide, with large and small boulders and rocks and a

little coarse and fine gravel composing the bottom. Quick, ri])pling

water covered most of the stream bed. The left bank was more or

less shelving and abrupt, with a few trees and some grass and herbs.

The right bank bore mostly sedge, willows and herbs.

Below there is located a large, still, shallow pool into which En-

glish Creek discharges from the right side (Fig. 6i). The bottom

of the ])ool was composed of many small and few large rocks, and a

very little fine gravel. A rivulet impregnated with bog iron came in

on the right, just at the head of the pool. The bog iron stained the

shore, shallow bottom and algae all along the left bank. The pool

was about fifteen feet wide, thirty yards long and two or more feet

deep. The left side was a wide, dry stream bed area, fifteen feet

wide, composed of a few large and small rocks and much coarse and

fine gravel. The right bank was rather high and abrupt, covered most

of the wav by raspberry bushes, sumac and willows. A sapling

apple tree was close to and overhanging the water. Many cyjirinids

but no trout were seen. The distance from the above mentioned tops



Fig. 63. Quaker Run at its lower extremity. July,
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to this pool was about three hundred and thirty-seven yards. No
trout were seen anywhere. Figures 62 and 63 show typical scenes

near "Frecks" and near the mouth of Quaker Run.

MINOR TRIBUTARIES OF UPPER QUAKER RUN
Dry Brook.—A little over three hundred yards above its junction

with Quaker Run this little stream was found to be wholly dry on

August 7, but patches of coarse gravel of considerable size here bore

evidence of former pools of some extent.

The upper end of that part of the brook which contained any

water was a mere rivulet with no pools. In this portion of the brook,

one small fingerling (c) and two trout of class c were seen. The
brook increasing in size below was still very narrow, with more run-

ning water. Near an old logging skid was a pool in which one small

fingerling (a), and eight trout of class c, and two of class d were

counted. Here the banks were grassy and the bottom of the pool

was composed of gravel.

In a section of the stream a few yards below this pool, eleven

small fingerlings (a) and seven trout of class c were observed. At
the lower end of this section was a pool with bottom of gravel, eight

feet long by twelve feet wide, and eighteen inches deep, beneath an

old raised log across the brook. In this pool were seen four trout of

class c, eight of class d and four of class e.

In a short distance below the pool, nine small fingerlings (a), four

large fingerlings (b), five trout of class c, and one of class d were

counted.

Below this section was a succession of three pools, connected by

a rippling rivulet. The upper pool was near the edge of a grassy

wood and below a bank covered with grass and a growth of bee

balm. The second pool, of clear water, was ten feet long by six

feet wide and one foot deep, under an old stump. The lower pool

was under an old raised cross log, also about one foot deep.

Along here were seen nineteen small fingerlings (a), two large

fingerlings (b), five trout of class c, and nine of class d. All of the

larger trout were in the pools. The whole number was distributed in

eight places. Small fingerlings were seldom in the pools and when-

ever seen there they were at the lower and shallower end.

Some distance further down was another pool, with fine gravel

bottom, about eight feet long and fifteen inches deep, into which the

narrow stream, not over a foot wide, dropped in a little cascade. In

this pool were one small fingerling (a), ten trout of class c, eight of

class d, and one of class e.
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A short distance below that pool was another fairly large one

with a bottom of fine gravel, and rippling water flowing into it. It

was a sort of diversion of the stream which would be cut off from

the main stream should the water subside any more. In this pool

were four small fingerlings (o). Below this the brook was still

narrow, with shallow, gravelly riffles, and shallow pools.

Along this section of the stream were counted thirty-six small

fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b), ten trout of class and

two of class d, distributed in eleven places.

For a short distance below this the stream was narrow, with

gravelly riffles, to the bridge at the road, above which was a pool with

bottom of coarse and fine gravel. In it were seen fifteen small

fingerlings (c) and two trout of class d.

In a small pool below the bridge, six small fingerlings (a) and

three trout of class c were seen. This pool had a bottom of few

rocks, fine sand and mud. The bushes were cut away from the im-

mediate banks. The pool was fifteen feet long and eight feet wide,

deepest under the right bank where there were sixteen inches of

water, but there had been a heavy rain the night before.

The brook then narrowed up to a pool with fine gravel bottom,

and many little spring rivulets coming in from swampy places.

Along here were observed thirty-two small fingerlings (a), three

large fingerlings (b), and eight trout of class c, distributed in nine

places near its junction with Quaker Run.

Summary of Dry Brook

The stream was short, flowing through a level tract, partly of open

grassy land and partly of woodland. There was evidence of higher

stages of water.

Vegetation : The open areas abounded with grasses, goldenrod,

bee balm, trumpet weed, dock, etc. The trees were of the usual hard-

woods. Here and there were dense growths of berry bushes.

Character of the stream : The stream was generally narrow and

shallow and in some places almost dry, flowing over a bed of gravel,

rocks and mud, with moderate current, and here and there relatively

deep pools, containing numerous small trout. Occasionally obstruc-

tions of old logs and dead brush were encountered.

The water was very clear, with a temperature 58° F.

Trout observed : In the whole distance of approximately three

hundred yards, two hundred forty-four trout were counted, compris-

ing one hundred thirty-five small and ten large fingerlings (a and b),

sixty-two trout of class c, thirty-two of class d, and five of class c.
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The average number to each one hundred yards would be eighty-one.

Of these about 55% were small fingerlings (a), 4+% large finger-

lings (b), 25.5% of class c, 13.1670 of class d, and about 2+% of

class e trout. Thirteen trout of class b were collected.

Other fish observed were sculpins (Cottus bairdii) of which four

were between two and one-half to three inches long ; and two about

a half-inch in length were collected.

Insects observed were water striders (Gerris), caddis fly cases, and

some caddis flies just emerged, straightening their wings, under

stones.

Upper Rivulet.^—A short distance below Dry Brook is a short,

small muddy run passing through a swampy tract. Near the road

the banks were overgrown with grass, boneset, jewelweed, willow,

maple, yellow birch, etc. It apparently contained no fish but in it

were many tadpoles, salamanders (Diemyctylus) and various insects,

especially back swimmers (Notonecta). This "run" does not cross

the road.

Some distance farther down, another rivulet crosses the road, and

for convenience this was called "upper rivulet". Most of this little

stream was on the north side of the road. For some distance above

the road it was a narrow, dug ditch, bordered with grass, herbs and

willow. In the ditched portion twenty small fingerlings (a) and

one trout of class c were seen, distributed in five places. Above or

at the upper end of the ditch was an obstruction of old logs in the

brook, above which the brooklet is one or two feet wide, with a gen-

eral depth of only two or three inches for some distance. Along here

eight small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (b), and one trout

of class c, were seen. From here the streamlet bends and runs close

to the road, then away again. Along this tract it was so overgrown

that no observations were possible. Above, it was also thickly over-

grown with grass and jewelweed. Also many old logs were in the

stream here, where later in the season it would likely be dry. How-
ever, two small fingerlings (a) were seen near the upper end.

Summary of Upper Rivulet

The banks were overgrown with grass, herbs, briars and willows,

by which in some places the stream was obscured. Only a few trees

occur along this run.

A portion of the rivulet was a narrow ditch, above which it was one

or two feet wide and two or three inches deep, with an occasional pool

or "hole" 6 or more inches deep. The bottom was chiefly of mud.
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Most of the trout observed were in the ditch portion, doubtless

owing to its open character. The total number of trout counted were

36, of which 30 were small fingerlings (a), 4 were large fingerlings

{b), and 2 of class c. Seven trout collected averaged about two

inches in length. One medium sized crayfish was seen.

Middle Rivulet.—By road it was 775 yards from Dry Brook to

the bridge across this rivulet, about 179 yards below the Upper

Rivulet, and about 956 yards above the upper bridge crossing Quaker

Run.

This little stream has its source in a hillside spring on the north side

of the road, and flows through a rank growth of jewelweed, then

through a swamp near the road, and thence through a growth of grass

and weeds which conceal the stream. No fish were seen above this

point.

Below, near the woods, the streamlet was about 2 feet wide, bord-

ered by grass and bushes and with a bottom of soft mud and sand.

One small fingerling (a) was seen here.

Beyond this point the stream was again obscured by grass, weeds

and bushes, and contained very little water. A little further down
there was a pool with soft mud bottom, only a few inches deep, be-

low which the stream had been ditched. In the ditch the bottom was

composed of sandy mud for some distance. Here seven small

fingerlings (a) and three trout of class c were seen. Near the lower

end of the ditch, a tiny spring rivulet enters, where at about 3 130 P.

M. the temperature of the water was 60° F. both in the spring and

the ditch. One small fingerling (a) was seen here.

The course of the brooklet then paralleled the road for some dis-

tance, and was overhung with grass, weeds, raspberry bushes, trumpet

weed, and small birch trees. The bottom was composed of fine gravel

and the stream contained considerably more water than above, being

from one to two inches deep. Along this section ten small fingerlings

(a) and one trout of class d were seen.

The little brook finally turns and runs a short distance toward and

crosses the road. In this distance eight small fingerlings (0) and one

large fingerling {b) were seen.

Below the road the streamlet was two to four feet wide and had

a bottom of sand and mud. For only a short distance thence to

Quaker Run it was bordered by bushes, grass and fallen trees. Along

this section five small fingerlings (a) and three trout of class c

were seen.

At the mouth of the brook, the temperature of the water was

6i° F. at 4:00 P. M.
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Summary of Middle Rivulet

The streamlet was to a great extent bordered by a rank growth of

grass, weeds and bushes, largely concealing the stream. The bottom

was composed of mud and fine gravel or sand. The temperature of

the water was about 60° F.

A total of 40 trout were counted, comprising 32 small fingerlings

(a), I large fingerling {b),6 trout of class c, and i of class d. Foui

trout from 1^4 to 3^ inches total length were collected.

No other fishes were observed. The insects noted comprised watei

striders and water beetles.

Lower Rivulet (Section J).—This was the third rivulet below

Dry Brook excepting one just below the upper bridge across Quakei

Run, which was so nearly dry that it was not examined. Section
J

of the Lower Rivulet was examined on August 7.

The source of this stream appears to be on the hillside a rathei

short distance from the road on the south side. At the uppermost

point examined, it emerges as a small rill from a low, flat area

overgrown with willows, maple and aspen. Here the temperature o:

the water was 62° F. at 5 :oo P. M., August 7. It is probable tha

no trout occur above this point.

Below this at first the brook was somewhat open and shallow, witl

boulders and fine gravel, and then spread out under overgrowth

Just below this area was an open pool, containing some boulders an(

an old log at the head. Here two trout of class c were seen. Thenci

the water again flowed mostly underground, here with willow, truni

pet weed and ferns, on old logs and rocks. Below this was a stee]

grade of boulders, where the stream was bordered by witch hazel

willow and trumpet weed. After this the grade continued still steej

but with flat rocks instead of boulders, and rather quick water, over

hung with willow, alder and clematis. One trout of class d wa:

seen in each of two places. One of the trout was quite red.

Beyond this point the stream was obstructed by a jam of debris

below which one trout of class c, one crayfish, and two dragon fl;

nymphs were seen.

Further along was a rocky pool, with bottom of mud, sand an(

gravel, about 5 feet wide and 8 inches deep; the rocky banks wen

willow-grown. In this pool were seen two large fingerlings {h

and one trout of class c.

Some distance farther down, the brooklet flowed under old log

and bushes, and was very much obstructed by cross logs, whicl

were overgrown with weeds, willows, trumpet weed and goldenrod

Along this section one small fingerling (a), one large finger
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ling (b), six trout of class c, and one of class d, were found dis-

tributed along in eight places.

A short distance below was a pool, 5 feet wide and 2 to 4 feet

deep, with a bottom of fine gravel. This pool was immediately

above some old cross logs. Three small fingerlings (a), one large

fingerling (b), one trout of class c, and one of class d were ob-

served. Under the old logs, two small fingerlings (a) and one trout

of class c were also seen, and a little below this another small

fingerling (a).

Again a short way below was a large pool, 6 feet wide, with a

bottom of boulders and fine gravel, the banks bearing a growth of

bushes and ferns. In the pool were observed one small fingerling

(a) and one trout of class (/.

A little below the last and just above the pool immediately above

the bridge at the road, was a small pool which contained one small

fingerling («), where the bed of the brook was 2 or 3 feet wide.

Immediately above the bridge, on gravel bottom, where the stream

was still 2 or 3 feet wide, one trout of class e was seen.

Snmiiiary of Section J. Lot^'er Rivulet

A total of 31 trout were seen above the bridge, comprising c; small

and 4 large fingerlings (a and /;), 13 of class c, and 5 of class d.

One trout 2^ inches long was collected.

The vegetation consisted principally of witch hazel, blue beech,

yellow birch, beech, maple, hemlock, ironwood, jewelweed, trumpet

weed, boneset, sedges, etc.

The only other fish observed or collected were 4 specimens of

sculpin {Cottus bairdii), the largest of which was 3-)4 inches long.

One was 3 inches long and the other two about )4 i"ch each. One
specimen of crayfish, and several insects, principally dragon fly

nymphs, were collected.

Lower Rivulet (Section K).—On August 10, the lower section

of the same stream from the road to its junction with Quaker Run
was examined.

In a shallow, soft, muddy, open pool of water immediately below

the bridge the temperature of the water was 56° F. at 3:45 P. M.
Many water striders were on the pool. Four small fingerlings (a),

one trout of class c, and one of class e were counted here.

Below was a "log jam" of old stubs and sawn timbers, 12 feet

in extent, in the brook. Beyond the jam was a pool oveidiung by

willows, in which two small fingerlings (a) and one trout of class c

were seen.
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Ten yards below was an open pool, 6 feet long, with bottom of

fine gravel mixed with mud. In it was one small fingerling (a).

Ten yards further on was an open pool with bottom of small rocks

and mud in which one small fingerling (a) was seen. Twelve yards

further down was another pool with bottom of small rocks and mud.

6 feet long, and 28 yards below this there were some old cross logs,

and riffles with scarcely any water, overhung with yellow birch and

hemlocks. The bed of the stream was composed of fine gravel.

Along here the onlv trout seen were two small fingerlings (a).

Eight yards below this tract was a big pool, 21 feet long, overhung

by a fairly large hemlock. The bottom was composed of mud and

sticks. Only one trout, of class d, was seen.

Then for 5 yards occurred rocks and recently fallen small beech

trees and recent jams, just below the above mentioned pool. One

trout of class c was seen. From here riffles of shallow water

amongst large rocks extended for 17 yards to a large pool, 30 feet

long. 12 feet wide and about 2 feet deei), with abrupt low banks on

which were yellow birch, small maple and hemlock, with some grass.

The bottom of the pool was com])osed of some large rocks and mud.

In this pool five trout of class (/ and five of class e were seen.

Thence for 23 yards below, the stream bed consisted of large

rocks and a small amount of fine gravel, amongst and over which

the water flowed with a moderate current. This section was over-

hung with a canopy of maple and witch hazel. One trout of class c

was seen.

Below this place was a pool 24 feet long, with cross logs, over-

grown with grass and herbs. The bottom was composed of fine

gravel and mud. Birch and maple grew on the right bank and

some willow and herbs on the left. No trout were seen.

Then occurred 10 yards of rocky rips, with banks grown with

maple, blue beech and some grass. Here one small fingerling (a)

was seen.

At the foot of the rips was a small open pool, 8 feet long, bordered

with grass and herbs, where two trout of class c were seen.

Twenty yards below, big logs lay across the brook at right angles

to each other. The stream here was shallow and rippling. One
small fingerling (a) and one large fingerling (b) were recorded here.

These rocky rips, canopied by the boughs of trees on both banks,

extended for 22 yards to a pool 9 feet long, with bottom of very

fine gravel. Two trout of class c and one of class d were seen.

Lower down the rips were characterized by heavier rocks, mostly

out of water, extending for 40 yards to Quaker Run where they
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merged into similar rips in that stream. The vegetation on the

banks consisted of yellow birch, blue beech, hornbeam, small maple

and grass. The temperature of the water in the shade was 57° F.

at 3:35 P. M.

Summary of Section K, Lozcer Rivulet

In the section below the bridge the trees were white ash, hemlock,

yellow birch, blue beech, witch hazel, aspen, ironwood and basswood.

The shrubs comprised purple-flowering raspberry, shad bush, red

raspberry, etc. The conspicuous herbaceous plants were bee balm,

fireweed, boneset, clematis and ferns.

The stream was considerably larger here than above the bridge.

The bed consisted of rocks, gravel, and mud. The depth ranged

from a few inches to 2 feet in pools. The water was clear, and

the temperature 57° F.

In the distance of 257 yards from the bridge to Quaker Run 34

trout were counted, comprising 12 small and i large fingerling (a

and 8 of class c, 7 of class d, and 6 of class e. Three specimens

pf trout 2j/2 to 3^ inches long were collected.

' Other fishes observed and collected were blacknose dace

(Rhinichthys atronasus), two of 3 inches each, collected; sculpin

(Cottus hairdii), 6 collected of ^ to 2^ inches length.

The invertebrates included crayfish (young on muddy bottom),

ivater striders, dragon fly nymphs, beetles, dobsons and an abundance

Df stone fly nymphs, but caddis fly larvae were scarce.

In the whole brook there were 65 trout seen, 21 of which were

mall fingerlings (a), 5 were large fingerlings {b) , 21 of class f, 12

)f class d, and 6 of class e.

Table 6 shows the distribution of trout per 100 yards of .Section K
n the distance below the bridge to Quaker Run.

TABLE 6.— Distribution of Trout in Section K, Lower Rivulet,

August 10, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a b c d e

•57

10
2 I

3

5

I

6
I

5

15

19

Total 12 I 8 7 6 34
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South Fork of Quaker Run.—About 600 yards by road above

the bridge over Quaker Run, which is about 540 yards from Stony

Brook bridge, is another bridge which crosses the south fork about

67 yards by road above its junction with the main stream.

On August 3, this fork was followed up some distance under the

supposition that it was Quaker Run, owing to inaccuracy in the local

map. It was not followed to its source, but for some distance it

was at the time of examination a small stream, though having a bed

which ranged perhaps from 8 to 12 feet in width.

The bed consisted largely of stretches of fine gravel interspersed

with a few sandy spots. Apparently it afforded most suitable breed-

ing places for trout, provided there is more water at breeding time,

which is very probably the case.

A few small trout were seen in each pool ; and blacknose dace and

crayfish were observed.

STONY BROOK
Of the major tributaries of Quaker Run the two uppermost on

the north side are Stony Brook and English Creek. These were

carefully surveyed section by section as follows.

Section L.—According to our measurements Stony Brook is very

nearly three miles long. It appears to take its rise in a relatively low,

more or less swampy flat. What little water there was in this section

at or near its extreme upper end, on August 1 5, was covered by old

rotten logs and overhung by raspberry bushes, clematis, goldenrod,

boneset, trumpet weed, etc. The water was more or less spread out

in little, almost dry channels. In the immediate vicinity were scat-

tered small aspen, yellow birch, maple, etc. There the brook bed

was not over a foot wide, the water flowing or rather l}ing, under

bushes and nowhere over an inch deep, and sometimes trickling

over fine gravel.

Nineteen yards downstream was what appeared to be an old log-

ging tramway beneath which occurred a small pool with bottom of

old slabs and some soft mud. No trout were seen here. Below

this on the bottom were sticks and mud for 20 yards in a narrow

trickling stream, overhung with willow, clematis and weeds. No
trout were yet seen, but 6 yards below was a shallow, rocky pool

under the old tramway into which the water trickled from above

amongst small rocks, and in which one small fingerling (a) was

seen. Below this pool the brook was almost dry.

From here there was 12 yards of tramway over the brook to a

1
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pool beneath. The stream now was narrow, but a wider bed of

fine gravel indicated high water previously.

Four yards further along there was a pool with a bed of fine

gravel at one side of the tramway, in a bend of the brook, about

4 inches deep. It was 3 feet wide, under shelving banks, with

roots of trees on the right side. Here one trout of class c was seen.

The right bank was grown up with raspberry bushes, bee balm,

jewelweed and sedge (Carcx). On the left were blue beech sap-

lings, yellow birch, and some low plants. The temperature of the

water here was 57° F. at 12:00 noon.

The brook then trickled over a muddy bottom for 14 yards to a

small pool about 15 inches wide with mud bottom, under over-

hanging snakehead on both sides that almost concealed the brook.

Here one small fingerling (a) was seen.

The same character of stream oljtained for 7 yards to more open

stream with bottom of small rocks and mud, with old logs and over-

hanging bushes. The left bank was high, with a big hemlock tree,

and the right low, with blue beech saplings. At the upper portion

the brook trickled among small rocks and increased in width to

three feet. At this point two small fingerlings (a) were seen.

Then a shallow muddy pool, with overhanging hemlock on the

right and maple bushes on the left, extended for 7 yards. It appeared

to contain no trout.

For 22 yards further the l)ro()k trickled amongst coarse and fine

gravel with some mud, and was more or less covered with old logs.

It was nearly dry at the lower end, below which was an almost dry

stagnant pool.

Below this for 15 yards was a succession of still pools with muddy
bottom, and the banks were wooded as above. One small fingerling

(o) was seen here.

The same conditions continued for 10 yards farther to some old

cross logs and debris, where the brook became wider and had a bot-

tom of fine gravel with a little mud. The banks were low and

grassy, with some trees of the same kinds as previously noted. One
class c and one class e trout were seen here.

Thence the water trickled for 10 yards amongst dry rocks in an

almost dry bed 6 feet wide to a large shallow pool with bottom of a

few small rocks and some mud, lying under a big rock and huge logs.

The woods of the banks were the same as before. In this pool two

small fingerlings (a) were seen.

The wider portion of the pool extended for 6 yards, then nar-

rowed to a trickling streamlet full of old snags, and overhung with
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beech, maple and weeds, extending for 13 yards to a small pool under

old stubs and overhanging blue beech saplings. No trout were in

evidence there.

Thence a narrow stream trickled through a partly dry bed of

moss-covered rocks and gravel, 5 yards wide, for 25 yards to a

pool 9 feet long and 6 feet wide, overhung by a beech tree. All

along the banks were low, with some sapling maples, willow, etc.

In this pool one class c trout was seen. Below the pool, the bed

of the stream consisted of large moss-covered rocks for 9 yards to

a small pool in which one class c trout was seen. The bottom of

the pool consisted of mud and fine gravel. The banks were still

low and bordered with some woodland.

Below this another small, rocky pool lay under an old stump and

overhanging sapling yellow birch. Here one small fingerling (a)

and one trout of class c were observed.

For II yards further the brook was wider, with large moss-

covered rocks, and flowed into a pool 12 feet long, with a bottom of

small rocks and mud, under overhanging beech saplings. One trout

of class c was seen here.

Six yards below, the bed of the brook was much wider, consisting

of fine gravel, with only a narrow area of shallow still water. The

banks and vegetation were a continuation of the foregoing. Here

one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were noted.

For a distance of 28 yards the stream continued comparatively

wide, with bed of few rocks and much fine gravel and sandy mud
to a shallow still-water expansion under old logs. Along here the

woods consisted of larger trees, such as maple and beech, and one

large black cherry. Here were seen two large fingerlings (b).

Then occurred a still-water expansion, 8 yards long, changing to

a shallow trickling stream in a bed of coarse and fine gravel, and

some old roots, 6 feet wide, extending for 12 yards, to a jam of

debris and an old fallen yellow birch. At this place was a wide dry

bed of coarse gravel and sandy mud, with a narrow trickling stream

under huge, rotten logs on the right side, extending for 4 yards to

a pile of old logs and debris. Here two small fingerlings {a) were

observed.

Four yards of this section was spanned by an old logging tramway,

then the brook became narrow, rocky and muddy, mostly of still

shallow water, but with some trickling water on the left side of the

tramway. The woods comprised mostly blue beech ; and some

goldenrod and sedge bordered the banks for 12 yards. Two small

fingerlings (a) were seen here.

I
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Thence for 7 yards the brook spread out under logs and amongst

tussocks of sedge, with bottom of fine gravel, and overhung with

bushes, to a pool 15 feet long and 6 feet wide, having a bottom of

small stones, gravel and mud, and also overhung by bushes. One

trout of class c and one of class d were observed in this pool.

Below this a wide bed of moss-covered rocks and fine gravel,

mostly dry, but with some trickling water, extended 20 yards to a

pool near some old cross logs. This pool was 36 feet long, and in

it only one trout (class c) was seen.

Below this the bed of the stream was 8 feet wide but half dry,

composed of fine gravel and sandy mud, with very shallow water,

where one small fingerling (a) was seen. This section extended 8

yards to a heap of debris across the brook and a small pool 8 feet

wide, with bottom of mud. Both banks were thickly grown with

blue beech saplings. Here one trout of class c was seen.

From this pool the stream was shallow and the bed of mud and

gravel two-thirds drv. Here the first sculpin, the only fish other than

trout, was detected.

The same conditions obtained for 8 yards to a pile of debris,

below which was a pool 18 feet long, with bottom of small rocks

and gravel, where one trout of class d was seen.

Similar conditions continued for 15 yards further to a broad,

shallow expansion, 18 feet long, with mud bottom, in which one trout

of class d was observed.

Three yards below this pool the old logging tramway again

crossed the brook. Between its spans was a pool with fine gravel

bottom. Here three trout of class c were seen.

Eleven yards below the country opened up into a grassy, weedy

and bushy tract. The brook was now narrow, muddy, and full of

sticks, stubs, logs, etc. Along here were still pools, with scarcely

any connecting stream. In one of these pools one large fingerling

(b) was seen, and a little below it one trout of class c.

A stretch of this character extended for 48 yards and became

even more difficult to examine thoroughly. Profuse growths of

duckweed in shallow slow-running water were encountered here and

there. In this still open country the brook extended 27 yards further

to the old logging tramway again. For this distance all along, the

bottom was composed of coarse moss-covered rocks and mud, and

the water was covered with much duckweed.

After this there was 13 yards of shallow, almost dead water, 6

feet wide, with much duckweed and with trickling water in places,

over or amongst small rocks through the same open tract, to an old

bridge.
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Along here were scattered clumps of bushes and trees. Similar

bottom, with tussocks of sedge, extended 17 yards further to a jam

of old debris by the side of the old logging tramway. At this place

one large fingerling {b) was seen.

For 23 yards below, the bed of the stream consisted of rocks and

gravel, to a point where lay a pool of practically dead water, spanned

here and there by roots and logs, with duckweed on the surface. Then

a tract, 12 yards long and 6 to 8 feet wide, with bottom of fine

gravel and small rocks supporting some duckweed at one side.

Here two class c and one class d trout were observed.

For a distance of 10 yards the bed consisted of gravel, mud and

small rocks, with considerable debris and some old logs, as far as a

rather stagnant or dead-water pool under an old log at one side,

covered with duckweed and mud.

For 14 yards further the water spread out into little channels,

amongst weeds and small bushes.

Fifteen yards further on the old logging tramway was again en-

countered crossing the stream, with a pool below, having a bottom

of mud and fine gravel, in which one small fingerling (a) was seen.

Here the open country ended and the stream entered a woodland

tract, consisting of blue beech, maple, yellow birch, cucumber trees,

and some hemlocks.

From here the old tramway extended lengthwise of the brook for

39 yards, under which the stream had a bottom of mud and fine

gravel. In this section one class d trout was seen.

After leaving the tramway for 12 yards the brook was wider with

a bottom of coarse and fine gravel and mud. below which the similar

bottom contained some rocks, and then duckweed was again observed.

One small fingerling trout (0) was seen in a pool which extended

for 13 yards to a leaning dead tree, under which one large fingerling

(b) was seen.

Eighteen yards below, the old tramway again crossed the brook.

Beneath it was a fine pool, 12 feet long and 8 inches deep, with over-

hanging hemlocks, yellow birch, willow and ferns, where one small

fingerling (a), one class c trout and one of class c were observed.

Forty feet further along duckweed was still present. The stream

then emerged into a low open tract 23 yards in extent. Here the brook

was very narrow, with a bottom of small rocks, mud and sticks, con-

tinuing to an old log and a small pool where two trout of class c were

seen.

Thence the brook was still narrow and nearly dry for 50 yards,

with bed of rocks, gravel and mud, to a pool under the tramway,

overhung with yellow birch. Sixty feet further along, a pool below
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some old cross logs contained no trout, but 135 feet still further on

one trout of class c was seen.

From the tramway there was 57 yards of narrow, rocky brook,

with large flat rocks extending to shallower water with a bottom of

flat rocks, gravel and mud. Some duckweed was present. At the

lower end of this section was a pool of stagnant water of the same

character, in which no trout were seen, extending through an open

tract to a stagnant pool 7 yards long, shaded by bushes and also cov-

ered with duckweed, but apparently harboring no trout.

From here the narrow brook, with bottom of small rocks, closely

canopied by willows, extended 45 yards to the old tramway again,

below which was a pool 21 feet long, and in it a single large finger-

ling (&) trout was seen.

Ten yards below was a pool with small old logs, and bottom of

rocks and mud, in which one trout of class d was seen. Just below

this was another pool, 21 feet long, containing one trout of class c.

From this place the brook passes through 50 yards of veritable

jungle, with only occasional open spaces or shallow stagnant pools in

the brook, with bottom of mud, and a few rocks in places. Through

this whole extent only one trout, a large fingerling {b), was seen.

Ten yards further along was a pool below old logs, with bottom of

large and small rocks, where one trout of class d was seen.

From here the brook was closely bushed over and obstructed for

II yards to a shallow pool, 6 feet long, with mud and rock bottom

and some duckweed on the surface. One trout of class c was seen

in the pool.

Thence for 10 yards the brook, with bottom of mud and large

rocks, was overhung with willow extending to an old log jam 21 feet

wide, with a pool below the tramway. The bottom of the pool was

composed of rocks, sand and mud. Here one class d and one class e

trout were observed.

Below this for seventeen yards the brook is wider and overhung

with willow, etc., with bottom of fine gravel, rocks and mud, con-

tinuing to a pool into which the water ran over a cross log. The
pool was 21 feet long and 10 feet wide and contained much duck-

weed. The bottom of the pool was composed of mud and sand,

and there was an old log above water and overhung with willow. In

this pool, one trout of class d was seen. At 2 :40 P. M. the temper-

ature of the water here was 61° F. Thirty feet further on another

trout of class / was seen.

Then for a distance of 23 yards the brook had a bottom of rocks

and fine gravel and was overhung with willow, continuing to a pool

below an old log jam. This was an open pool in which one class d
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and one class e trout were observed, and 21 feet further down a

large fingerling {b) was seen.

Eleven yards downstream were old cross logs below which was a

small pool, and in it were seen one trout of class c and one of class

/; and 33 feet farther along one small fingerling (a) was seen in a

small shallow pool containing duckweed. The larger pool was over-

hung with willow and blue beech on the right.

For 33 yards below, the stream had a bottom of small rocks and

fine gravel and was overhung with willow, flowing thence to a shal-

low pool with the same sort of bottom in which one class d trout

was seen. Beyond this pool there was 7 yards of dead water with

line gravel bottom and overhung with bushes, continuing to a wide

bed of small flat rocks and gravel, about three fourths dry.

Five yards further on was a broad, shallow expansion, 27 feet

long, and canopied by willow so thickly that it was impossible of in-

spection, succeeded by 11 yards of like conditions to a pretty little

pool under jutting logs on the left side of the brook, overhung with

willow.

After this the brook was more open for 15 yards, and revealed a

bottom of gravel as far as a pool below the old tramway which

crossed the brook here. This pool was 30 feet long and had a

bottom of mud and gravel. In it were seen one trout of class c.

Twenty-one feet further on the country was again open, at the

edge of which section was a shallow pool overhung with willow, and

here was one trout of class c. Including this pool, there was 18

yards of brook overhung with willow, and also a large open pool

about 6 feet wide. The latter pool was shallow, with a few large

rocks in its bed of fine sandy gravel. Six small fingerlings (a) were

observed in the open pool.

Just beyond this was another shallow, open pool with low willows

at its head. The right bank was high, with a growth of little maples,

ferns and boneset; while the left bank was lower, with a growth of

willow. A patch of duckweed was observed at the foot of the pool.

Here were seen two class d and two class c and one class / trout.

Below this was some 12 yards of narrow, rocky, willow-covered

brook, continuing to a big shallow pool 18 feet long, where a few

large rocks lay on the bottom of fine gravel and mud. The right

bank was high, with a growth of maples and beech, while the left

was lower, bearing willow and weeds. In the pool was some duck-

weed. Here one class c and one class c trout were seen.

From here the brook was narrow and rocky, and overtopped by

willow growth for 23 yards to an open place, and 10 yards further to

a pool 9 feet wide and about 6 inches deep. The bottom consisted
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of a few large and small rocks, and much fine gravel. It was

canopied by willows and had a small patch of duckweed in one

corner. Two trout of class d were seen just above a bridge crossing

the trail.

Below this bridge was a big deep pool under a cross log. On the

right, small hemlock trees overhvmg the pool, and on the left, wil-

lows. The pool was 15 feet long, 10 feet wide and 2 feet deep.

Here only two trout were seen—one of class d and the other of class

e. Thirteen feet further along was another cross log with a small

pool below, the bottom of which was composed of small rocks and

gravel, and overhung with willows. One trout of class e was

observed here. It was then only 10 yards to a pool 39 feet long

and 4 feet wide, below a gravelly tract of trickling water. It was

also overhung with willow, and its bottom was composed of large

and small rocks and some fine gravel. It contained one class c,

three class d, four class e, and two class / trout.

For twenty-two yards onward the brook then was from 6 to 8

feet wide, with water running among dry, moss-covered rocks and

over fine gravel. The banks were low, with the usual bushes. Be-

low this was a pool, 21 feet long, shaded with willow, and below it

another pool 15 feet long, both having a bottom of coarse and fine

gravel. The latter pool was more open than the former, and in

it were seen one class c and one class c trout. No trout were

observed in the upper pool.

Succeeding this was 22 yards of shallow water, running over fine

gravel to a pool overhung with willows on the left and goldenrod

on the right. Its bed consisted of fine gravel, in which a few large

rocks were scattered. One class c and one class e trout were seen

here. At the lower end of this tract the stream was obstructed by

II yards of a willow-grown jam, over a bottom of fine gravel and

a few small rocks, where the water merely trickled through.

From here it was 12 yards to a tract of open brook and a small

pool, where a spring branch came in on the left. The bottom con-

sisted of coarse rocks and fine gravel. One trout of class d was

seen here. The same character of stream continued for 6 yards fur-

ther to a broad, open pool, 15 feet long and 8 feet wide, in which

three trout of class d were noted. This place appeared to be the

upper limit of the blacknose dace (Rliiiticlitliys atroiiasits) . Grow-

ing on the right bank were maple and yellow birch, and sedge and

grass on the lower left.

Below this was a jam, and the narrowed brook extended 10 yards

to a large shallow pool, with a bottom of fine gravel and bed rock.
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On the right were overhanging bushes and on the left a growth of

the usual herbage. Here one trout of class c was seen. The pool

was 9 feet long and 8 feet wide, one fourth of the bed being dry

gravel.

Thirty-nine feet downstream a small fingerling (c) was seen.

Including the above there was 31 yards of stream bed 6 to 8 feet

wide, consisting of small flat rocks, with trees and bushes on each

side. One small fingerling (a) was seen here, and 51 feet further

along one large fingerling {b) was observed.

Thence for 20 yards the brook was narrow, with more angular

rocks of large size, but with little water. The banks were bordered

with bushes on both sides. These conditions extended to a pool 21

feet long and 15 feet wide, having a bottom of coarse rocks, and an

old log overgrown with plants, on each side. One trout of class d

was seen in it.

Farther on for about 24 feet the brook was shallow, with a bottom

composed of large and small rocks and little gravel in which three

small fingerlings (a) were seen.

Below this were 19 yards of broad, rocky brook bed, with some

gravel, continuing to a large shallow pool under a big yellow birch

on the left. On the right the vegetation consisted largely of bushes

and sedge. This pool was 24 feet long and 8 feet wide, and in it

one trout of class d was seen. Below this was another pool 18 feet

long and 15 feet wide, over which lay a huge log. The bottom was

of mud and the water was turbid. There were apparently many
trout here. An uncertain count included one of class c, three of

class d, four of class e, and one of class /.

Below this pool the brook bed of coarse, moss-covered rocks,

amongst which the water merely trickled, was 10 to 12 feet wide,

mostly dry, extending 39 yards to a pool of shallow water 15 feet

long, over a bottom of rocks, mud and fine gravel. Three trout of

class c were observed in the pool. Thirteen yards below was an-

other smaller pool below an old log lying across the brook. The

bottom here was similar to the upper pool, just mentioned. In this

pool two small fingerlings (a) were seen.

Fifty-one feet further on was another old cross log, below which

a shallow, rocky open pool contained one small fingerling (c) trout.

The brook then extended for 26 yards as an almost dry bed, of

dry mossy rocks, interspersed with fine gravel. Amongst the rocks

and over the gravel the water trickled in a stream averaging 6 feet

in width, to a pool where observations ceased for the day, it having

been previously examined.
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Summary of Section L

The greater part of the upper portion of the stream which was

examined on this date meandered through a level, open swamp or

wild "meadow" growth, which had apparently been lumbered over,

as evidenced by stumps and what appeared to be an old tramway.

The present most conspicuous vegetation consisted of many

willows, blue beech, cucumber trees, sedge, brake-ferns, etc.

Rocks, gravel and mud characterized the bottom ; and the water

was generally clear, with only an occasional turbid spot. The gen-

eral depth was very slight, and nowhere was it over 2 feet deep.

The extent of the stream covered was a little over 1600 yards.

The total number of trout counted was 125, comprising 31 small

fingerlings (a), 9 large fingerlings {h), 30 trout of class r, 25 of

class d, 25 of class e, and 5 of class /.

Of these 56% were smaller than six inches of legal length for

capture and 44% were of legal size according to estimate. How-
ever, there were no trout seen that would prol)ably measure over

nine inches, and only 5 of the maximum size recorded. Only 5

trout were collected, measuring 2J/2 to inches in length.

Other fish observed were blacknose dace and sculpins. Some

crayfish were seen. The insects were mostly dragon fly and may-

fly nymphs.

The distribution of trout of the 6 categories of sizes to each 100

yards of Section L is shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7.— Distribution of Trout in Section L, Stony Brook,

August 15, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

I.

.

2..

3-
4..

5.-
6..

7-.
8..

9--

10.

.

II.

.

12.

.

I3--

14..

I5--

16..

Total

.

5
3

31

Size Class

30

I

3
2

2

7
I

4

25 25

Number
of

trout

5
7

13
10
I

5
7
I

3
7
6
15
22

7
16

125
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Section M.—This section was examined on August 14. Thirty

yards below the last place mentioned in the foregoing section was

a pool below a large, old, moss-covered cross log, with fine gravel

bottom, in which one trout of class / was seen. Six yards below

this was another broad, shallow pool, with bottom of mud and some

fine gravel. Two trout of class e were seen here. Fifteen yards

further on was a shallow pool, 12 feet long, below a cross log, with

bottom of coarse rocks, fine gravel and mud, and with a small patch

of duckweed on the surface. Here were seen two class c, three

class e, and two class / trout.

Extending 15 yards downstream was a stretch of brook with a

bed of coarse rocks and fine gravel, and with a series of cross logs,

yellow birch overhanging the brook on both sides.

Fourteen yards below, a small island was formed by division of

the brook into two arms. The bottom of the stream here was com-

posed of rocks and fine gravel. The right arm was nearly dry, the

bank grown up with maple and alder, the left bank with sedge,

goldenrod, alder, hop hornbeam, willow bushes, and low hemlock.

Big trees were back of the flat area.

Seven yards below the island the stream was small and partly dry,

with a bed of small rocks and fine gravel, extending to a small pool

in which one trout of class c was noted.

Sixteen yards further was another pool, 36 feet long and 5 feet

wide, between two parallel logs. The right bank was decked with

goldenrod, while blue beech and grass overhung the stream on the

left.

Just above the pool two small fingerlings (a) and two trout of

class c were seen, and in the pool one trout of class c.

It was then 11 yards to a long, narrow pool with mud and clay

bottom, in which the only trout observed was a small fingerling (a).

Below that was another island about 18 yards long, formed by the

divided stream. The right arm was dry, with dry beds of former

pools, composed of coarse and fine gravel. The island was over-

grown with some fairly large maples and beech trees. The right

arm was obstructed by an old cross log near which one trout of

class d was seen.

Below the island was 33 yards of riffles ending in a shallow pool

with bottom of fine gravel and small rocks, below an old cross

log. Six feet above the log one trout of class d was seen, and in

the pool two small fingerlings (a).

It was then but 5 yards to a jam of old logs and dry tops, 7 yards
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long, at the front of which was a small shallow pool in which no

trout were seen.

Below this was 30 yards of slightly downgrade bed, with flat moss-

covered rocks and tussocks of sedge, and some bee balm, cone-flower,

goldenrod, dock, bedstraw, and jewelweed. This ended in an open

pool, with somewhat overhanging right bank, 20 yards long, 14

feet wide and 23^ feet deep, the bottom consisting of small rocks

and gravel.

On the left bank sedge, grass, bee balm, boneset, and goldenrod

were growing, while the right bank supported young beech and larger

trees of hemlock and beech. In this pool, two small fingerlings (a),

two large fingerlings {b), one class c and one class d trout were

counted.

From here for a distance of 12 yards the stream was about 6 feet

wide and 4 inches deep, with bottom of small moss-covered rocks,

dry on top, amongst which the water trickled. The right bank was

very low, bedecked with goldenrod and willow. On the left was a

large hemlock, with maple, cherry and blackberry bushes.

Similar conditions obtained for 10 yards farther, but with the bot-

tom containing more fine gravel, and the banks on both sides grown

with sedge and boneset. In a very small gravelly pool one small

fingerling (a) was seen.

For 15 yards further conditions were much the same, but the bed

consisted of a greater proportion of fine gravel. Like conditions

obtained still further for 20 yards to a jam consisting of a large log,

tops and boughs, with yellow birch, witch hazel, etc., on both sides.

Just below this jam two small (a) and one large (&) fingerling trout

v;ere observed.

Twenty yards down was a small pool containing one trout of class

c, below some old cross logs and dry limbs.

For 24 yards further the conditions were very much the same

as above. That is to say for 81 yards the grade was fairly steep and

the bed of the stream wide, consisting of small rocks and fine gravel.

For most of the distance the left bank was high and the right was low.

The vegetation consisted of yellow birch, witch hazel, ferns, bee balm

and other plants on both sides. Then 14 yards below, the brook

extended for 17 yards as a shallow stream with bottom of small rocks,

and similar trees to the foregoing on each bank, to a very shallow,

open expansion, 36 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 6 to 8 inches deep,

with bottom of medium sized rocks and some mud. On each side

was a growth of sedge and much boneset. Here five large finger-

lings (&), and one class c trout were observed. One blacknose dace
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was also seen. Beyond this pool was a jam of old logs, below which

was a small pool 30 feet long, with a bottom of a few coarse rocks

and fine gravel. On the right were old branches of trees ; and yellow

birch, witch hazel, weeds, etc., overhung the other side of the stream.

In this pool one trout of class c was seen.

At this point the character of the stream changed to a wide bed

with very little trickling water not over 3 or 4 feet wide, lying in a

low level tract for 50 yards, part of the way dividing into several

channels, mostly dry or very stagnant. No trout were seen.

Ten yards further down was an ii-yard stretch of bushes, and a

shallow pool where two small fingerlings (o) and one class c trout

were seen.

This pool was 15 feet long, with gravelly bottom, and overlying

old logs and border of sedge on both sides. Below this were some

old tops of trees in the stream which here showed evidence of three

channels, the two on the left practically dry. On the left were

sedge, bushes, and a large yellow birch, and on the right a hemlock

tree. One large fingerling {b) was seen near this place.

Thirty yards below, the brook still showed the three channels, two

of which were dry, for some distance, with bottom of small rocks

and fine gravel ; both banks were low, with willow and other bushes

and herbs, in a very flat tract, the water merely trickling amongst the

rocks which comjjosed the bed of the channel on the right.

The brook which was here somewhat narrower, was then obstructed

by large and small old logs, old brush and debris, and it merely

trickled amongst the small rocks, and over a fine gravel bed for 26

yards. One small fingerling (a) was the only trout observed in this

distance.

Then for 16 yards the banks were rather low, and the stream

trickled over a broad bed of gravel to a small pool under an old cross

log, and was overhung by blue beech on the right and smaller trees

of the same kind on the left.

Twenty-one yards from this point was a broad shallow pool, 36

feet long, 12 feet wide and about 8 inches deep, with a bottom of few

rocks and fine gravel. Six feet above this pool one small fingerling

(a) trout and one blacknose dace were seen. In the pool five small

fingerlings (a) and one trout of class c were counted. Just below

was another small pool overhung by two kinds of willows and some

sedge. The bottom was composed of mud and fine gravel. Here one

small fingerling {a) was seen. It was only 9 yards down to another

pool, 27 feet long, with bottom of rocks and a little gravel. The

right bank was overhung by willows and the left with yellow birch.
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The immediate borders then became more level and for 30 yards

the brook was narrow, rocky and gravelly, with some small old cross

logs. Willows, sedge and seeds were growing on both sides.

Thirty yards further along was a pool 33 feet long, with an over-

jutting log on the right at the head of an island. Here one large

fingerling (h), one class c, and one class d trout were seen.

The island was 19 yards long. Seven yards down one arm of the

stream was a small muddy pool in which one small fingerling (a)

and three trout of class c were observed. It was then 12 yards to

the foot of the island. Twenty-four feet above the lower end, one

small fingerling (a) and two trout of class c were seen.

The island was overgrown with sedge, bee balm, and willows.

The right branch, which was the one explored, was the widest, with

willows, maples and grass on both banks.

Below was a small, shallow pool into which the almost dry stream

trickled amongst rocks. Below the pool there was a wide brook bed

of small rocks, with a small amount of gravel, extending down 58

yards. The left bank was the higher, bearing yellow birch. The low

right bank was clothed with sedge and raspberry bushes. Thirty-

six feet down in this tract, where the bottom was composed mostly

of small rocks, one trout of class d was seen, and 31 feet below this

one small fingerling (a) was observed where the brook became

narrow and rocky.

Three yards below this point was a pool with bottom of small

rocks and sticks, and the banks were overgrown with sedge and

willows. Here one class c, two class d, and one class e trout were

counted.

The brook continued narrow from here for 8 yards to a 6-foot

side pool, just above which two small fingerling (a) trout were

seen ; then only 2 yards to a pool where another small fingerling (a)

was observed. This pool was 24 feet long, and almost the counter-

part in character of another just below which was 15 feet long, 8

feet wide and 8 inches deep, with bottom composed mostly of coarse

and fine gravel. The left bank was high and clothed with weeds

and blue beech. The right was low and bedecked with sedge and

the usual weeds. In this pool only one trout of class d was observed.

Twelve yards down and below an old log and slab-dam was a

pool 15 feet long, 10 feet wide, and about i foot deep, having a bot-

tom of small rocks and mud, where four class c, two class d, two

class e, and one class / trout were counted. Into this pool the

brook flowed through sedge and weeds, and was overhung by maples,

and over-jutting turf banks, for 10 yards to a very large pool fully
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60 feet long, 25 feet wide and 2]^ feet deep in the deepest part.

The bottom was composed of coarse rocks, fine gravel and mud. It

was a very open pool and was bordered by willows, sedge and weeds

on each side. The head of it was just below a heap of old stumps,

with overhanging willows on the right and overhanging maples on

the left. Here one small fingerling (a) and six trout of class e were

seen. The temperature of the pool at noon was 59° F. (August 14).

For 24 yards below, the brook was rocky and overhung with

willows and sedge on both sides. One small fingerling (a) was seen.

For 30 yards further the stream extends between low banks, in-

cluding a broad, shallow pool with bottom of large and small rocks,

and fine gravel, where two small fingerlings (a) were seen. This

point was about 36 feet below where the last mentioned single

fingerling was seen. Below this tract was a pool 10 feet wide and

2 feet deep, under a big boulder near its head on the right side. On
the lower left bank were raspberry bushes, willows and small aspen.

The high right bank, with huge boulders near the water and in it,

was wooded mostly with maple. Here four trout of class c were

seen.

Then for 22 yards the brook was narrow, with a bottom of coarse

rocks, and with low immediate banks, to a pool 15 feet long and 8

feet wide with bottom of coarse rocks and a little fine gravel. The left

bank was high and had a base of huge boulders, topped by over-

hanging blue beech and yellow birch. The right bank was lower,

with margin of goldenrod, and with one aspen overhanging. Here

four trout of class c and one of class d were seen.

For 30 yards further the brook was still narrow, with immediate

low banks supporting a rank growth of sedge, wild rye, goldenrod

and yellow birch. In a little pool at the head of this tract one small

fingerling (a) and two trout of class / were seen.

From a relatively long, broad and shallow pool, about 33 feet in

length, with a bottom of flat rocks and some fine gravel, the brook

continued between the immediate low left and relatively high right

banks. On the left was sedge, and a small leaning aspen, and on the

right blue beech. An old log lay in the water on the right. Here

one trout of class e was seen.

Forty-two yards below was another pool, 42 feet in length. The

left bank was covered with sedge, goldenrod, bee balm, bedstraw,

jewelweed, etc., and on the higher right bank were overhanging

maples. At the head, on the right, was a big old stump with over-

hanging base. Here three trout each of class d were seen.

It was then 10 yards to where an old dead tree lay across the
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brook. The banks on both sides were closely grown with willows.

Here two small fingerling (a) trout were detected.

For ten yards the brook flowed over flat rocks and fine gravel to a

broad, flat expansion. 4 yards long, having a rather steep incline and

a bottom of flat rocks and fine gravel, where one small fingerling (a)

and one trout of class c were seen, and also one sculpin. Just

above this pool three small fingerlings (a) were observed.

Eight yards below was a long, moderately shallow pool, about 6
feet wide. The bottom consisted of thin flat rocks. The left bank

was steep, with a growth of yellow birch ; the right bank low with a

profuse growth of wild rye, goldenrod, sedge and rough bedstraw.

One trout of class c was seen here.

With similar surroundings the brook continued for 20 yards

further to a broad, shallow expansion, 36 feet long, with a bed of

large rocks and much fine gravel, and with a small log lying across it.

Close to the brook both I:)anks were comparatively high. Here two

small fingerlings fa) and two trout of class c were seen.

From this point there was a 37-yard stretch of shallow stream with

bed of fine gravel and sand, and willows on both sides. One small

fingerling (a) was observed.

Below was a pool 24 feet long, at the head of which were big

boulders and overhanging willows. The bottom consisted mostly

of coarse rocks. The banks were bordered by grass and willows.

In this pool the only trout seen were one of class c and two of class d.

Thirty-four yards further on was a pool with bottom of large

rocks and fine gravel and banks of overhanging willow, in which

one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen.

Seven yards below the stream divided amongst tussocks of sedge,

and willow bushes, in a low grassy area—the sedge and willow over-

hanging the water—and this extending to an old bridge where there

was an open pool under the old raised spans. Here one trout of

class c and one of class d were observed. At 10:37 -*^- ^'^^ t^m-

perature of the water here was 57° F.

Summary of Section M
The principal trees were blue beech, yellow birch, maple, beech,

aspen, basswood, ironwood, some elm and hemlock. Shrubs and

bushes comprised willow, elder, alder, witch hazel, hobble-bush and

raspberry, the willow overhanging the stream predominating. Other

plants were goldenrod, trumpet weed, jewelweed. rough bedstraw,

wild rye, grass, sedge and ferns.

The bottom of the streams was variously composed of gravel
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and mud, and usually a mixture of such material, dry moss some-

times covering the rocks in the bed. The current was moderate,

frequently a mere trickle ; the water was clear with an average

depth of only a few inches. The upper part was more muddy than

the lower portion. This portion of the stream meandered through a

generally open, somewhat swampy region. In some places large

decaying trees lay across the brook. In other places brush had

accumulated.

In the entire length of this section of about 1236 yards, 126 trout

were counted, comprising 42 small fingerlings (a), 10 large finger-

lings {h), 38 trout of class r, 15 of class (f, 15 of class e, and six of

class /. Six trout were collected measuring 2^, 3^, 3-)4, 6, 6^/2,

and 7 inches respectively.

The distribution of the trout for each 100 yards of Section M is

shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

—

-Distribution of Trout in Section M, Stony Brook,
August 14, 1922

TOO-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a h c d e /

I 3 5 3 II

2 5 2 2 9
3 5 3 I I 10

4 6 2 8

5 2 I I 4
6 7 I 8

7 4 5 2 1

1

8 3 5 3 9 I 21

9 3 8 I I 2 i.S

10 2 3 5
II 6 4 10

12 2 2 4

Total 39 10 34 12 15 6 *ii6

*The last 36 yards and 10 trout of this section have been transferred to

table q, P. 377.

Other fishes collected were 16 specimens of blacknose dace

{Rhinichthys afroiiasus) ; one blackspot chub (Semotilns atroiiiacit-

latus) ; and 13 sculpins (Cottus bairdii) , i to 3I/2 inches long.

Invertebrates aj^peared to be comparatively scarce : crayfish, stone

fly and dragon fly nymphs, caddis cases, etc., were observed.

Some raccoon tracks were seen by the brookside.
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Section N.—On August 12 the section below tlie last described

was examined, beginning in a low level place. On the left side of

the brook were sedge, willows and raspberry bushes, and maples on

the rather high right bank, below which was a pool beneath a high

raised log across the stream. The bottom was composed of large

rocks with some fine gravel. The low, level character was main-

tained for 25 yards farther to a broad, very shallow pool, with large

rocks bedded in fine gravel on the bottom. There was a growth of

sedge and willows on both sides. Thirty feet above the pool one

large fingerling {b) and one trout of class d were seen, and one

small fingerling (a) was observed in the pool.

Fifty yards further down in the same level tract was a broad,

shallow pool of similar character, in which one trout of class c was

seen. Then for 15 yards it was still level, with a growth of sedge

and willow.

There were occasional small shallow pools with gravel bottoms

amongst the big boulders in the brook. In the distance of 6 yards

further, of the same character, one trout of class c was observed.

In the succeeding 20 yards the brook was spread out in a sedge

and willow grown tract, with bottom of small rocks. Here the

water was turbid, but one large fingerling (/;) was seen. After this

the bottom consisted of bed rock for 34 yards, and the banks were

bordered with grass and willow on both sides. One large fingerling

(ft) was seen. Still farther for 18 yards the bottom and banks

were the same as above and in that distance one large fingerling (ft)

was observed.

At the lower point on this tract was a broad, shallow pool, with

the same sort of banks and the same bed rock bottom upon which

was a little fine gravel. One trout of class e was seen in the pool.

Six yards below the character of the bottom changed to a rather

flat, broad bed of coarse rocks and fine gravel. The left bank was

the higher and was wooded with beech. The low right bank was

overgrown with sedge and willow. This character extended for 20

yards and in that distance the only trout seen were two small finger-

lings (a). This tract ended at a pool 27 feet long, 10 feet wide,

and 18 inches deep, overhung with willows. Here five trout of

class c, six of class d, three of class c, and two of class / were

counted. The temperature in this pool was 58°F. at 4:18 P. M.,

August 12.

Forty yards below was a small island formed by two arms of the

stream. The left arm was nearly dry, excepting in a pool at the

lower end. The island was covered with sedge, goldenrod, jewel-
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weed, boneset, etc. The pool was overhung with beech on the left

and with willow on the right. In the pool five trout of class c and

two of class d were observed.

Twelve yards below the island was an open pool, i8 feet long and

8 feet wide, but the deeper water was of much less extent. The
bottom was composed of coarse and fine gravel. The water was

turbid. Sedge, willows, bee balm and goldenrod grew on each side.

In this pool 23 trout were counted of which twelve were of class c,

six of class d, four of class e, and one of class /.

From this pool the brook flowed for 15 yards through a tract of

sedge, grass, raspberry bushes, and willow which overhung the

brook on each side. The bed of the stream consisted of small

boulders, rocks and a little fine gravel. One small fingerling (a)

was seen.

Thirty yards of the same conditions were traversed before any

more trout were seen. Then one of class c and one of class d were

observed. Seven yards further and another of class c was seen

;

then at the end of a stretch of 14 yards, one of class e and one of

class /. There was 49 yards more of the same nature, then one

class d and one class e trout were found, where the brook changed

somewhat, becoming fairly wide but shallow, with bushes, trees and

some grass on the left, and willow and sedge on the right.

One trout of class d was seen under similar conditions 9 yards

further on, and like conditions continued for 27 yards when one

trout of class c was noted.

Fourteen yards farther along the brook became narrower, with a

bed of large rocks and a little gravel, and grass, willows and sedge

on both sides for 75 yards to a pool with huge boulders on the left

bank, and yellow birch, maple, aspen, willow and grass on the right.

Here one trout of class c and one of class d were seen.

Thence for 67 yards the stream ran in a comparatively level

reach as a mere trickle over a bed of small rocks and fine gravel,

averaging 4 feet in width and overhung with willows on both sides,

but mostly sedge and weeds on the left, with maples a short distance

back, to a pool below an old log jam and debris, a veritable dam.

The pool was 42 feet long, and the deepest water, extending about

15 feet only, was 2I/2 feet, the remainder being shallow. In its bed

were big boulders, small rocks, and much fine gravel, and huge flat

boulders on each side. The pool was practically open with sedge

and willow on each side. In this pool, two trout of class c. three

of class d, three of class e and four of class / were counted.

Below the pool was an island 16 yards long, and both branches
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of the brook which formed the island were more or less overhung

with sedge and other plants, and all along the water was turbid.

The island was overgrown with sedge, wild rye, boneset, jewelweed,

goldenrod and willow, on a base of boulders. Seven yards below

the foot of the island was a small pool in which one small fingerling

(a) and one trout of class d were seen.

Seventy yards farther on from this pool, the stream became

narrower, flowing among large boulders. At the lower end of the

section, huge boulders and overhanging willows occurred on the

right bank and grass and small willows on the left. Just below was

a pool 54 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 2I/0 feet deep, with a bed of

boulders, coarse rocks, and much fine gravel. Here seventeen trout

were counted, comprising six of class c, three of class d, four of

class e and four of class /—the largest being 10 inches long. The

water temperature at 3:15 P. M. was 57° F.

Similar conditions of stream and banks obtained for 16 yards,

when one trout of class c was seen ; fifteen yards further down,

another of the same class ; and 57 feet further, one of class (/.

For 78 yards the stream was narrow, flowing amongst boulders

and large rocks at the head of a decided drop. No trout were de-

tected. At the end of this section the only stream was a very nar-

row one through a crevice on the left, which formed an abrupt,

almost perpendicular cascade, 4 feet high and 3 yards long, amid

boulders. Just above, two small fingerlings (a) were seen.

I

Below this was a pool under a shelving rock at the head, with

many large boulders in the bed.

Eight yards farther down was a large, deep pool, under huge

boulders at the head on the right. The bottom was composed of

big rocks and some fine gravel. This pool was 24 feet long, 15

feet wide, and 2 feet deep in the deepest part. In the pool twelve

I

trout were counted: four of class c, four of class (/, and four of

class e. Possibly more trout were present. It also contained chubs

and suckers. Six yards below was a big rock and a shallow pool

j

with bottom of large rocks and fine gravel, particularly on the right.

The left bank was margined with overhanging willows.

Then for 98 yards the following conditions obtained : chubs and

I

blacknose dace were observed well upstream; 15 feet down a large

chub was seen; at 11 feet further down, one small fingerling (c)

trout was observed; 9 feet still further, two small fingerlings (a)

and one blacknose dace were seen.

Sixty-three feet below was a jam of old logs, overgrown with

moss, grass and willows on both banks. The brook was wider
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here, with bottom of rocks and fine gravel above the jam, and grass

and willows on both sides.

Below the jam was a pool, 24 feet long, under overhanging

witch hazel and yellow birch. The bottom was comfxtsed of rocks

and fine gravel. No trout but several blacknose dace were seen

along here. Below the pool the stream was rocky, with grass and

willow on both sides. For 33 yards onward there were rocks and

comparatively still water, a part of the way overhung with sedge.

Below this was a 9-yard stretch of grass and willow-bordered

brook, with bed of rocks over which the water slowly rippled. Here

one large fingerling {h), two trout of class c, and one of class d,

also blacknose dace and other cyprinids, were seen.

Below this was a broad pool, 36 feet long, with willows and grass

on both sides. The bottom was composed of small rocks and gravel.

Here were seen two small fingerlings (n), one trout of class c, two

of class d, and one of class /. There may have been more and

larger trout. IVIany Ijlacknose dace and other cyprinids (probably

cutlips and chubs) were seen. Below this a section of the brook

for 15 yards had shallow water, and a broad bed of rocks and

gravel, in which was one great boulder. The right bank was bor-

dered bv grass and willows. Consecutively along here were seen,

in three places, two small fingerlings (a) and one trout of class c.

At the foot of a steep incline of boulders and rocks below was a

big pool, 18 feet long, 14 feet wide and 2j4 feet deep. The bottom

consisted of a few rocks and much fine gravel. Both banks were

rather high, with the usual woods, but the trees were generally

somewhat larger on both sides. Yellow birch overhung the shallow

left side of the pool. In this pool were seen : one small fingerling

(a), two large fingerlings (i>), four trout of class c, ten of class d,

and three of class e. One chub and one blacknose dace were also

observed. The temperature of the water at 2:15 P. M. was 57°F.

Ten yards below this pool was a small shallow pool under banks

of grass and willow, with bottom of fine gravel and a few stones.

Two small fingerlings (a) were seen here.

Below this pool a section of the brook extended 4 yards to another

pool and level tract, with bed of big and small flat rocks and some

fine gravel. The immediate left bank was abrupt, composed of out-

cropping big boulders, and was wooded witli yellow birch, etc. The

immediate right bank was grown with grass and willow. No trout

were seen.

Then followed a 22-yard stretch of comparatively level ground,

with a high wooded hillside on the right, and low banks with grass,
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wild rye, jewelweed, goldenrod, and overhanging willows on both

sides. The bed was composed of large flat and angular boulders,

with interspersed patches of fine gravel. Along this section, one

trout of class e was seen, and in another place a large fingerling (fc)

was observed.

Summary of Section N
Of the trees and shrubs, willows predominated, but there were

some yellow birch, beech, ironwood, elm, witch hazel and hemlock.

Wild rye, other grasses, goldenrod, etc., were common.

In some places there were large square rocks, affording excellent

hiding places for trout
;
many moss-covered rocks large and small,

and gravel bottom, were found all along.

The water was usually clear and the current mostly gentle. The

water was mostly under a foot in depth though some deeper places

occurred.

In the total distance of 1034 yards, 158 trout were counted, com-

prising 18 small fingerlings (a), 7 large fingerlings (b), 51 of class

c, 44 of class d, 25 of class e and 13 of class /, of which only one

was surely ten inches in length. Five specimens of trout were

collected, 214 to 6Y2 inches long.

The distribution of trout for this section is shown in Table 9.

The discrepancy between this total in the table and the one in the

general summary is due to having carried over 10 trout from the

preceding section.

TABLE 9.— Distribution of Trout in Section N, Stony Brook,

August 12, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout
a b c d e /

I 4 I 5 2 12

2 2 I 3
3 2 I 22 14

2

'

8 3
I

50
84 I 2 2

2 2 4
6 I 2 I 3 4 II

7 8 9 4 4 25
188 6 4 4 4

9
10 7 3 9 13 4 I 37

Total 21 7 55 47 25 13 168
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Other fishes collected were blacknose dace, ii specimens, 2-3J4
inches long; blackspot chub, 6 specimens. 3-6 inches long; sculpin,

6 specimens, i of 2-]4 inches and 5 of about ^ inch each.

Of invertebrates, crayfish, caddis flies, stone flies, beetles and

water striders were found.

Section O.—A pool below a very steep incline, with bottom mostly

of fine gravel, overhung on the right with yellow birch, and on the

left with willow and wild rye, and with a huge boulder at the head,

seemed to contain no trout. From this pool it was 34 yards down

to another large pool with bottom of large rocks and considerable

fine gravel. Along here one trout of class c was seen in each of

two separate places. Nine yards farther down was another pool

with bottom of large and small rocks. The immediate banks were

grown with grass, sedge, yellow birch and maple on the left ; and

with willows on the right. Here one trout of class c was seen.

It was 17 yards then to a steep incline with immense rocks and

ledge in situ. The bed of the stream was 8 to 10 feet wide, but the

current was spread out amongst the willows on the right. Yellow

birch with a border of sedge characterized the vegetation on the

left bank. Here one large fingerling (/;) and one trout of class c

were seen.

Nine yards downstream a pool was situated on a steep grade in

the right channel of the spread-out brook, which was overhung with

willow. The left channel was more open. One fingerling (a) trout

was seen in the pool.

For 18 yards the distributed current ran in channels amongst

tussocks of sedge, with some willow, jewelweed, wild rye, trumpet

weed, etc. The sedge overhung and almost concealed the brook.

Thirteen yards further on was a pool 36 feet long at the head

of a rather steep grade, bordered on both sides by grass and willow.

In it were three trout of class c and one of class d. This incline,

17 yards long, consisted of large rocks, amongst which the water

flowed with considerable current, and the stream was bordered by

sedge, grass and willows on each side. It discharged into a large

pool, with bottom of coarse rocks and fine gravel, also with grass

and willow on each side. One trout of class c and two of class d

were observed in the pool.

Thirty yards below were a number of immense boulders around

which the water ran, with a pool on each side, bordered by grass

and sedge. A few feet above, two small fingerlings (a), two trout

of class c, and one of class d were seen, and in one of the pools

one large fingerling (b) and one trout of class c were observed.
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Eleven yards below was a small shallow pool, with bottom of

fine gravel, in which one trout of class c was seen. A short distance

below this pool one small fingerling (a) was noted. Some distance

below there was another shallow pool, 75 feet long and 5 feet wide

under the steep right bank, with a low grassy bank on the left.

In this pool, one small fingerling (<?), one trout of class e, and one

of class d were counted. This was 63 yards below the last men-

tioned small shallow pool.

Twenty-four yards downward the stream flowed through a rather

level pool-like expansion in a series of 3 pools connected by run-

ning water. On both sides the stream was bordered by grass and

was overhung by beeches on the left. Only one trout, of class c,

was seen.

Six yards below this, the water spread out amongst tussocks of

sedge and willow on the right, and soon became wider in a tract

of weeds and willow. On the left were yellow birches overhanging

the stream. One trout of class c was seen.

A steeper incline over bed rock bottom, with superimposed big

rocks and gravel was formed 1 1 yards below. The right bank was

very steep, with outcropping strata, high up above old logs. Small

yellow birch and hemlock adorned the top, and sedge and raspberry

bushes bordered the left bank. Then for 22 yards the banks sup-

ported a rank growth of grass, sedge and willow on both sides,

but with some aspen and yellow birch close to the water on the

steep hillside just below the outcropping strata. Along here were

seen two large fingerlings (b), two trout of class c, one cutlips and

one blacknose dace.

From the end of the above mentioned cliff and hillside, a broad

shallow pool extended for 50 yards down. Its bottom consisted of

bed rock and a little fine gravel. At one point in it one large finger-

ling (h). and in another place one trout of class c, were seen.

Below the left bank was a continuation of the steep hillside with

sedge upon the immediate brook margin, and woods on both sides

as usual. Two small fingerlings (a) were seen here.

Below, the left bank was a continuation of the steep hillside with

small boulders, some fine gravel, and exposed bed rock. It was

here 10 feet wide. A short distance below, the previously mentioned

cliff ended where it was 8 feet high, of horizontal strata on the left,

topped by yellow birch, large beech, and small maple, some of which

overhung the brook, the beech extending entirely across. A short

distance below was a shallow pool-like expansion for 50 yards.

In one place one, and in another two small fingerlings (a) were

seen.
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Then began a stretch of narrow brook, but with still moderate

descent, with coarse rocks, and some fine gravel in the shallow parts.

After this the brook extends 50 yards through a rather level tract

of sedge, overhung with yellow birch in one place. The average

width of the stream along here was about 4 feet, with a bottom of

coarse and fine gravel. Along this stretch only two small fingerling

(a) trout were seen.

Below was a deep pool, 36 feet long, with bottom of small rocks

and fine gravel, and overhung with willow on the left and grass and

sedge on the right. In this pool fifteen trout were counted com-

prising six of class c, three of class d, four of class e and two of

class / ; also what appeared to be a cutlips about 5 inches long.

Twenty-seven yards down was a long, flat shallow pool, 60 feet

long, with bottom of small rocks and gravel, and bordered on each

side by willow. Three small fingerlings {a) and one large finger-

ling {b) were seen here. Thence for 12 yards further the banks

were grass-grown as far as a pile of old cross logs, below which

was a pool 21 feet long, with bottom of fine gravel. In it were one

large fingerling {b), two trout of class c, two of class d and one of

class e.

Below the pool the brook was open and narrow for 16 yards, with

sedge and trumpet weed on each side, and a tall maple above, to

an obstruction consisting of recently fallen maples, extending for

14 yards.

Fifteen yards below was a big pool beneath and below a cross

log, deepest under the log. In this pool, three trout of class c, two

of class d, and one of class e were seen, and just below the pool

one small fingerling (a) was observed.

Twelve yards down from this pool was a shallow pool, 33 feet

long, with grass and willow-grown left bank and the right over-

hung with yellow birch. Two small fingerlings (a) and two trout

of class c were seen here.

From this pool the brook flowed with gentle current in a more or

less level tract, but with some perceptible slope, and bordered by a

profuse growth of grass and jewelweed, and some willow on the

right, while the immediate left bank was overhung with yellow

birch for 52 yards. Nearly halfway down, one trout of class d was

seen. Then the incline increased and was full of large angular bould-

ers with patches of small stones and gravel, and interspersed with

small pools, which extended for 70 yards. One small fingerling (a)

and two large fingerlings (b) were ol)served there.

Below this tract was a pool 51 feet long and 10 feet wide in the

widest place, in which one small fingerling (o), one trout of class e
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and two blacknose dace were seen. Below this was another long

shallow pool where one small fingerling (a) was seen.

Nine yards below the brook spread out in shallow trickling rills

overhung with yellow birch. Two yards below another long, shallow

pool, 18 feet long, lay under the steep left bank, topped by yellow

birches and a large maple. The right bank was low, with grass,

sedge and a few small willows. The bottom consisted of large and

small rocks and a little gravel. Just below the pool one small finger-

ling {a) and one trout of class e were observed.

It was then 20 yards to a pool 12 feet long, above large rocks and

a little gravel. Just below the pool one small fingerling (o) and

3 large fingerlings (&) were observed.

Below here the stream entered on a decided down grade. In its

course a large, flat rock lay across it. The brook bed was 8 feet

wide. Eight yards further was a small, shallow, rocky pool 27 feet

long, containing two large fingerhngs {h), and just below one large

fingerling {b) was seen.

Ten yards downward was a big pool 24 feet long, with bottom

of large and small rocks and fine gravel, overhung by a big ledge,

and yellow birch, maple and hemlock bushes. Here were seen two

large fingerlings {b) and one trout of class c.

Twenty-seven yards below was a small island bearing a few sap-

ling yellow birch, on a rock foundation. The left branch of the

brook was nearly dry. The right branch was 15 yards long. Near

the head of a large shallow pool in this arm, which had a bottom

of coarse and fine gravel, one trout of class d and one blacknose

dace were seen, and in another place, a large fingerling {b), and a

little farther down a small fingerling (a) were seen.

For some distance down to some cross logs, the course of the

brook was through a low tract, with steep banks back a little way
from the stream. The right was a hillside. Both banks were

wooded with yellow birch, maple, etc., as usual, but the trees were

somewhat larger. The brook bottom was composed of bed rock and

boulders, with small rocks on top of the gravel, and fine gravel in

the middle section of its course, with some dry, exposed gravel. At

the foot of this bank were some high boulders. The only trout

seen was one small fingerling {a), but in another place further

up another small fingerling (a) was observed. This tract extended

for 15 yards.

Summary of Section O
The most conspicuous trees were yellow birch, hemlock, maple,

witch hazel, willow, aspen, chestnut, basswood, beech, white ash

and blue beech. Some of the shrubbery comprised red raspberry
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and purple-flowering- ras]Dberry. The herbaceous plants were prin-

cipally sedge, jewelweed, trumpet weed, boneset and daisies.

The brook was mostly rocky, with some gravel in patches and

pockets. The water was generally clear and had a moderate cur-

rent, usually less than a foot in depth. The temperature of the

water was about 54° F.

The total number of trout observed in the complete distance of

about 850 yards was 105, comprising 25 small fingerlings (a), 17

large fingerlings (/'), 36 of class c, 17 of class d, 8 of class e, and

2 of class /. Four specimens were collected, from 2^4 to 3 inches

in length.

The distribution of trout for each 100 yards of Section O is

shown in the following table. The table lacks mention of the last

50 yards, which is included in Table 11 (page 388).

TABLE 10.— Distribution of Trout in Section O, Stony Brook,
August 12, 1922

Size Class Number
ioo-Yard Intervals of

a b c d e / trout

I I I 3 I 6

4 I 9 4 18

3 2 2 4
4 5 I I 7
5 5 I 6 3 2 21

6 3 I 7 8 I 20

7 I I I 3
8 3 6 4 2 15

Total 22 14 33 15 1
8 2 94

The other fishes collected were 7 specimens of blacknose dace.

four of which were 2 to 3 inches long, and 3 very small ; and 1

1

sculpins, 8 of which were about ^ inch each, and 3 of 2^2 to 3

inches. Crayfishes, water striders, caddis flies, dobsons, dragon flies,

beetles, grasshoppers, etc., were collected.

Section P.—Below the point of the last mentioned observations

in the preceding section, was a small pool, overhung by a chestnut

tree, yellow birch, maple and beech, but apparently it contained no

trout. It was but 4 yards thence over many huge boulders and

cross logs, to a shallow pool, 11 yards long, overhung at the head

with beech and yellow birch on the right, with bottom of large and

small rocks and some fine gravel, in which five small fingerlings (a)

one large fingerling (b), and one trout of class c were found.
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Ten yards below here was a grassy island. The left steep bank was

wooded with yellow birch. The immediate right bank was grassy,

and back of this grew witch hazel, yellow birch and maple. Only 6

yards below was a shallow pool 21 feet long, with bottom of small

rocks, interspersed with fine gravel. The immediate banks were

low and grassy and backed by steep ground. In this pool were five

small fingerlings (a).

Nine yards down was another pool 15 feet long and 9 feet wide,

with bottom of large and small rocks, and a small amount of fine

gravel, but at the head of the pool the bottom was of bed rock only.

Here one trout of class e was seen. Immediately below was a

rather steep incline 17 yards long, with high banks; and huge
' boulders, small rocks, and a little fine gravel made up the bottom.

I

Then a similar very rocky steep down grade, with yellow birch and

i
maple overhanging the right bank and the left bordered by grass,

' wild rye, goldenrod, back of which on low ground were basswood

and aspen. Here one trout of class c was observed. Just below this

I
was a pool in which were large and small rocks, and very little

j

gravel. Here one large fingerling (b) was seen.

Ten yards below was another pool, 24 feet long and 10 feet wide,

;
where one large fingerling (b), one trout of class c, one of class d,

I and one of class / were counted. Then for a distance of 8 yards the

I

brook passed through a level tract bearing sedge, willow, jewelweed,

I trumpet weed, goldenrod and purple-flowering raspberry on the im-

j
mediate banks. Below this point the brook took a decided drop

! amongst large boulders, thence a pronounced downgrade. Along

,
here it was bordered by grass and willow. The steep incline was

i composed of large and small boulders, rocks and a \ery little fine

gravel, for 8 yards. One small fingerling (a) was seen.

Below was a pool 18 feet long, with bottom of large and small

i
rocks and considerable fine gravel, in which two small (a) and one

I large (b) fingerlings and one trout of class d were observed. The

immediate banks of the pool and for 35 yards below were grown

j

with grass, goldenrod, jewelweed, and purple-flowering raspberry,

back of which were sapling yellow birch on low ground. The left

l)ank bore grass and willow, backed by ledges and fair sized yellow

birch.

Below this was a narrow pool 30 feet long, with bottom of big

Ix adders at the head and on the sides. Elsewhere the bottom was

ci imposed of boulders and a little fine gravel in patches.

Here one trout of class d and another of class c were seen. In

the deepest part of the pool the depth was 15 inches. Yellow birch,

blue beech, some maple and witch hazel were observed on both sides.
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The immediate banks were grassy. At ii A. M. the temperature

was 54° F. One small fingerhng was seen.

Below the pool was a large flat ledge and below this on the left

the brook spread out. The bottom was composed of large and small

rocks and some coarse and fine gravel. Here two small fingerlings

were seen.

Seven yards below was a shallow pool 30 feet long, with a bottom

of large and small rocks, and coarse and fine gravel. Here one

small fingerling (a) was seen.

Thence a small island extended for 6 yards, composed of small

boulders and sod, covered with grass and willow. The brook here

made a steep drop on each side of the island. The bottom of both

branches consisted of rocks and some fine gravel. In the right

branch one small fingerling (a) was oljserved. Both branches dis-

charged into a pool 12 feet long and 15 feet wide. The bottom was

composed of small rocks, and some fine gravel at the sides. At the

head were some large rocks over which the water flowed into the

pool. The immediate banks were lx)rdered by grass and weeds. On
the left were beech and maple. In the pool were two small finger-

lings (a), one trout of class c, and blacknose dace.

Ten yards below this pool was a short extent of brook where the

bottom consisted mostly of fine gravel, with a few small rocks pres-

ent. For 8 yards the right bank was grassy and the left wooded with

yellow birch and some witch hazel. Four small fingerling (a) trout

were seen here.

Below was a pool 24 feet long, with bottom of large rocks and a

small amount of fine gravel. There were huge flat boulders at the

head and an immense boulder on the left, cubical in shape, topped

by a small hemlock and some fairly large yellow birch. The right

bank was grassy, as above. Only 3 yards below was another pool,

18 feet long, with bottom of flat rocks and gravel, containing no

fish. Ten yards below this there were large flat rocks and tussocks

of sedge, where two small fingerlings (a) were observed, and 3

yards further down was a pool in a tract of the same character, the

bottom of which consisted of large rocks and coarse and fine gravel.

Here one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen.

For 3 yards further, the right bank was formed by large boulders,

with fairly large trees, such as maple, yellow birch and blue beech;

on the left were grass and weeds only. Here one small fingerling

(a) was seen. Then for 13 yards the banks and stream were of

like character to where one small fingerling (0) and one trout of

class c were seen. The same conditions obtained for 12 yards

further, and two small fingerlings (a) were found ; and 1 1 yards
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still further down, with identical conditions, two more small finger-

lings (a) and one blacknose dace were seen.

Just below here was a pool with gravel bottom and the banks as

before, in which were five small fingerlings (a), one large fingerling

{b), and one trout of class c.

Four yards below, one small fingerling (a) was seen just above

an island 6 yards long, composed of boulders and grass, formed by a

division of the brook. Just beyond the island was a pool with bot-

tom of small rocks and coarse gravel. The water ran with quite

perceptible current in the middle of the pool. The banks were the

same in character as above. In the pool were one small fingerling

(a) and one trout of class c.

Eight yards down was another wide shallow pool 36 feet long,

with the same character of banks as before. In it was seen one

trout of class c. Just below this pool the stretch of big flat rocks and

running water, just described, ended.

In the distance of 4 yards further, one small fingerling (a) was

seen. In the distance of 12 yards still further another small finger-

ling (c) was observed. Another space of 5 yards in which one small

fingerling (a) and one large fingerling (b) were seen in one place,

extended to a small pool in which one small fingerling {a) and one

large fingerling {b) were observed. In this tract of 21 yards, the

brook had a bottom of rocks, and both banks were grassy.

Eight yards beyond was a rather abrupt drop of large boulders,

with a pool below them, having a bottom of large rocks, small

boulders, and some fine gravel. All along here the immediate

banks on both sides were overgrown mostly with grass and some

weeds. A little distance back the left bank was wooded with yellow

birch, beech, etc. Along this reach only one trout, a small finger-

ling (c), was seen.

Thirty yards below there was a stretch of rips 8 yards long and a

pool with bottom of rocks and fine gravel, overhung on the left by

hemlock, beech, and maple saplings. Here one small fingerling (a),

one large fingerling (&), and one rainbow trout of class c were seen.

For this distance of 30 yards or more, the stream had a high left

and a low right bank. Then followed 10 yards of rips and a pool with

bottom of rocks and fine gravel in which one small fingerling (o)

was seen. In a 3-yard continuation of the rips one small (o) and

one large {b) fingerling were seen. The rips ended in a small pool,

15 feet long, with bottom of rocks and a small amount of gravel

where one small fingerling (a) was observed.

Fifteen yards below was the swimming pool of the Girl Scout

Camp. It was 75 feet long, about 30 feet wide at the dam, and from
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3 to 4 feet deep, in the deepest part. The bottom was rocky. At the

head of the pool, at 10:10 A. M. the temperature of the water was

54° F. (August II).

Below the dam was a pool 45 feet long but quite narrow, with

bottom of large and small rocks. Below the pool the stream divides

and forms an island composed of huge boulders, overgrown with

grass, willow, etc. In both branches there was quick water after

leaving a flat consisting of tussocks of sedge, amongst which the

stream spread out in little channels, just below the a])ove mentioned

pool below the dam.

Seven yards below the island was a narrow rocky pool, in which

two small fingerlings (c) were seen.

Ten yards below this the brook again spread out amongst large

tussocks of sedges and willow bushes, with bottom of large rocks

and fine gravel (Fig. 64). One small fingerling (a) was found here.

Thence for 10 yards the brook was narrow, with large rocks all

along, amongst which was some fine gravel. In this section two

small fingerlings (a) and one large fingerling (b) were seen.

Eighteen yards below was an open pool 36 feet long, 5 feet wide,

and 2^2 feet deep, with bottom of a few rocks, and coarse and fine

gravel with numerous sticks and other debris (Fig. 65). No trout

were seen, but there were hognose suckers, shiners, blacknose dace

and sculpins. At 9 45 A. M. the temperature of the water in this

pool was 55° F.

This pool was at the head of another island which was about 60

feet long. The channel on the left was a mere trickle. The upper

16 yards was overhung with sedge and willow ; there two small

fingerlings (a) were seen. Twelve yards further down, four more

small fingerlings (a) were observed.

Thirty-one yards below was the bridge on the road below the

Girl Scouts Camp. The stream along here was about 5 feet wide,

flowing over small rocks and amongst large ones, with considerable

current. The banks were bordered with willow and sedge on the im-

mediate edge of the open brook. One small fingerling (a) was seen.

At 9:30 A. M. the temperature here was 55° F.

It was but a short distance from the bridge to Quaker Run, but

it was so overgrown with bushes and briars that no examination was

made.

Sumuiary of Section P
The most conspicuous trees and shrubs were elm, red maple,

striped maple, yellow birch, aspen, blue beech, chestnut, basswood,

white ash, willow, witch hazel, purple-flowering raspberry and

hemlock.
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The most common herbaceous vegetation included trumpet weed,

jewelweed, boneset, bee balm, goldenrod, etc.

The stream bed was generally rocky, with more or less patches of

gravel. The stream was not generally deep, seldom more than two

feet, and usually much less.

In the whole distance of about 600 yards, a total of 83 trout were

counted, comprising 59 small fingerlings (a), 10 large fingerlings (&),

10 trout of class c, 2 of class d, i of class e, i of class /. The only

one of the last category was fully 10 inches in length.

One rather young rainbow trout of about 5 inches was collected.

Eight brook trout were collected, which averaged about 2 inches

in length.

Table 1 1 shows the distribution of trout for Section P. Eleven

trout and 50 yards are brought over from the previous section.

TABLE II.— Distribution of Trout in Section P, Stony Brook,
August ii, 1922

ioo-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a h c d e /

I 13

3
4 5 I 23

102 3 2 I I

3 15
16

1 2 I I 20

4 2 4 22
85 5 2 I

6 5 I 6

0.5 5 5

Total 62 13 14 3 I I 94

Other fishes collected were

:

Shiners (Cliiiostoiuus elongatiis)
, 5 specimens, each 3^ inches.

Pearly minnow (Margariscus margarita), 4 specimens, 2^ to 3
inches.

Blacknose dace (Rhinichthys atronasHs), 4 specimens, 2^ to

3 inches.

Sculpin (Cotfus bairdii), 13 specimens, 5 of 2^ to 3^^, 8 of

^ to I inch.

"Rainbow" trout (Salmo sliastaf), 5 inches.

The invertebrates included crayfish, water striders, dragon fly

nymphs, and caddis fly larvae.

Table 12 shows the distribution of trout per 100 yards of stream

for the entire length of Stony Brook.
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TABLE 12.— Distribution of Trout in Stony Brook, August ii to

15, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

I.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.

13-

14-

15-

16.

17-

18.

19-

20.
21.

22.

23-

24.
25-
26.

27-
28.

29.

30.

31-

32.

33-

34-

35-
36.

37-
38.

39-
40.

41-

42.

43-

44.

45-
46.

47-
48.

49-
50.

51-

52.

Size Class

2

I

I

6

7
I

4

5

5
3
I

3
13

3
15
16

5
5

3

5

4
3
2

I

2

I

I

5
5
8

4
2

5
I

22
2
2

2

14
2

2

I

9
4

13

Number
of

trout

Total

.

170 53 166 102 74 27
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ENGLISH CREEK

Section Q.—The highest point examined on EngHsh Creek was

at what appeared to be an old logging tramway. At this place on

August i8, at 2:30 P. M., the temperature of the air was 85° F.

and of the water 67° F., both in the shade, at a pool below some large

flat boulders. The pool was 12 feet long, 8 feet wide and i foot

deep, and was covered by nearly prostrate willows, and some willow

and sedge were in the pool. Many insect larval cases were attached

to the surface of the rocks on the bottom, twenty-six of the larvae

being counted in about 4 square feet, crawling about, while others

were beneath the rocks. Sculpins and crayfish were observed in

the pool, also one small fingerling (a) trout, one trout of class c,

and one of class d. Thirty feet further down one small fingerling

(a) was observed.

For a distance of 36 yards from this pool, the brook bed was

wide and composed of large and small rocks, interspersed with fine

gravel. Five yards farther down were huge moss-covered and

grass-covered boulders, and some smaller boulders completely ob-

scuring the stream, which probably ran beneath the rocky covering.

Below this place was a long pool, 4 to 8 feet wide, with large bould-

ers on the right. The bottom consisted of small rocks and gravel

;

willow and sedge bordered the left bank, and the right was over-

hung with grass and yellow birch. The bed was 18 feet wide and

the water was spread out and shallow.

The vegetation at the head of the pool consisted of bushes, trumpet

weed, and grass. The right bank was steep and wooded with yel-

low birch, blue beech, beech, etc. The left was similarly wooded,

with the addition of ash at the foot, with much wild rye and other

grass. Four small fingerlings (a) and two trout of class c were

seen here.

Just below was a drop of some 3J/2 feet, amongst big, moss-

covered boulders, to a shallow, half-dry pool, 36 feet long. In this

pool one trout of class c was seen.

Then for 17 yards the stream followed two channels, forming

an island, covered with wild rye and other grass, sedge, goldenrod,

trumpet weed, boneset, bee balm and some willow at the upper end.

The left branch was nearly dry, the bank w-as overgrown with

raspberry and blackberry bushes. The right branch was narrow,

with a bed composed mostly of rocks, pebbles and gravel. The steep

bank at the right was wooded with yellow birch and maple. In this

channel, 39 feet below the fork, two small fingerlings (a), and one
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trout of class c were seen. Twenty-seven feet further along, one

trout of class c was observed.

For 30 yards of a like tract, the water was shallow, amongst large

boulders with interspersed fine gravel. The bed was 20 feet wide,

with little water in divided rivulets and small pools, with consider-

able extent of fine gravel at the foot. The right bank was steep,

and wooded with ash, maple, yellow birch, blue beech, and beech.

Similar trees and small hemlock wooded the lower left bank.

Below this was a tract of wild rye and other grass, and sedge.

The right bank was wooded with blue beech, maple saplings, and

yellow birch, and the left with birch and large maple. The stream

along here was narrow, with a bed of large rocks and a pool also

with a bed of large rocks ; then a pool with bottom of sm.all rocks

and fine gravel, 12 feet down the tract, in which one small fingerling

(a) and one trout of class d were seen.

Following this was another section, 30 yards long, with wild rye,

trumpet weed, bee balm, dock, coneflower, and small willows on both

sides. The brook continued narrow with a bed of large and small

rocks, and gravel. Fifteen feet down this section, one trout of

class c and one of class d were seen.

From here on for 21 feet the bottom was composed of flat bed

rock to a pool under old logs on the right, where one trout of class

c was observed. The same general conditions oljtained for 24 yards

to an open pool, with bottom of large flat rocks, margined with

grass. Both banks were higher here, the right overgrown with

willow, wild rye, bee balm and trumpet weed, while on the left the

brook was overhung with beech and birch. The stream along here

had a bottom of small rocks and gravel.

Then followed 8 yards of similar character, to another pool with

bottom of large rocks and fine gravel, just below a drop amongst

large, moss-covered boulders. Here two trout of class e and one

of class d were seen.

Seven yards further down the bed of the stream was broad, con-

taining a pool, with large moss-covered rocks. On the left were

beech and birch and some plants, and at the lower end of the section,

some maple trees. The pool was 27 feet long, and contained much
silt. One small fingerling (a), one trout of class r, and one of class

d were counted. Five yards below the pool the brook divided, form-

ing a grass-grown island, with the usual herbage. The right chan-

nel only contained water. It was narrow and rocky, with some

fine gravel. Near the head of the island one small fingerling (a)

was seen. The island was only six yards long, below which the bed
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of the stream became comparatively broad with more or less spread

out and shallow water. The usual trees were growing on both

banks. Twenty-seven feet from the foot of the island, one small

fingerling (a) and one trout of class d were observed. Thirty-nine

feet further along one small fingerling (a) was seen. The above

mentioned stretch was 30 yards long, extending to another island

also overgrown with grass. The usual trees occurred on the high

right and low left bank. Both branches of the brook were narrow.

Then followed a stretch of 24 yards, with small rocks and gravel,

and the same kind of trees on the banks. Along here only one

trout, that a small fingerling («), was seen. For 8 yards further the

brook bed consisted of small rocks and gravel, over which the water

was spread out, extending to a large, wide, shallow pool, which con-

tained one small fingerling (a), one trout of class d, and one of

class c. The bottom of the pool was composed of silt-covered,

small flat rocks and fine gravel. It was 30 feet long, 10 feet wide,

and one foot deep, and at the foot were three large, dry, moss-

covered boulders, below which was another pool, 8 feet wide, with

bottom composed mostly of large and small flat rocks, and some

fine gravel at the foot. The right bank was steep and abrupt,

wooded with yellow birch and blue beech which overhung the fern-

bordered brook, and an old rotten log leaned against the bank.

There was one beech tree on the low, grass and sedge covered left

bank. Here two trout of class c, four of class d, two of class e,

and two of class / were counted. Associated with the trout were

some blacknose dace. The pool was 24 feet long and 3 feet deep,

extending to a flat rock on the left. To the right the bottom of the

stream then consisted of rocks and a little fine gravel. There was

more gravel on the left of the rock. One trout of class d was seen

here.

Below this was 14 yards of low, level tract much overgrown with

grass and the usual plants. The right bank was wooded mostly

with ash and maple, the left supported a growth of goldenrod and

some beech. This tract extended to a jwol below some large, moss-

covered boulders, about 9 feet long, 8 feet wide, and about 15

inches deep. Two trout of class d and two of class c were observed

in the pool.

The same conditions prevailed for 17 yards to another pool. 12

feet long, 8 feet wide, and 6 inches deep, with bottom containing

moss-covered boulders, a few small rocks and much fine gravel.

The right bank was the higher and was wooded with yellow birch.
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while the low left liank was grown with maple and blue beech.

Here were seen two small fingerlings (a), one trout of class d and

one of class c. Twelve feet further on one small fingerling (a),

and 9 feet further three small fingerlings (a), were seen.

The above conditions obtained for 15 yards to a long, narrow pool

under old stumps, rocks, roots, and overhanging beech and birch on

the immediate right bank. The pool was 30 feet long and 6 feet

wide, with bottom of fine gravel, extending to a jam of old logs,

plank and debris, overgrown with some willow, trumpet weed, etc.,

and a pool 24 feet long. Here one trout of class c was seen.

The stream then divided. Fourteen yards down the right arm,

one small fingerling (a), two class c, and one class / trout were

seen in a pool 18 feet long, 12 feet wide and 2 feet deep. Twelve

feet below, two small fingerlings (a), were seen.

Sixty feet downward was a fine gravel and rock-bottomed pool,

16 feet long and 8 feet wide. Fifteen feet further on two small

fingerling (a) trout were observed; and thence nine feet downward,

in a pool with fine gravel bottom, 9 feet long and 6 feet wide, one

small fingerling (a) and one class c trout were seen.

Twelve feet below this pool was a jam of debris and stumps,

below which was a shallow, rocky pool 15 feet long and 4 feet wide,

where one trout of class c was observed. Twenty-seven feet

downstream two small fingerlings (a) were seen, and 18 feet fur-

ther one small fingerling (a) was observed, and 12 feet still further

another of the same size was noted. Fifteen feet below, one trout

of class c, and 30 feet further another small fingerling (a), were

seen.

In all there were 80 yards of the foregoing conditions, terminating

at some cross logs and a drop amongst boulders. This 80-yard

tract varied in width, with a bed of small rocks, and coarse and fine

gravel. The bed was from 10 to 15 feet wide, but the water, at

the time of observation, formed only a narrow stream with a num-

ber of small pools or expansions of various sizes.

The banks on both sides were somewhat raised and wooded, prin-

cipally with small yellow birch saplings, and small blue beech in

places, the bushes and beeches overhanging the brook. The above

mentioned drop was into a pool 18 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 2^
feet deep, with a bottom of large flat rocks and a little fine gravel.

The only trout seen in it were one small fingerling (a) and one of

class d.

For 12 yards below, the stream expanded into a shallow pool-like
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area, only 2 inches deep, which contained five small fingerlings (a).

It was succeeded by an almost dry bed of fine gravel extending 4
yards to a jam of logs and debris, 15 feet wide. Yellow birch and

maple wooded the right bank. Yellow birch and hemlock formed

the growth on the left. It was 6 feet through this jam to a pool

below, which had a bottom of large rocks and mud, 12 feet long.

No fish were seen in it.

Below this the bed of the stream sloped for 8 yards to a small

pool and another small jam. In the pool one trout of class c was

seen. Nine yards further down the two arms of the stream came

together again. The bed then became wider but the banks were low,

wooded with beech, yellow birch and maple. The bottom was

formed of large and small rocks and fine gravel, and the stream

was bordered on both sides by sedge. Thirty-three feet downstream

one small fingerHng (a) was seen.

Sixteen yards below this tract was another drop among large, dry,

moss-covered boulders into a pool 21 feet long, 9 feet wide and 10

inches deep, with bottom of small rocks and fine, silty gravel. Here

one small fingerling (a), two trout of class c, and one of class d

were counted. On the right the bank was high, with yellow birch

and witch hazel overhanging the brook, and on the left the bank

was low, with witch hazel, yellow birch and ironwood, and a

brookside border of grass.

Twenty-four feet down one large fingerling (b) and two trout

of class c were seen ; six feet further on were seen one trout of class

c, and 18 feet still further another trout of class c. This tract ex-

tended 26 yards in all to an incline of large boulders and rocks. On
the low right bank were yellow birch, sedge, bee balm and trumpet

weed, and on the higher left bank were yellow birch bushes. This

tract continued for 1 1 yards to an open pool, 21 feet long and 8 feet

wide, with bottom of large, angular boulders, flat rocks, little stones

and fine gravel. Sedge and willow were growing on both sides.

Here were seen two trout of class c, and one of class e.

From here it was 21 yards to a shallow pool, 12 feet long and

10 feet wide, with large rocks, little fine gravel and silt on the bot-

tom. Overhanging from the right bank were grass and beech

trees, and grass and yellow birch from the left. One small finger-

ling (a) and one trout of class d were seen here.

Four yards beyond was a little pool below large moss-covered

rocks. On the right the woods consisted principally of beech, and

on the left of large hemlock. Here one small fingerling {a) was

seen.
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Then the stream spread out among large grass-grown boulders

for 23 yards. Both banks were wooded with maple and beech.

-

Twenty-seven feet down, one large fingerling (b) was seen.

Twenty-one feet further downstream one small (a) and one large

fingerling (b) were observed. This condition terminated in a pool

12 feet long and 15 feet wide, really a double pool connected by a

narrow strait, with bottom of small rocks and fine gravel. In this

pool four small hngerlings (a), one trout of class c, and one of class

d were counted. Twenty-four feet further on were seen one trout

of class d and one of class /. Twenty-seven feet still further, two

small fingerlings (a), and again 36 feet downstream one large

fingerling (b) were observed. This tract extended for 50 yards to

a pool which was really an extension above the plank bridge, where

four trout of class c, two of class d and one of e were seen.

For most of the last 50 yards the stream flowed among dry rocks

and tussocks of sedge, with shallow pools between. Both banks

were wooded with maple, yellow birch and beech. Sedge, wild rye,

boneset, trumpet weed, coneflower, etc., were abundant at the lower

end of the tract. For the last few yards the stream was spread out

over rocks and fine gravel.

Suiiuitary of Section Q
Along this tract the principal trees and shrubs consisted of yellow

birch, maple, blue beech, mountain maple, basswood, white ash,

hemlock, ironwood, beech, cucumber tree, alder, willow and hobble-

bush. Other vegetation comprised trumpet weed, boneset, golden-

rod, wild rye, sedge, ferns and raspberry. Blackberry bushes were

occasionally seen.

The banks of the stream were mostly wooded, but there were a

few open, grassy, meadow-like tracts ; also tracts of huge boulders

covered with moss and other small plants.

The upper section of the stream was characterized by many
pools, 12 or more inches in depth, with long intervening shallows.

The whole section covered about 700 yards, and in this distance

124 trout were counted, comprising 49 small fingerlings (a), 4 large

fingerlings (b), 31 trout of class c, 27 of class d, 9 of class e, and

four of class /.

Only 6 trout were collected, comprising 4 of 5^ to o^^ inches,

and 2 of 2^2 inches each.

The distribution of the trout for section Q is shown in Table 13.
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TABLE 13.— Distribution of Trout in Section Q, English Creek,

August 18, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout
a h c e /

I 8 5 I 14
6I 3

5

2

3 6 8 3

4

2 24
14
22

4 6 4
5 12 8 I I

6 7 I 9 6 I 24
207* 9 3 I 5 I I

Total 49 4 31 27 9 4 124

* Included width of bridge— l yard. Bridge IS feet wide.

Other fish collected were : blacknose dace, 3 specimens averaging

about 3 inches in length; sculpins, 2 specimens, I of inches,

and the other about i inch total length.

Near the upper limit examined there were counted 22 crawling

caddis fly larvae in cases in an area of one square foot, depth of

water being 2^ inches
; 30 empty attached cases in 5 tiers were

counted. Dragon fly nymphs and spiders were collected.

Section R.—This section was examined on August 16. Just below

the bridge was a large pool 36 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 2^^ feet

deep in the deepest part. Both banks were low, but the right was

somewhat higher than the left. The vegetation consisted of golden-

rod, boneset, trumpet weed, wild rye, sensitive fern, sedge, and a

few small willows. The bottom was composed of some very high,

large rocks, few small rocks, and fine gravel at the lower end. The

temperature of the water was 59° F. at 10:30 A. M.

One small fingerling {a) was seen at the lower end; eight trout of

class c, two of class c and one of class / were counted in the pool.

Other fishes noted comprised several suckers, some blacknose dace,

shiners (CUnostouius) ; stone rollers {Campostonia) ,
cutlips (Exog-

lossmii) and sculpins (Cot fits).

The pool extended up under the bridge as shallow water. The

bridge was 15 feet wide. The stream issued from the pool as a

narrow rippling brook, with bottom of large rocks and gravel, over-

hung with willow, wild rye, sedge and goldenrod, and extended 13

yards to a pool formed by a dam of old logs. This pool was 3 yards
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long, and full of large and small rocks. One trout of class c was

seen in the pool.

The brook was still narrow for 8 yards further, with bottom of

small rocks and gravel, overhung with small yellow birch, willow,

maple, blue beech and sedge. One large fingerling (b), two trout

of class c, and one of class d were seen.

Then for 6 yards the brook was 4 feet wide on to another jam of

old logs and debris, flowing under a canopy of yellow birch saplings

and willows. Four yards under the lower part of the jam was an

obscure pool 2 yards long. Probably there were trout in it but none

were seen.

For 8 yards the narrow, rather quick water flowed over a rocky

bottom, under overhanging willow and sedge to a more open and

wider portion of the brook bed, but the stream of water was still

narrow and had less current. The bottom consisted of large and

small rocks. At the upper end of this tract the banks were high

and shelving, and covered with sedge. At the lower end the vege-

tation consisted of basswood saplings on the right, and boneset and

coneflower, wild rye, goldenrod, and raspberry bushes on the left.

No trout were seen.

Eleven yards further on was a small shallow pool 3 yards long

and 6 feet wide, with bottom of small rocks and a little gravel. No
trout were seen in it. Seven yards below, two small fingerlings (a)

were seen.

From this pool the bed of the stream was wide, consisting of

coarse rocks and boulders, and very little fine gravel. The current

was moderate and the pools were stiller.

Maple and yellow birch bordered the pool on the left bank and on

the right were willow and sedge. This tract of 20 yards terminated

at a small rocky pool of coarse rocks and little fine gravel, in which

was one trout of class c.

The stream was then 8 feet wide in the widest part, extending for

a distance of 5 yards to a little shallow pool in which one small

fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen.

The bed of the stream then became wider and nearly dry, with

the water spread out in running rills and little pools for 13 yards.

The right bank was high and wooded with yellow birch. The left

was low, with willow and other plants such as mentioned above. At

the lower end of the section was a dip among high, flat, dry. moss-

covered boulders, with the water running amongst them. Fifteen

feet down was a pool-like expansion, in which one large fingerling

(b) was seen. Eighteen feet farther was a small pool, 12 feet long
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and 8 inches deep, extending to the foot of the section, 15 yards

in all. Eighteen feet below this pool, one small fingerling {a) was

seen; 9 feet further one large fingerling (&), then 30 feet further

one small fingerling {a), and 27 feet farther along one small (a)

and one large {b) fingerling were seen. The above section of 30
yards was narrow and rocky, with very low sedge-bordered banks,

back of which were yellow birch and maple.

The stream then widened again and had a more moderate current

;

and the bed of large and small rocks and a little gravel was over-

hung with yellow birch on the left, with sedge covering the right

bank. No trout were seen. This portion of the stream extended for

24 yards with such conditions to a pool of still water, having a

bottom of large and small rocks and a little fine gravel, where one

trout of class c was observed. From this pool it was 6 yards to a

slight drop among big flat boulders, large and small rocks, and a

fine gravel bed 24 feet wide. Both banks were rather high, with

overhanging yellow birches, and a patch of wild rye, sedge, and a

small amount of trumpet weed in the middle of the stream bed at the

foot.

Twelve yards beyond was a small pool below a huge, flat, moss-

covered rock inclined downward into the water on the left, over

which a narrow quick stream flowed. The pool was 9 feet long. In

it were counted two trout of class c and one of class /.

Seven yards further on was another small pool with large rocks

and fine gravel. Here one small fingerling (a), one large fingerling

(&), and one trout of class c were seen. The latter fish was blind in

one eye.

Six yards further on was a similar pool in which one small finger-

ling (a) was found. The entire section was 26 yards long and

throughout its wide stream bed was composed of large and small

rocks and coarse and fine gravel in patches. The rocks were moss-

covered. There were some boulders with grass and other plants and

woods on both sides. The woods comprised fairly large trees

—

yellow birch and beech—overhanging each side.

Just below was a dip of large rocks with a narrow stream flowing

amongst them into a large shallow pool, 17 yards long, occupying one

fifth of the width of the stream bed above, and one fourth of it at

the lower end. The bottom was composed of boulders, large and

small rocks, and much fine gravel, especially at the lower end. The

right bank was comparatively high and the left was sloping. Both

banks were wooded mostly with beech but included some sizable

maple on both sides, meeting overhead. There were yellow birch
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saplings interspersed. One large fingerling (b), three trout of class

(/, and one of class / were counted here.

Six feet downward a shallow, gravelly pool was found to contain

one small fingerling (a), and 15 feet further, a similar pool con-

tained a small fingerling (a) and one large fingerling (b). Thence

twenty-one feet down in a pool with a bottom of gravel and some

rocks, three small fingerlings (a) were seen. Including the above it

was 24 yards to a small dip amongst large, moss-covered rocks,

below which was a small, open pool, 9 feet long, 9 feet wide, and 15

inches deep. On the left was an open grassy bank, and on the right

was vegetation consisting of bee balm, yellow "sticklouse," golden-

rod, wild rye, sedge and willow, and an overhanging or leaning beech.

The bottom consisted of some large rocks and a little fine gravel.

The temperature of the air was 82° F. in the shade, and that of

the water 64° F., at 10:45 A. ISl. (x\ugust 16).

The stream below was more exposed than it was above. A nar-

row stream of water ran to the left of a small island, in a bed of

sedge, wild rye and willow. Three feet downstream, two small

fingerlings (a) were seen. Fifteen feet further down was an

isolated large pool containing such cyprinids as pearl minnow and

blacknose dace. These conditions of stream extended for 7 yards to

a large, open pool, 10 yards long, with bottom of boulders, large

rocks, and much fine gravel, especially at the lower end. The im-

mediate banks were bordered by sedge and plants of the usual

sorts.

Here were seen one small (a) and one large (/') fingerling. and

one trout of class c.

Situiniary of Section R
The most conspicuous trees and shrubs were aspen, basswood,

blue beech, elm, maple, yellow birch, beech, white ash, witch hazel,

mountain maple, willow, alder, raspberry and blackberry. Other

vegetation consisted mostly of trumpet weed, boneset, goldenrod,

jewelweed, bee balm, wild rye, other grasses, sedges and ferns. In

some places the stream was nearly concealed by sedge, grass and

willow.

Many dry or projecting, moss-covered rocks occurred along the

brook bed. The bottom of the stream consisted of stones and mud
to a great extent.

In the total distance of 293 yards, 64 trout were counted, compris-

ing 21 small fingerlings (a), 8 large fingerlings (b), 24 trout of

class c, 4 of class d, 4 of class e. and 3 of /. Only 2 trout. 4J/2 and

6 inches respectively, were collected.
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The distribution of the trout for Section R is shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14.— Distribution of Trout in Section R, English Creek,

August 16, 1922

lUU- 1 AKU IN liiKVALb

Size Class
Number

01

trout

a b c /

I 3 I 12 I 2 I 20
2 4 3 2 9
3* 14 4 10 3 2 2 35

Total 21 8 24 4 4 3 64

* 93 yards. Shows also, 4 of a, s of c; — i. e., obs3rved in the lower pool on August 16; and an
additional 7 yards subtracted from the following s3ction.

Other fish collected were : pearl minnow, 5 specimens, 3-3 3^

inches long; blacknose dace, 7 specimens, running about 3 inches

long
;
cutlips, i specimen, 4 inches long ; common sucker, i specimen,

5 inches long. One salamander with external gills was found. Cray-

fish were found in this section. Other invertebrates included caddis

fly larvae,—numerous in almost every stagnant pool,—dobsons and

beetles.

In the afternoon of August 16 a more careful examination of the

big pool above mentioned was made. A good many blacknose dace

were seen, and a second count of the trout revealed four small finger-

lings (a), five of class c, and one of class e. Doubtless there were

others, so the previous count of three trout is allowed to stand, making

a total for the pool of five small fingerlings (a), one large finger-

ling (b), six class c, and one of class e.

The temperature in running water above the pool, in the shade, was

64.5 ° F.

Section S.—This section also was surveyed on August 16. The

pool just discussed was immediately above a grassy, willow-grown

island; the left channel was narrow and dry, the right narrow, with

quick water. Both channels were overhung mostly with yellow birch.

The temperature of the air, in the shade, was 81° F. and in the sun

91° F., and that of the water in the channel, 65.5° F.

The island was 22 yards long. The narrow right channel was

rocky, with a small amount of gravel. The right bank was high

with birches over-arching the island. Here one small fingerling (a)

was seen. At the lower end of the island was a fairly large, ap-
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parently stagnant pool, with no evident inlet or outlet, and con-

taining many algae (Spirogyra) . In the pool were seen one trout

of class c which was very dark colored. The temperature of 58° F.

in this pool under shade indicated that it probably was a spring.

Twenty-seven feet downstream one large fingerling (b) was seen.

Then 25 yards, including the above, had a bed of coarse and small

rocks and considerable fine gravel. Fairly large hemlock, yellow

birch and maple overhung the stream on the right and on the left

were blue beech, witch hazel and grass. The bed of the stream was

20 feet wide, with fairly quick, babbling water in a current 2 to 3

feet wide, which extended to a more level tract of still water. Here

were seen one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c.

Just below was a shallow pool 36 feet long, with bottom of small

rocks and gravel, containing one small fingerling (a). Including

this pool there was 17 yards of more open brook, the left bank of

which was overgrown with sedge, grass, trumpet weed, bee balm,

goldenrod, jewelweed, etc. From the steep right bank, beech trees

overhung the shallow running water. The creek was 4 to 5 feet wide

and flowed into a small shallow open pool 6 feet long by 3 feet wide,

just below a bed of fine gravel and a few large rocks. The pool

was overhung with mountain maple on the right.

From here for 41 yards, the left bank was steep and wooded mostly

with yellow birch, with low overhanging boughs ; and the right bank,

also low, was overgrown with sedge, much trumpet weed, goldenrod,

wild rye, and willow. The stream was narrow, containing in that

distance one large rock and much fine gravel.

Along this section trout were located as follows : 15 feet down, one

large fingerling (b) ; 18 feet further one small fingerling (a) ; 15

feet further in a small shallow pool, one trout of class d
; 27 feet

still further, one small fingerling (a) ; and 36 feet down from there,

another small fingerling (a).

These conditions of stream and banks obtained as far as a some-

what open brook with not quite as quick water, and with broader

pools. At the head of the first pool was a large rock. In the pool

were seen two trout of class c. In the next 17 yards trout were dis-

tributed as follows: 21 feet down, one small fingerling (a)
; 9 feet

further, two small fingerlings (a).

The stream then changed to narrow, quick-running water. Both

banks were very low, with beech, maple, low willow, trumpet weed

and sedge. It then changed again to stiller, more pool-like expanses

with intervening babbling rills. Here were seen one small fingerling

(a) and one large fingerling (b) and five yards further down,

another large fingerling (b).
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Thence the current increased amongst large moss-grown rocks and

some fine gravel, between low willow and sedge-grown banks for 12

yards, to large rocks and a quick pitch into a pool 12 feet long and

5 feet wide, with bottom of some big rocks and considerable fine

gravel. Here the right bank was rather steep, with a growth of

willow, wild rye and other grass, sedge and trumpet weed. The left

bank supported a growth of grass, goldenrod, willow, etc. On each

side were large laterally exposed underground rocks.

The temperature of the pool water was 67° F. at 3:30 P. M.
One large fingerling (b), one trout of class d, three of class e, and

three of class /, one of which was probably 10 inches long, we're

counted in the pool.

Below there was a pitch of a few degrees where quick water ran

down over a sloping smooth rock to a stretch of shallow water, with

large rocks and some fine gravel, overhung with 3'ellow birch and

white ash on the right. The rather steep left bank bore only grass

and willow. Twelve feet down, one small fingerling (a) and one

large fingerling (b) were seen; 9 feet further, one small fingerling

(a) ; 18 feet further down, two small fingerlings (a), and one class

e trout; and 15 feet still further, two more small fingerlings (a),

were observed.

With the foregoing this stretch of fairly quick water, with large

and small rocks and some fine gravel, extended 23 yards, between

the right bank which was wooded with aspen, maple and bushes, and

bordered with wild rye, and the left bank on which was a growth

of grass, sedge, boneset, etc., and willow, to a quick pitch in a narrow

rill over large stones. Here one trout of class c was seen.

Four yards down was a pool 4 yards long, 8 feet wide and 6 inches

deep, with bottom of large rocks and little fine gravel, overhung on

both sides with willow. Here were seen one small (a) and one large

(b) fingerling and one trout of class c.

The above pool was connected by 4 yards of running water to an-

other, 4 yards long, 8 feet wide, and 10 inches deep, under over-

leaning blue beech. The bottom was composed of rocks and fine

gravel. Here were observed one large fingerling {b) and one trout

of class c ; also blacknose dace.

Thence there was a gradual incline of large rocks 9 yards long and

8 or 10 feet wide with sedge and willow on both sides over a small

dip dropping into a pool 3 yards long, under an old log jam and a

big stump on the left. Two channels, one on the right and the

other on the left of the jam, together with a pool, extended below

the jam, with a bed of fine gravel both dry and water-covered. Here
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one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class c were seen. Twelve

feet below one small fingerling (a) was seen. Inclusive of the twelve

feet there was 6 yards of stream of similar character to a still pool,

10 feet long, 6 feet wide and 12 inches deep, with bottom of small

rocks and some fine gravel, overhung with willow on both sides and

with an old log projecting on the right. Here two small fingerlings

(a) , three trout of class c, one of class d, and one of class c were

observed.

Including the pool it was 10 yards to a considerable incline amongst

big rocks and over a bed of small rocks and fine gravel, bordered on

the right with trumpet weed, sedge and raspberry bushes, and on the

left with trumpet weed, sedge and willow. Both banks were low,

but abrupt at the upper part. Twelve feet down one large fingerling

(b) was seen. Eighteen feet further down the right bank bore a

growth of sedge, goldenrod, trum])et weed and bee balm. The left

bank was steep, with overhanging yellow birch and maple, and one

small hemlock at the lower end. Including this it was 19 yards to

the end of the incline, where there was a long, narrow pool, which

at the upper end was under a fair sized hemlock and 1)lue beech on

the left. The lower part of the pool was open and bordered with

sedge and trumpet weed, and a few willows on the right. The left

bank was steep and bordered with grass. Here one small fingerling

(a), one trout of class c, and one of class d were seen.

Eight yards down was another open rocky incline, with rocky

stream bed 5 to 8 feet wide, and channel about 3 feet wide. On the

right were willows and sedge ; on the left somewhat overhanging yel-

low birch and maple on a grassy bank. Three feet below one large

fingerling (b) was seen.

Ten yards below was an old tumble-down bridge, at which place

was a pool 2 yards long, 4 feet wide, and 16 inches deep. The bottom

was composed of very large rocks and a small amount of fine gravel.

On the right the bed of fine gravel was dry, and at its lower end it

was 6 feet wide. At the lower end of this section one trout of class c

was seen; 9 feet below, three small fingerlings (a) and one trout of

class c. Thirty-three feet below this, one large fingerling (b) and

one trout of class c were noted.

Inclusive of the above it was 30 yards to a large pool with abrupt

banks 4 or 5 feet high. The immediate right bank was bordered with

grass and a little sedge, back of which were maple trees. At the

upper end of the left bank small maples overhung the stream, while

at the lower end besides small maples the immediate border consisted

of bushes and grass. The pool was 14 yards long, averaging about
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10 feet in width, and was about i8 inches deep. Its bottom was

composed mostly of fine gravel and small rocks with a scattering of

large ones. The temperature of the pool was 67° F. at 4:35 P. M.
In the pool were counted one small fingerling (a) at the lower end,

twelve trout of class c, eight of class d, six of class e, and three of

class /.

For 13 yards further the bed of the stream was composed of large

and small rocks, with a small amount of fine gravel. The bed was 10

feet wide but only about half of it was occupied by the stream of

rippling water, extending to a pool of about the same width, having

a narrow margin of fine gravel on the right, and rocks of various

sizes. The pool was 4 yards long. Two trout of class c were

seen in it.

Nine feet beyond was another pool below some old logs lying

across the stream, open on the left, the bank overgrown with wild

rye and other grass, bee balm, yellow "stick-lice", goldenrod, sedge

and willow ; and on the right overhung by a leaning beech tree.

The bottom was composed of some large rocks and a little fine

gravel. The length of the pool was 3 yards, its width 9 feet and

its depth 15 inches.

The temperature of the air in the shade was 82° F., of the water

64° F., at 10:45 A. M. (August 18).

Two small fingerlings (a), eleven trout of class c, one of class d,

two of class r, and two of class / were observed, with some black-

nose dace and suckers.

Eighteen feet further on was another pool containing six trout

of class d, two of class c, and two of class /.

From this pool there extended a rocky incline of coarse (and a

small amount of fine) gravel, 3 to 8 feet wide, and overhung by

grass and willow. There was 25 yards o^f this section, which

terminated in a beautiful clear and circular pool, with bottom of a

few large rocks and much coarse and fine gravel. Wild rye and

other grass, goldenrod and bee balm adorned the abrupt right bank,

while wild rye, grass, sedge, trumpet weed, and coneflower abounded

on the left bank, with one overhanging beech. The pool itself was

4 yards long and of the same width. In it four trout of class c,

two of class d, and one of class e were counted.

Summary of Section S

The principal trees of this section were yellow birch, maple, blue

beech, beech and hemlock ; while alder, willow, and hobble-bush

were common. Other conspicuous vegetation comprised trumpet
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weed, boneset, goldenrod, bee balm, wild rye and other grass, and

ferns.

The bed consisted mostly of rocks and gravel. The water was

clear and mostly under 2 feet in depth.

Only 3 trout were collected, measuring from 2j/ to 434 inches

long. The total number of trout observed in this section of 340

yards was 140, comprising 28 small fingerlings (a), 11 large finger-

lings (b), 44 of class e, 31 of class d, 16 of class c and 10 of

class /. The distribution of trout in section S is summarized in

Table 15.

TABLE 15.— Distribution of Trout in Section S, English Creek,

August 16, 1922

ioo-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a b c d e /

I 6 2 4 1 13
31

49
47

2 13

7

6 4 I 4 3

33 3 19

17

10 7
0.4 2 19 5 4

Total 28 II 44 31 16 10 140

Other fish collected were : blacknose dace, 6 specimens, 2-3 inches

long; shiners, i specimen, ^ inch long; pearl minnow, 2 speci-

mens, 3 and 2% inches long; horn dace, i specimen, 3^^; inches

long. Some crayfish were also observed and collected.

Section T.—At the end of Section S, examined August 16, was

a pool 9 feet long, 9 feet wide, and 18 inches deep, the bottom of

which consisted of a few large rocks and coarse and fine gravel.

On the right were willow and trumpet weed, and on the left witch

hazel and beech. In this pool were counted eleven trout of class c

and one of class d.

Thence thirty-three feet downstream three small fingerlings (a)

were noted; thirty-three feet still further, eight small fingerlings (a)

and one large fingerling (h) ; nine feet further, one small finger-

ling (a) was observed; twelve feet further six small fingerlings
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(a) and four large fingerlings (b) were counted; and thirty-three

feet further on one large fingerling (b) was seen.

This section was a gradual incline, with a bed lo to 12 feet wide

consisting of small rocks and fine gravel, with a few large rocks

here and tliere for a distance of 52 yards inclusive of the above.

The immediate banks of both sides were covered with sedge, trumpet

weed, etc.. and beech and maple grew a short distance back of the

borders of herbage.

For 12 yards thence there was a growth of sedge in the bed of

the brook. This stretch extended to a more decided incline of moss-

covered rocks. The left bank was high, with yellow birch bushes

and a large hemlock and some small ones. On the lower right bank

was a growth of sedge for 16 yards, to a drop into a .small pool

with large rocks on both sides. The character of the banks and

vegetation continued the same. The pool was 5 yards long and

contained one trout of class c. and one of class d.

Four yards further down one small fingerling (a) and one trout

of class c were seen. Including this 4 yards the rocky and gravelly

stream with banks as previously described extended 13 yards to a

shallow pool, 12 yards long and 8 yards wide, with a big rock on

the right. The bottom consisted of small rocks and fine gravel.

( )n the right bank stood an overhanging aspen below v/hich was

a basswood, and large yellow birch, witch hazel and sedge occurred

on the immediate l^anks of both sides. Here were seen one small

fingerling (a), one large fingerling (b), and one trout of class d.

Five yards further was a jam of old logs, overgrown with willow.

The l^anks were the same as above. Two }ar<ls below the jam, one

small fingerling (a) and one large fingerling (b) were seen. The

brook was narrow with bottom mostly of fine gravel. Just below^

the place where the fingerlings were found there was a pool 17 yards

long, 3 to 4 feet wide, and 6 inches deep. On the right bank were

willow, ironwood anfl a dry log. In the pool were seen one trout

of class c and one of class d.

Below the pool the brook spread out amongst tussocks of sedge,

willow and trumpet weed for 15 yards, where the sedge covered

the brook.

From here the brook was narrow and open, with bottom of large

rocks and some fine gravel, and witl: wide borders of sedge and

other plants. This section extended for ig yards between the higher

right bank, overgrown with sedge, wild rye and trumpet weed, and

the low left bearing some willow, wild rye and .sedge, to a small
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pool below a small dip, in which one trout of class c was seen. Then

for 8 yards on the right were large rocks overhung by a fair sized

white pine and a small yellow birch. The left bank was bordered

with sedge, grass, trumpet weed, goklenrod and a few willows.

For 14 yards more the brook was open, with bottom of large

and small rocks and some fine gravel. The bed of the brook was

6 feet wide and the stream itself 5 feet wide on an average. The
right bank was abrupt, with a growth of raspberry bushes, golden-

rod and beech bushes. For some distance the I^rook ran very close

to a much traveled trail on an old logging I'oad, and this point was

near a camping area. Thirteen yards further on was a shallow pool

with willow on the left and a little sedge growing on dry gravel

on the right. Two camp girls were washing their hair here, never-

theless in the pool one trout of class c was seen.

For 15 yards further the brook was open and about 8 feet wide,

with sedge and willow on the low left bank. The right bank was

abrupt and edged with maple, willow and sedge. One small finger-

ling (a) was seen here; and 10 yards beyond, three more small

fingerlings (a) were observed.

It was then 12 yards to a shallow pool, 9 yards long, overhung on

the right by a sizable beech and yellow birch. The left shore was

the broad dry stream bed with a sedge border. The brook itself

was 3 or 4 feet wide and the water averaged al)out 10 inches deep

in the deepest part.

Then the stream extended in shallows for 22 yards over a bed

of small rocks and fine gravel to a pool. On the abrupt left bank

were yellow birch, maple bushes and ferns. On the right the vege-

tation consisted mostly of sedge. The pool was 12 yards long, 6

to 8 feet wide, and 10 inches deep, with bottom mostly of fine gravel

but containing some small rocks and 2 large boulders. The banks

were of the same general character as above. In the pool, three small

fingerlings (a), one large fingerling (/»), and two trout of class c

were seen.

Seventy-two feet further down, one trout of class c was observed,

and 9 feet further another trout of about the same size. This

last tract extended for 36 yards with stream bottom of large

and small rocks and a little fine gravel. Sedge, trumpet weed, wild

rye and boneset formed the most conspicuous vegetation on the left

bank ; at the upper part of the right bank were some yellow birch,

and at the lower end the same sort of vegetation as on the left.

For TQ yards further the right bank was high, with overhanging
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beech and yellow birch. On the left were sedge and other plants

as above, back of which were blue beech and maple saplings. The
bed of the stream, composed of large and small rocks and a little

gravel, was lO or 12 feet wide, with trickling water amongst the

rocks to a small pool overhung on the right by an old rotten stump,

yellow birch, and maple saplings. At the head of the pool were

some big rocks, making a short drop into the pool. The pool was

6 yards long, \2 feet wide, and about 2^ feet deep in the deepest

part, which was just below the dip. No trout were seen, but black-

nose dace and pearl minnows were present.

It was then 24 yards to a wide shallow area, with sedge and other

plants on the left, and a sedge Ijorder backed by hemlock on the

right. The bottom, composed of rocks and fine gravel, was 6 to 8

feet wide. These conditions obtained for 20 yards farther to where

two small fingerlings («) and two trout of class c were seen. A
large maple leaned considerably beyond the opposite bank.

After this the brook spread out in a sedge-grown area for 17

yards to a tract of large and small rocks and gravel. The high left

bank was wooded with yellow birch, maple and sumac. The imme-

diate right bank was bordered with sedge, back of which was a

growth of yellow birch saplings. This condition continued for 32

yards to a broad, shallow pool, with bottom of coarse rocks and

gravel. A growth of sedge covered the immediate banks on both,

sides, backed by yellow birch saplings. Here one small fingerling

(fl) and one trout of class d were seen.

Fourteen yards further down was a broad and shallow pool close

by the tents of the camp. On the right was a hemlock on the dry,

low trodden-down shore. The left bank was higher and overgrown

with hobble-bush, yellow birch, and ferns, and there was one lone

beech. Here two small fingerlings (a), one trout of class c, and

one of class d, were counted. The pool was 11 yards long, 12 feet

wide, and 13 inches deep, with bottom of small rocks and fine

gravel. The temperature of the water was 66° F.

Siimvmry of Section T

The principal trees were beech, maple, mountain maple, yellow

birch, elm, basswood, white ash, white pine and hemlock. The

bushes were mostly willow and alder, with some hobble-bush and

berry bushes.

Other vegetation consisted mostly of trumpet weed, boneset, bee

balm, fleabane, burdock, dock, golden glow, sedge and wild rye.
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The stream bed consisted largely of rocks and gravel, with some

boulders. The water was clear.

A portion of the stream was spread out, with sedge and grass

concealing the water. It is within a few feet of a much-used path,

the lower part near the camp quarters. Figures 66 and 67 show

views along this part of the stream in the season of 1921.

In the 465 yards of this section, a total of 75 trout were counted,

comprising 36 small fingerlings (a), 9 large fingerlings (&), 24 of

class c, and 6 of class d. The distribution of trout in Section T
is shown in Table 16.

TABLE 16.— Distribution of Trout in Section T, English Creek,

August 18, 1922

ioo-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a b c d e f

I 19 6 13 2 40

5 2 3 2 12

3 7 I 3 1

1

4 2 3 5
0.65 3 2 2 7

Total 36 9 24 6 75

Only 2 trout were collected, measuring respectively 2 and 3-)4

inches long. Other fish collected were i red-side shiner, ^ inch

long; pearl minnow, 14 specimens, 2^ to inches long; black-

spot chub, 14 specimens, ij^ to 2% inches long; sculpin, i specimen,

I inch long.

The invertebrates noted comprised crayfish, dragon fl}' nymphs

(abundant on muddy bottom) ; caddis fly larvae (both sand and

wood cases), and stone fly nymphs. Blacknose dace were observed

to feed upon caddis fly larvae.

Section U.—While it was not far from the end of the last section

(surveyed August 18) to the road, this part was not carefully ex-

amined because lying as it did entirely within camp limits, and being

so shallow and low, the evidently unfavorable situation seemed to

preclude any possibility of the occurrence of more than a very few

small trout, if any.
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On August 27 the section from the road to where it joins Quaker

Run was examined. The first 39 yards comprised riffles and shal-

low pools, bordered by abrupt low banks on each side, wooded mostly

with willows among which were some goldenrod, trumpet weed

wild rye, sedge, etc. The bottom was composed of large and small

rocks and a little fine gravel. The stream w-as 4 or 5 feet wide

(after a recent rain). This tract terminated in a pool 10 yards long,

10 feet wide, and 14 inches deep, with bottom of large and small

rocks and a little fine gravel. No trout, but a good many cyprinids,

were seen in the pool. At the foot of the pool was an old cross

log overhung with beech and blue beech on the right. Both above

and below this point the shores were densely grown with sedge and

willow.

Below the cross log was another pool with bottom of small rocks

and a little fine gravel. Here one class d "rainbow" trout and some

cyprinids were seen. The pool was 6 yards long, extending to a

short space of riffles, with mostly maple and sedge on the banks.

The bottom consisted of small rocks and fine gravel. The distance

was thence only 6 yards (of shallow water, with adjacent vegeta-

tion the same as above, and with willow overhanging the stream)

to a pool 6 yards long and 6 feet w-ide, having a bottom of small

rocks and a little fine gravel. Where the water was about 6 inches

deep some small cyprinids were seen.

For 42 yards further the stream bed of few large rocks and many
small ones, was 6 feet wide, and overhung mostly with willow. The

water was rapid, with a few small still places, to a pool 6 yards long

and 8 feet wide, with bottom mostlv of coarse and fine gravel, and

some small rocks. It was overhung mostly with willow, but there

were some aspen. No fish were observed.

After this for 21 yards the stream bed was composed of small

rocks, few large ones, and a little fine gravel, and was overhung

with willow. The stream itself was 6 to 8 feet wide. This section

extended to an open pool, with abrupt right bank and overhanging

willows. The lower left bank had an immediate border of sedge,

back of which were willows.

It was then 20 yards to an aspen top in the brook, where the water

was cjuick, with a bottom similar to that above. The stream was

overhung with willow.

Six yards further on was still water or very moderate current.

The bottom consisted of large rocks, with a few small ones, and

lower down some gravel. Willow grew on the low, abrupt right
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Fig. 68. Quaker Run near where English Creek enters. A good trout brool<

above this point. August 27, 1922.

Fig. 69. A typical view of Coon Creek at the lower section. August 22 1921
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bank, but tbe low left l)ank was open. At the end was a pool 14

yards long, 10 feet wide and 15 inches deep, containing cj-prinids

only, extending to a short pitch and 4 yards of very quick water,

into Quaker Run. The bottom consisted of large rocks and some

fine gravel. Dense growths of small willow overhung the brook

from both sides (Fig. 68).

This Section U of English Creek was 180 yards long. No brook

trout and only one small rainbow trout were seen.

Table 17 shows the distribution of trout in the entire length of

English Creek.

TABLE 17.— Distribution of Trout in Entire Length of English Creek,
August 16 and 18, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout

a b c d e /

8 5 I 14
I 3 2 6
6 5 8 3 2 24
6 4 4 14

12 8 I I 22

7 I 9 6 I 24
9 3 I 5 I I 20

3 I 12 I 2 I 20

4 3 2 9
>4 4 10 3 2 2 35
6 2 4 I 13

13 6 4 I 4 3 31

7 3 19 10 7 3 49
20 6 28 20 5 4 83
6 2 4 3 15

4 I 5

3 I 4 8

5 4 2 1

1

Total 134 32 123 68 29 17 403

COON CREEK
A very small portion of this brook is within the Ijounds of the

Park. Coming from the southward across the Pennsylvania State

line it joins Quaker Run perhaps a quarter of a mile above the mouth

of English Creek. This brook appears to be locally regarded as a

very good trout stream.

Lack of time prevented a thorough examination of Coon Creek.

On August 8, however, it was visited at one point well upstream

and followed thence to Quaker Run.
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At the starting point the visible stream consisted of spring pools,

from which the water ran mostly underground. The flow was

audible above the ground. In the pools the temperature was 52° F.

at 3:45 P. ^I.

About 75 yards below the water began to emerge as a running

stream from amongst rocks. From here the bed of the stream was

30 feet or more in width, but the current was not nearly so wide,

containing relatively little water, notwithstanding a heavy rain on

the night of .August 7. The water was turbid, and at 4 P. M. the

temperature was 59° F. The brook bed varied from huge, flat

boulders with areas of coarse gravel, to pools flowing over bed rock.

The banks were moderately high and wooded with yellow birch,

maple, beech, alder and small hemlock. The stream is evidently at

times a comparatively large one. Owing to its turbidity, no trout

were seen. Figure 69 shows a typical section near the mouth of the

creek.

STODDARD CREEK

.Stoddard Creek lies in the Big Basin in the center of the Allegany

Park region (see map 3) and is a tributary of Red House Creek,

having its source 4.3 miles in a direct line almost south of its junc-

tion with Red House Creek.

The brook is formed by two small branches and their tributary

rivulets. The western branch contained more water than the other,

with some relatively deep pools (all less than 2 feet) a number of

which contained trout. The bottom was composed of large rock>

with interspersed pockets of gravel, and in some places sufficient

gravel areas to afford spawning places for trout.

Except for a few pools the lesser branch contained scarcely water

enough even for fingerling trout, but some of the pools contained

little trout at the time of our visit on August 21.

Near the fork the stream bed averaged 8 feet in width but was not

all under water. In a few places large fallen trees and rotten logs

lay across the brook.

The old growth woods of the upper region was characteristic of

the "Big Basin", and was composed of yellow birch, maple, chest-

nut, and other trees, and the undergrowth was practically suppressed

by the overshadowing forest. Some trees were found to be 18 to

24 inches in diameter.

About a mile of the lower part of this section appeared to be suit-

able for trout. Twelve trout were collected in these upper waters,

five of which were 6 inches long, five 3 inches, one 3^ inches, and

one inches.
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The only associated fish was the sculpin of which one small speci-

men was collected. One salamander i^^ inches long was found.

The collection of invertehrates comprised crayfish, dragon fly

nymphs, and caddis fly larvae in cases.

On August 17 an examination of the stream was made lower

down, beginning at a considerable incline of immense flat rocks,

interspersed with smaller rocks and patches of fine gravel, amongst

and under which the water trickled in tiny rivulets with here and

there little pools. Below this incline were large moss-covered boul-

ders where the partly dry bed of the stream was 30 feet wide, and

the rivulets amongst the rocks, from i to 3 feet wide, and not over

6 inches deep. One crayfish was found at this point.

In shaded running water a short distance above a large pool, at

the foot of the above mentioned incline, the temperature of the water

was 59° F., and that of the air in the shade, 75° F. at 11 130 A. M.

Here the banks of the stream were steep hillsides, wooded on

both banks with fairly large trees which almost met overhead. The

trees were mostly beech, maple, yellow birch, and some hemlock.

Other vegetation of the immediate banks consisted of a few ferns,

some grass, and other woodland plants. One sculpin, one large

fingerling (b) trout, and one trout of class d, were seen here.

Above the big pool was a grade of 6 feet in a distance of 50 yards,

with an immediate drop of 3 feet over huge, thick flat rocks into the

pool, which was 3 feet deep at the head, shoaling toward the foot.

The pool was 15 yards long and 15 feet wide, with a bottom of a

few large and small stones, but mostly composed of silt-like mud.

The water was turbid. At the foot of the pool, spring water

trickled in from under shelving flat rocks on the left bank. Hemlock

trees arched over the pool. The temperature of the water here was

58° F. No trout were positively seen in the pool, but a fish which

was very likely a trout of class d rose to an insect on the surface.

The stream issued from the pool as a narrow, trickling rivulet,

over a bed composed mostly of fine gravel, with some large, mossy

rocks extending 10 yards to a shallow pool, 12 yards long, 10 feet

wide, and 10 inches deep, on a level bed of rocks, and a little silt.

The right bank was a continuation of the previously mentioned

shelving flat rocks of the steep hillside, and the lower left hank was

wooded as before mentioned, with an immediate border of sedge,

and a heap of gravel and rocks near the edge of the stream bed.

One trout of class c and one of class e were seen in the pool.

From the pool the brook flowed more rapidly for 12 yards, over

small rocks and gravel, into a shallow pool 6 yards long, with a bed
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of flat rocks. On the bed at the side of the pool was a little fine

gravel, and at the foot were small rocks and mud. On the right

side of the big. flat rocks the bed was mostly overhung with maple,

birch and hemlock, and there was an immediate border of sedge on

the left. No trout were seen.

From the pool the stream flowed as a rocky rill on the right side

of the otherwise dry bed, into a pool lo yards long, under some old

cross logs, with a bottom of large stones and a few patches of fine

gravel. Here one trout of class c was observed.

Both banks were now high and wooded. On the left were some

flat rocks and a border of sedge. For i8 yards further the bed of

the stream widened, consisting of small rocks and fine gravel, and

water trickling widely amongst the rocks and through the gravel,

into a narrow shallow pool under the almost precipitous, very high

left bank with some outcropping of strata. The left bank was

wooded with large hemlocks all along. There were also hemlocks

on the right with some maples amongst them.

The bottom of the pool consisted of large thin slabs of rock and a

little fine gravel. On the right was a broad, dry stream bed of fine

gravel, 8 feet wide. The pool itself was 13 yards long, 4 feet wide,

and 18 inches deep. In it one trout of class c was seen.

Thence for 17 yards the stream flowed through a bed 18 feet wide,

composed of much fine gravel and some large thin slabs of rock and

fossiliferous rock fragments, into a pool 12 yards long, with the same

sort of bottom, and the .same general width of bed.

The left bank above was very steep, with outcropping strata, the

water dripping from between the layers of rock into a small pool

with slab rock bottom. The right bank above continued low, with

woods as before. At the lower pool the right bank was high and

rocky and wooded as above, and the immediate left bank was low

and sedgy and backed by the usual trees.

The temperature of the water at the foot of the spring from the

rock strata was 59° F. That of the air 75° F.

Then followed 16 yards of sloping, narrow, flat brook bed of

fragments of rock slabs and some boulders, with a generally slow-

flowing rivulet through it. to a rather quick drop of widening stream

amongst big slabs and chunks of fossiliferous rock into a pool 4

yards long and 4 to 6 inches deep. The immediate right bank above

the drop, 8 feet high, was abrupt and overhanging the water, and

bore small maple and hobble-bush. The immediate left bank was

low. with sedge and other ])lants and trees.
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The pool below the drop was shallow with bottom of large irreg-

ular fossiliferous rocks and some small slabs and a little fine gravel.

At the head on the right, under an overhanging ledge 4 to 6 feet

high was a pool above which were overhanging hemlocks and blue

beech close to the bed. The pool was 10 yards long, 10 feet wide,

and I foot deep. Here was seen one trout of class c.

From here a broad bed of small slabs and fine gravel extended

for 9 yards. The left bank was steep, with overhanging trees and a

low ledge on the lower right bank. Below this tract was a pool S

yards long, and 2 yards further on was another narrow pool under

the left precipitous outcropping strata, 60 to 65 feet high, dripping

with spring water. This place is commonly referred to as "the

falls", as water flows over it in the spring of the year. The higher

edges of the spring-drip were bordered with grass and jewelweed.

The right bank was low, wooded with large and small yellow birch

and some hemlock. Two yards below this was a pool with bottom

of bed rock in thin layers, and some silt, 8 yards long, 4 feet wide

and 10 inches deep. On both sides there were overhanging trees.

The same sort of bed extended for 7 yards further to a drop over

a bed of slab-like steps a few inches in height, into a pool 5 yards

long and about 4 feet wide, with slowly running water, through a

comparatively level tract of small slabs, thin rocks, and fine gravel.

The left bank was moist and steep, covered with jewelweed and

small yellow birch. The right was lower and wooded with the usual

trees. A pool below the margin of the right l)ank was also 5 yards

long and 21 feet wide, extending from the gravel and rocks above

mentioned. The trout seen here were one small fingerling (a) and

two of class c.

Then there was 10 yards of large mossy rocks and little gravel,

with steep left bank and lower right bank. The woods all along

were the same, to a large clear pool. The now narrow rivulet had

a considerable pitch between immense flat rocks and over a bed of

stratified rock. The pool bottom was of rather flat l)ed rock with

few loose rocks and a little fine gravel, and a big gravel heap on the

right at the lower end.

Large yellow birch and fair sized maple constituted the principal

woods growth on the right bank. The left bank was low and grass-

and sedge-bordered, backed by large 1:)asswood and small maple.

Here one trout of class c, one of class two of class c, and two of

class / were counted.

The pool was about ir yards long, 17 feet wide, and 2^ feet

deep, but generally shallow, with fine gravel at the lower end. Here
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the temperature of the air was 74° F., and of the water in the pool

59° F.

F"rom here the stream Ijed of h'xg rocks and fine gravel graduall\-

sloped for 12 yards between banks like those immediately preceding,

to a small shallow pool 14 yards long, with a bottom of large flat

rocks, and fine gravel above which two small fingerlings (a) were

seen, and in it one trout of class c. This incline continued and the

bottom now consisted of large rocks, overgrown with sedge, and fine

gravel, the brook dividing into small rivulets, over fine gravel, and

flowing 15 yards into a big pool amongst large flat rocks. The im-

mediate shores were of fine gravel bottom, overhung with witch

hazel and basswood from the high right bank. The lower left bank

was wooded with yellow birch and small basswood. In the pool

were counted two trout of class c, one of class d, one of class c and

two of class /.

Twelve yards further along one small fingerling (a) and two

trout of class c were seen in a shallow pool. This pool was in a

slight incline of small flat rocks and some others of various sizes,

and some fine gravel, which extended 16 yards farther to some

large flat boulders, one of which was on edge, and along which the

banks and trees were the same as before. The stream itself was

here a mere rivulet dropping into a shallow pool, 3 j'ards long. 10

feet wide, with bottom of fine gravel, on the right of which a large

beech and small trees of the same kind, and birch, overhung. On
the left were small trees only. In the pool one trout of class d and

one of class / were seen.

Nine yards below this pool was another small pool with gravel

bottom. Here the right bank was low and covered with grass and

sedge, but the left was steep and wooded with witch hazel and maple.

The pool was 4 yards long and 5 feet wide, and in it one large

fingerling {h) trout was seen.

This gradual incline—through which the brook flowed as a mere

rill, 3 or 4 feet wide with bottom of large and small rocks, and

sedge-grown rocks on the right of the bed, and left bank high, with

yellow birch and hemlock,—continued for 30 yards further to a

ledge and huge flat boulders, where the stream dropped in a 6-foot

cascade into a pool, just above which one small fingerling (a) was

seen.

The pool was 7 yards long and 4 to 10 feet wide, and just below

it was another pool 12 ^•ards long and 10 feet wide, with a large flat

ledge on the right, and gravel on the left. The bed itself was 30 feet

or more in width. Both banks were high, with large beech and
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other trees comprising the woods on both sides. In this pool one

trout of class c, one of class d, and one of class / were seen.

At the foot of this pool was another considerable drop between

large ledges into a big pool, 6 yards below, which, at the liead on

the right, had a large flat ledge rock inclining into the pool. The

left of the bed consisted of low mossy rocks. The latter pool was

10 yards long, 12 feet wide, and 3 feet deep. Both banks were high

and wooded as above. Here one small fingerling (a), two large

fingerlings {b) , three trout of class c, one of class d, and one of

class / were counted.

Only 4 yards below was another broad and shallow pool, 5 yards

I :)ng, with bottom of gravel and rocks. On its left was a large flat

ledge. Above on the right was a dry bed of fine gravel. In this pool

one small fingerling {a) and one trout of class c were seen.

Twenty-seven feet below, one large fingerling {b) was seen. In-

clusive of the 27 feet, for 20 yards the bed was wide and rocky, with

small rocks and fine gravel, over which the water spread out. The
banks were high, with the same kinds of trees and other vegetation

as previously noted.

This tract ended in a pool 8 yards long, 20 feet wide, and 2^/2 feet

deep, having a bottom of small flat rocks, small stones, and a little

gravel, below a drop over large flat boulders. Two large fingerlings

(&) and two trout of class c were observed in the pool.

For 12 yards the wide bed was rocky, with a narrow brook

flowing into a grass-bordered pool, where one trout of class c was

seen. The bed then became somewhat more level, consisting of small

flat rocks, with banks the same as above, extending 13 yards to an-

other drop over and amongst large boulders into a pool 10 yards long,

12 feet wide and 16 inches deep, with bottom of fine gravel. In this

pool two large fingerlings {b), two trout of class c, one of class d,

and one of class e were counted.

This was the uppermost point in the brook where blacknose dace

( Rhinichthys atronasus) were seen. The temperature of the water

in the pool was 61° F.

Then for 12 yards the water trickled amongst large rocks down an

incline to a shallow pool 7 yards long, under an overhanging ledge

on the left. The right bank was high and wooded with yellow birch

and beech, and the left lower but supporting the same kind of tree

growth. Here one trout of class d and one of class / were seen.

Eight yards below was another pool in which were seen one large

fingerling {b) and one trout of class c.

From here the bed of large flat rocks, overgrown with grass, again
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gradually inclined between the steep left bank and lower right bank,

both of which were wooded as usual, to a pool 8 yards long, 6 feet

wide, and 6 or 8 inches deep, below a drop over large flat rock slabs.

The bottom of the pool was composed of fine gravel on bed rock.

Three small fingerlings (a), one trout of class c, and one of class /,

were seen in the jwol.

For three yards below this pool the bed consisted of a little fine

gravel on flat level bed rock over which the water spread out in a thin

film, excepting at the head where there was a depth of about 6 inches.

This level space was about 12 feet wide and 8 yards long, extending

to a large shallow pool about 8 yards long, 15 feet wide, and i foot

deep. On the left was a high perpendicular rock, and the right bank

was low. The same kinds of trees occurred on both sides, i. c,

basswood, maple, hemlock, etc. On the low left bank was some sedge.

Here two trout of class r and one of class c were seen.

Similar conditions obtained for 18 yards to a large ledge and rocks,

below which was a small shallow pool 5 yards long, 8 feet wide, and

I foot deep, in which one large fingerling (b), one trout of class c,

nnd one of class /, were seen. Here also the first blackspot chub

{Sciuotilits atroiiiaculatiis ) was found.

A moderate incline of small rocks and gravel extended between the

high left and lower right banks, both wooded principally with beech

and yellow birch, to a drop of a foot over large flat boulders, into a

pool 4 yards long and 30 feet wide, with bottom of large and small

rocks, and gravel. In it were counted one trout of class r. one of

class d, and one of class /; also some blacknose dace were seen.

With bank and stream conditions about the same, there was a

stretch of 32 yards to a broad, level, grassy bed, with shallow water,

4 to 8 feet wide. Thirty feet down this tract three small fingerlings

(a) were seen. The right bank consisted of a broad area of grass.

The left bank was higher, with small yellow birch and maple behind

a border of grass. Thirty feet below, one small fingerling (a), and

15 feet further three small fingerlings (a), were seen, and 45 feet

below this, one trout of class d. At this point the bed began to drop a

little, and inclusive of the above it extended for 42 yards to the end

of the grassy area. Belov.- this were large rocks and some grass, but

less water which shoaled and spread out. Both banks were low, with

beech trees for the most part, and some sedge along the middle of

the bed.

Eighteen yards further down was a large pool below large flat

rocks, its bottom consisting of some small rocks, gravel and mud.

It was 6 yards long, 30 feet wide and about i foot deep, with birch
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and beech on both sides. In it were seen fuvir large lingerHngs (b),

one trout of class d, and one of class /.

Immediately below the pool was a steep drop of 5 yards over large

rocks to a pool with some gravel and sticks on the bottom, below

huge round boulders, and with immense angular boulders at the foot.

On the left were willows, and on the right, beech and maple. The

pool was about 6 feet wide and 20 inches deep.

Here three trout of class c, two of class e, and one of class /,

were seen. From the head of this pool it was only 7 yards to another

pool 18 yards long and 10 feet wide, narrowing downstream, with fine

gravel bottom. \\'illows overhung the left side and witch hazel the

right side of the pool, with big rocks on the edge. Six trout of class

c, six of class d, four of class c. and one of class /, were seen in the

pool.

Practically the same surrounding conditions were maintained for

10 yards further to a rather quick drop amongst large rocks on bed

rock. Here was seen one trout of class /. Three yards below was

a small pool in which three small fingerlings (a) were observed.

Nine yards from here was a larger but shallower pool in which two

large fingerlings (h) were seen, and 10 yards below three small

fingerlings (a) were observed. Sixteen yards below this place was an

open pool 12 yards long with bottom of rocks and gravel, and with

willow and grass-grown banks. In this pool were counted one trout

of class c, one of class d. one of class c, and one of class f.

Ten yards further on a shallow pool overhung" with yellow birch

and maple contained three small fingerlings (a). Below this was a

larger pool, 12 yards long, 10 feet wide, and 2 feet deep. In it were

found six trout of class d, three of class e, and one of class /.

For 33 yards below the brook was narrow, with grasTsy banks, ex-

tending to a small pool below a small drop. This was followed by a

tract of bed rock with shallow water for 12 yards to the foot of a

pool 10 feet wide and 10 inches deep, with bottom of small rocks and

gravel, where one small fingerling (a) and one trout of class e were

seen. Then just below were large flat rocks and some gravel in a

small shallow pool in which one trout of class e was seen. Five yards

further along, two trout of class c were seen. These were the last

trout counted.

Here the temperature of the air in the shade was 80° F., and of

the water 70° F.

At this point the country opened up into areas clear cut for chem-

ical wood (Fig. 70), and into pasture land. Seventy yards farther

down was a pool under a shelving ledge where a number of trout of
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fair size were glimpsed. These were the last trout seen. The tem-

perature in the pool was 75° F.

There was then fully 300 yards of absolutely open rocky brook

flowing through a treeless pasture to wliere it became overhung with

a profuse growth of willow. In this open section many blacknose

dace and other cyprinids were seen. One man living nearby said

that the brook was at this time lower than he had ever known it to be

before.

Siiiiiinary of Stoddard Creek

The brook flowed through a beautiful forest growth consisting

]irincipally of beech, sugar maple, white maple, yellow birch, blue

lieech, basswood, witch hazel, alders, willow and hemlock (see Figs.

70. 71). The usual forest plants were common and in places sedge,

grass and jewelweed were conspicuous.

The stream made a gradual descent, with numerous low abrupt

cascades. In places there were old logs and projecting moss-covered

rocks, large boulders, flat rocks, ledge, and some gravel, mostly fine.

The depth of water was generally under two feet, and for the

most part it was quite clear. The temperature of the water averaged

about 59° F.

The distance examined on August 17 (the lower part of the

creek) was approximately 895 yards. The total number of trout

counted was 144. comprising 27 small fingerlings (a), 17 large finger-

lings (b). 38 trout of class r, 24 of class d. 22 of class e and 16 of

class f. There was only one that would approximate 10 inches long.

In the section above the falls, for a distance of 234 yards, only 8

trout were counted, comprising i large fingerling (b). 3 trout of class

e. 2 of class d, and 2 of class e. The other 136 trout were found be-

low the falls in a distance of 661 yards, comprising 27 small (a) and

16 large (b) fingerlings, 35 of class e, 22 of class d, 20 of class e, and

16 of class /.

Four specimens only were collected, comprising one of about 6fV
inches, one of about S^V inches, one of about 3}^ inches and one of

about 3 inches. The first was a male which was maturing and which

prol)ablv would have been mature that fall. Its stomach contained

2 wasp-like insects (fragments and entire) : one caddis fly larva, and

pieces of nnid cases of the same : also 3 or 4 caddis fly cases of wood

jiarticles. The second fish was a female, with eggs A-isible to the

naked eye. The right ovary was 15 mm. and the left 16 mm. long.

The stomach contained one small black beetle. The third was a

female, also with visible eggs. The left ovary was about 13.5 mm.



Fig. 71. A typical scene in the maple and beech forest, showing thick under-
growth of ferns, shrubs and young trees. July, 1921.
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long and about 2 mm. wide. The stomach contained 2 tibias of some
insect, with other fragments of the same, including one tarsus, also

one midge. Perhai)s this fish would have spawned that year. The
fourth specimen was also a female, with eggs visible under a hand

lens and was not likely to have spawned that year. The stomach

was cmi)ty.

Table 18 shows the distribution of the trout per 100 yards from

well upstream downward for a])proximately 900 yards.

TABLE 18.— DisTKiBL'TiuN OF Tkout in Stodu.vku Creek, August 17, 1922

100-Yard Intervals

Size Class
Number

of

trout
a h c d e /

I I I 2 I 5
2 I I 2

3 6 I 2 2 14

4 2 I 5 3 I

\
16

5 2 7 9 I I 21

6 2 5 I 2 2 15

7 7 I 2 I 1

1

8 6 6 9 7 6 4 38
9 4 I 7 2 22

Total 27 17 38 24 22 16 144

Other fishes collected were: blackspot chub (Seiiiofilus atroiiiacit-

hitiis). 3 specimens, each about 3 inches long; pearl minnow {Marga-

riscus iiiargorita ] . 3 sjjecimens 2-)4 to 3^ inches; stone roller (Caui-

postoma auoiualHiii ) . one specimen, 5 inches; blackno,se dace {Rhini-

clithys atroiiasiis) . 18 specimens, averaging 3 inches; and sculpin

(Cottiis bairdii), lO specimens, }i to 3^ inches.

The only other vertebrates were 2 salamanders on gravel bottom

at the edge of the stream. The invertebrates comprised crayfish

{Cauibarus sp.), fairlv abundant; small snails; mayfly nymphs,

stone fly larvae, caddis fly larvae (in cases of both sand and wood),

water striders, dragon flv nymphs, and damsel flv adu ts.

RED HOUSE BROOK

Red House P>rook was given only brief attention in passing. Typ-

ical views along this stream are shown in Figures 72 and 73. A col-

lection was made in it near the mouth of Bee Hunter Creek, on Au-

gust 17, The teniperature of the water in the sun was 85° F.
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I-'ig. 73. Red House Creek along the main highway where large black bass were
seen. The water is deep here as the result of gravel pits dug in the stream

bed. August 22, 1921.
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Fig. 75. Typical view of Wolf Run a short distance above Elko. August 19,

1921.
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The following fishes were seined in one pool of fairly clear water

3 feet deep, in an open pasture with but little vegetation. A few

small-mouth bass {Microptcrus dolouiicu)
;
many silver shiners

(Notropis atlicriiioidcs) 6 of which ranged from 3^/2 to 4 inches, a

seventh, ij/^ inches; three specimens of stone rollers {Campostoina

anomalum)
, 3 to 5 inches; blacknose dace (Rhiiiichthys atrouasus)

,

several; blackspot chub (Sciviotihts atroiiiaculatus) , 2 specimens, 9

and 3 inches respectively; redfin shiner (Notropis cornittiis), 6, from

3 to 4-)4 inches; hognose sucker {Hypcntcliiun nigricans), i speci-

men, 54'4 inches, and sculpin {Cottits bairdii), i specimen less than

one inch long. Many crayfish (Canibarus sp.) were found.

FRANCE BROOK

France Brook rises in the divide south of the source of Stoddard

Creek and flows into Red House Brook. This stream was followed

by the junior author from near its headwaters to where it joins

Red House Brook. The upper portion lies in a deep valley which is

rather heavily wooded with mixed hardwoods, some of the trees of

which were very large. In the upper section there were but few very

small pools and thev were nearly dry. The intervening brook bed

was practically dry. The bed was approximately 6 feet wide on the

average and consisted mostly of small and large boulders, with a

considerable admixture of gravel. In places there were beds of gravel

3 to 4 feet long. In a few pools brook trout were found which would

probably die if there was no rain within a short time. The water was

somewhat turl)id but cold (about 60° F.).

The brook from the first road bridge almost to its mouth flowed

through an open area except in a few places where wilk)ws and other

low shrubs and grasses abounded. A long section extended through

an open pasture. The last quarter of a mile at the mouth was wooded.

A few trout were seen in the open area and blacknose dace (R. atro-

nasus) were very numerous. Other minnows were common. There

were more pools of turbid water toward the mouth. The temperature

was still 60° F. No trout were seen here.

In general, France Brook is too small to l)e a good trout stream.

ALLEGHENY RIVER

Observations were made by the junior author on August 28, along

the .Mlegheny River at Quaker Bridge. The bottom here consisted of

rocks and gravel. The water was about 2 feet deep, and clear.

Figure 74 is a general view of the river at this point.
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The following fishes were collected: straw-colored minnow (No-

tropis hlennius), redfin (A'', cornutus), horn dace (Scinotilus atroma-

ciilatus), river chub {Nocomis kentuckiensis)
,
cutlips ( Exoglossuin

maxillingua) , blacknose dace (Rhiniclithys atronasus ) , rainbow-

darter ( Poeciliclithys caenilcus). Crayfish {Cciiiibanis sp.) were

plentiful.

RESUME OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF BROOK TROUT
Upper Quaker Run.—As previously indicated and as shown in

Tables 3 and 4 the largest number of trout in any section of Quaker

Run was noted between Dry Brook and the upper bridge in a dis-

tance of a little less than a mile. This number amounted to 57.5%
of the whole number of trout counted in the stream. Of these, 54%
were fingerlings (a and b), nearly 15% of class c, and about 31% of

class d and over. Fingerlings predominated all along although de-

creasing in number downstream, as also did the other classes. As is

seen in the general description, this particular portion of Quaker Run
was found to be the most favorable location for trout ; but as stated

elsewhere, the predominance of fingerlings may be partly at least, at-

tributable to "planting".

Only two trout were observed below the bridge, near the Presby-

terian Girls' Camp, about a mile above Frecks. It is possible, however,

that in the spring trout occur farther down, but so far as observed

from a distance the stream is too shallow and open, consequently too

warm perhaps, for brook trout during the warm summer months.

Table 19 shows the distribution of the various classes of trout in

Quaker Run in distances of approximately one mile.

According to our measurements and estimates, from the upper-

most to the lowermost point examined the distance was approximately

5 miles (4-95 )•

In the uppermost mile (1761 yards) 159 trout were counted, com-

prising 60 small (a) and 20 large (h) fingerlings; 54 trout of class

(
; 13 of c?, 6 of e and 6 of /.

In the next section of nearly a mile (1656 yards) 695 trout were

ol)served, comprising 293 small (a) and 77 large (b) fingerlings, 104

of class r, 133 of (/, 49 of c, and 39 of /.

In the next mile 196 trout were recorded, comprising 42 small (0)

and 78 large (b) fingerlings, 19 trout of class c, 41 of (/, 14 of e, and

2 of /.

In the next section below this, slightly over one mile (1788 yards),

104 trout were seen comprising 14 small (0) and I large (b) finger-
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lings, 8 trout of c, 32 of d, 40 of c, and 9 of /. This was probably an

nndercount.

In the last mile only two trout were seen, these of class d.

In the total of 5 miles 1156 trout were counted or estimated, aver-

aging 231^/5 trout to a mile. Of these something over 60% were

recorded in the second mile down from headwaters and over 90%
in the upper 3 miles.

In the upper three miles over 54% of the trout counted were fin-

gerlings {a and h) . and over 71% were of classes a. h and c and

therefore below the legal limit of ca])ture (6 inches).

In the second mile down, of the 695 trout recorded, over 53%
were fingerlings {a and /'). and about 68% were in classes a, b and

c, that is, below legal 6-inch length.

In the remaining two miles were found only about 9% of the trout

recorded and all but 2 of them in the upper mile. Of these over 78%
were of legal length.

Over 83^'f of the fingerlings (a and /' ) were found in the second

and third mile down.

In the whole length of the brook examined only 386 trout were of

legal 6-inch length and upward.

TABLE 19.— Distribution of Trout in Upper Quaker Run

Mile Intervals

Size Classes Total
trout

of all

classes

per milea b c d e /

I . 60 20 54 13 6 6 159
2 293 77 104 133 49 39 695
3-- 42 78 19 41 14 2 196

4- • 14 I 8 32 40 9 104
2 2

Total 409 176 185 221 109 56 1 .156

Stony Brook.—In the total length of Stony Brook, something

over three miles, only 597 trout were recorded. Of these 228, or

a little over 38%, were fingerlings (a and b) ; 165 or 27.6% were

of class r, and 204 or a little over 34%. were of class d and upward.

Trout were distributed somewhat more plentifully in the mile

comprising the last of the second and the first of the third mile

reckoned from the headwaters. The larger sizes were more com-
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mon along this portion of the stream than elsewhere. In this sec-

tion comprising 1034 yards, 158 trout were found, or about 26.4%
of all the trout in Stony Brook.

TABLE 20.— Distribution of Trout in Stony Brook

Mile Intervals

Size Classes Total
trout
of all

classes

per milea b c d e /

I 36 9 36 27 34 7 149
2 42 14 68 41 23 16 204
3-- 97 30 61 35 17 4 244

Total 175 53 165 103 74 27 597

English Creek.—Not much over a mile of this creek was ex-

amined. Of the 403 trout counted, 166 or 41.2% were fingerlings

(a and b) ; 123 or 30.5% were of class c, and 113 or 28%, of classes

d, c and f.

Stoddard Creek.—In only a little over half a mile of Stoddard

Creek there were coimted 144 trout comprising 44 fingerlings (a

and b), or 30.55% ; 38 or about 26.39% class c, and 62 or about

43% in classes d, e and /.

Only the principal streams examined here have been considered in

the immediate foregoing discussion. There remains 957 yards or

more of "minor tributaries" of upper Quaker Run. In these a

total of 385 trout were counted, comprising 238 fingerlings {a and

b), 91 of class c, and 56 of classes d and c.

The fingerlings compose 61.8% ; class c, about 23.6% ; and classes

d and c about 14.5% of all the trout of these tributaries so far as

observed.

In this extent of Ijrooklets of a little over a half mile, there were

almost two thirds (65 per cent) as many fingerlings as were counted

in the five miles of Quaker Run ; ten more than seen in the three

miles of Stonv Brook; over one and two-fifths as many as observed

in a mile of English Creek, and almost five and a half times as many

as counted in about the same distance on Stoddard Creek.

It is evident that these brooklets were preeminently havens for

young trout. ^\ hile some of the fingerlings were probably planted
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fish, especially in Dry Brook, still the importance of the little

streams as nurseries is indicated.

In considering the numerical distribution of trout in the streams

and the extent of the streams examined, the apparent relative scar-

city of trout raises the question whether the trout present represent

the normal trout carrying capacity of streams. At first thought

the answer might be that since the number of trout from six inches

ui), in length, average only 82 to the mile, surely there should be

ample room, biologically considered, for more. On the other hand,

so few trout in the streams would suggest that either the natural

conditions were unfavorable to more trout or else the fish had been

caught out. As pertains to these points, it is known that there is a

considerable extent of stream apparently unfavorable for the larger

sizes of trout, at least in summer, but nothing is known concerning

the extent of fishing in these waters.

As repeatedly stated, we have no way of knowing what propor-

tion of the fingerlings are of natural production ; therefore it is

impossible to base any significant computation of natural survival

upon the numl)er of fingerlings.

Before any conclusion can be reached concerning the biological

capacity of the streams for trout, analysis and correlation of a

great many more facts is necessary.

A close study of the intimate environment of the trout, including

its food and food supply, would afiford some of the requisite

information.

THE BROOK TROUT ENVIRONMENT
The trout requires an environment of cool water at all stages of

its life history. It has been a generally accepted idea that the tem-

perature of brook trout water should not exceed 68° F. While at

times trout may endure higher temperatures for a greater or less

length of time, in general it would seem that the upper limit of 68°

is very close to the safety line. It is doubtful if trout will be found

thriving under natural conditions with a constantly higher temper-

ature. If the temperature rises in one part of a stream it has been

found that trout seek the cooler places. Trout naturally resort to

spring water when accessible.

With one exception, nowhere in the trout waters studied in Alle-

gany Park was the temperature as high as even 68° F. The excep-

tion was in Stoddard Creek at the lower limit of trout observed,

where the temperature was found as high as 75° F. on one hot day.
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In Quaker Run, although the temperature was generally below
68° F., a tendency for the larger trout to congregate in the deei)er

pools was observed. Of course it is possible that other factors than

temperature were operative but temperature is the outstanding index.

At least trout were found most plentiful in the upper cooler waters.

In the ffiregoing detailed description of streams, fre(|uent mention

of pools was made. These pools varied in length, breadth and de])th.

consecfuently in volume of water. Some ]>ools were small but rela-

tively deep. Others were large but shallow. A few were com-

]'aratively large and relatively deep.

Not every ]K)o1 contained trout. It is difficult to account for this

fact ; although there are many possible explanations, all are purely

s])cculative.

In nearly five miles (according to our measurements, 4.8 miles)

1130 trout were counted. Of these. 440, or about 38.9%, were in

l)()ols. The ajjproximate linear extent of the pools was 518 yards or

only 6.13% of the entire extent of the stream examined,—approxi-

mately Ys oi a mile. Of these trout, 149 or 33.86% were in four

pools.

The variation in the number of trout shown in the tables as ob-

served in each 100 yards is doubtless attributable to the fact that the

fish were largely congregated in pools or other suitable places.

The pool trout were usually of size classes larger than fingerlings,

and the largest sizes were almost always in pools. Some fingerlings

occurred in pools but when observed in such places they usually were

in shallow ones or at the lower and shallower end of the deeper pools.

It was not an uncommon thing to find a number of larger sizes of

fish lying head upstream in the upper or deeper end of a pool, and

fingerlings also headed upstream behind them in shallow water.

In Quaker Run only about 360 or 31.9% of all trout were of legal

length for capture. Of these 208 or 57.9% were in pools.

Of the 585 fingerlings (a and /') counted in the stream. 141 or

24.1%, were in pools.

In the four minor tributaries—Dry Brook, Upper, IMiddle and

Lower Rivulets—which had an estimated aggregate extent of 957

yards (i)ossibly 1000 yards), 385 trout were counted. The great

majority of these were in Dry Brook and Lower Rivulet. Practically

all of the fish of legal length for capture (6 inches and up) were in

the latter two streams. Of the trout in these small streams, 238 or

nearly 62% were fingerlings (a and b). Of the 385 trout present

133 or about 34-5% were in pools, and these were all in Dry Brook

and Lower Rivulet. In fact no trout at all of legal size for capture
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were observed in the other two rivulets. In these four small trilni-

taries of Quaker Run. out of 238 fingerlings ( <; and b) only 44 were

observed in pools.

As previously show n, in the 5320 yards of Stony Brook 597 trout

were recorded. Of these 411 or 69% were in pools. The linear ex-

tent of pools was about 925 yards or 17.3% of the extent of the

stream. Only 117 or 28.4% of the pool trout were fingerlings
; 127

or slightly over 30% were of class c. 169 or a little over 41% were

of class (/ and up.

In the 1978 vards examined in English Creek, 365 yards or 18.45%

of the extent of the portion of the stream examined were pools. Of
the pool trout, 87 or 36.8% were of class (/ and larger, 93 or about

39.5% class c, and 56 or 23.79( were fingerlings (a and b).

The total extent of all the streams examined amounted to about

18,500 vards or approximately 10 miles. Of this extent, pools con-

taining trout comprised about 1859 Awards or a little over one mile.

In the whole extent 2515 trout were counted, of which fingerlings

{a and b) accounted for 1217 or a little over 48.3% of the whole;

class c trout 564 or a little over 22.4% ; trout of class (/ and larger 734
or something over 29%.

In .Stoddard Creek the total distance in which trout were counted

amounted to 895 yards. In this extent the pools were estimated

roughly at eight hundred ninety-five yards but pools containing trout

had an estimated extent of only 230 yards.

The total number of trout counted was 144, of which 131 or nearly

91% were in pools. Of the pool trout, 55 or nearly 42% were of

classes d, e and / ; 36 or about 27.4% of class c ; and 40 or a little

over 30% were fingerlings (a and b). Or, to compute in another

way, something over 90% of all fingerlings were in pools, the re-

mainder in the shallows. Only 2 of class c, i of class d, 4 of class

r, and 2 of class / were observed outside of pools.

One reason and probably the principal reason for the segregation

of trout in pools was the general shallowness elsewhere. Fully one

half of the stream lied was dry, indicating higher stages of water

at other seasons. Although the depth varied considerably outside

of pools it was seldom more than a few inches. The character of the

bed of vbe streams varied greatly in diflferent sections but the nature

of the bottom of the pools did not essentially differ from that of

shallows. The temperature of the water varied but little, and that

of the pools was not much different, as a rule, from that of shoals,

other conditions being equal,—as concerns exposure to direct rays of

the sun, etc.
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The stream beds were quite varial^le in composition in even a

sliort distance, but usually the nature of the variation consisted

principall)' of predominance of one component or another. In one

place there might be many large boulders, rocks, etc., with little

gravel or sand. In others gravel and sand might prevail, or there

might be a mixture of rocks and mud.

The character of the stream bed, however, seemed to have some

influence upon the presence of trout. The volume of water had

some determinate efifect upon the size of trout occurring in it. For

instance, large trout found favorable conditions in pools, while

fingerlings could exist in shallows, but fingerlings seemed to haunt

gravelly l)ottom as a rule, and were commonly found where the water

was but a few inches deep.

As has been seen trout were scarce in the lower portion of the

streams examined, even though there were some pools, and many
apparently suitable places for small trout, particularly fingerlings.

The scarcity is perhaps easily accounted for by the fact that in the

lower section of each stream, with the exception of Stoddard Creek,

there were populous encampments. While it was not lawful for the

campers to catch trout, the presence of so many people along and

often in the stream might have a deterrent effect which probably

would be augmented by the general openness of the localities.

The predilection of trout for pools may be illustrated by the fol-

lowing examples. In Quaker Run, about i6o yards below Dry
Brook, a pool 39 feet long, overhung with willows and some aspen,

and with a bottom of fine gravel, contained 30 trout of class d, 10 of

class e, and 10 of class /.

Farther downstream was a shallow pool 30 feet long. 11 feet

v/ide and about 2 feet deep ; partly overhung by yellow birch and

bordered by willows and grass ; bottom composed of large and small

rocks and fine gravel. This contained 3 fingerlings, 8 trout of class

c, 6 of class d, 6 of class c, and one of 12 or 13 inches in length.

The temperature of the water was 52° F. at about 10 A. M.

In the next section below, a long shallow pool under overhanging

banks contained 12 trout of class d and i of class /.

Farther down below a jam of old logs, in a pool 6 feet long, 20

feet wide, and 25 inches deep, having a bottom of fine gravel and

sand with a few large rocks, 5 trout of class c and 11 of class c were

observed.

In section E, one small fingerling (a) and 16 trout of classes c, d,

and e were counted in an open pool bordered by willows and sedge.

18 feet long to the narrow, shallow, rippling end 12 or more feet wide
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and 1 8 inches deep, with a bottom of sand and fine gravel; tem-

perature 62° F. at 3 P. M., August 5.

Farther down a pool formed by a jam of old logs was 15 feet long,

12 feet wide and 2 feet deep, with a bottom of fine gravel, yellow

birch overhanging one side and willows the other. The temperature

of the water was 60° F. at 2:30 P. M. In this pool were observed

17 trout of classes c, d and /.

Still farther down in a pool 25 feet long, 10 feet wide and 18

inches deep under a rock in a shallow place, 20 trout less than 5

inches long were counted.

Of the 440 pool trout of Quaker Run, 149 were in 4 pools. Of
these, 78 were from 6 inches up to 9 inches in length, and one was

12 or 13 inches.

It has been previously remarked that it is difficult to understand

why one pool may contain trout and another have none, when there

is no apparent difiference in the pools. One example was where a

pool 15 feet long, 10 feet wide and 17 inches deep with a tem-

perature of 55° F., had a bottom of fine gravel, overhung by willows

and bordered with grass and sedge, and a growth of small maples,

contained no trout ; but immediately below, a long pool with similar

conditions contained 12 trout, 3 of which were fingerlings, 5 of class

c, and 4 of classes e and /.

The pool at the bridge a short distance above the camp of the

P)ufifalo Society of Natural Sciences was 44 feet long and about 15

feet wide, lying partly above and partly under the bridge. The

portion above the bridge was open but the bridge afYorded a shady

shelter. The greatest depth was near the upper side and under the

bridge, and was about 4 feet. The bottom was mostly composed of

rocks and there were many angular lioulders of various sizes, some

quite large. The trout here were counted several times. The largest

number observed was about 40, varying in estimated length from

5 or 6 inches to 10 inches or more. Two rainbow trout were seen

and there were some suckers and many cyprinids of two or more

species.

The bridge formed a good vantage point for observing the life in

this large natural aquarium. Besides the fish, crayfish and water

snakes were occasionally seen. The temperature of the water on

August I at I 130 P. M. was 63° F. On .\ugust 28 it was 56°, and

the air 68°, at 9:30 A. M.

In an upper section ( Section O ) of Stony Brook a pool 36 feet

long with a bottom of small rocks and fine gravel, overhung by wil-
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lows and bordered by grass and sedge, contained 15 trout, 6 of which

were of class c and the rest of classes d, e and /.

Another flat shallow area, which could hardly be termed a pool

but which was so called in the general description, and which had a

bottom of rocks and gravel and was bordered by willows on each side,

contained only 4 trout, all of which were fingerlings.

Nearly 72 per cent of the trout of this section were in pools.

Here again the largest proportion of trout of legal length for capture

were in pools. All of class / and all but one of class c were pool

fish. In Section N above, 15 trout were found in one pool 27 feet

long. 10 feet wide and 18 inches deep, overhung by willows. The
temperature was 58° F. at 4:18 P. IM. Of these trout 5 were of

class r, and 10 were of the 3 upper classes.

In a pool 18 feet long and 8 feet wide, but having a much smaller

extent of deep water, with bottom of coarse and fine gravel, bordered

by sedge, willow, bee balm and goldenrod on each side. 27 trout were

observed. Of these 12 were of class c and 15 were of the 3 upper

classes.

Thus 60 trout were found in the 3 pools cited. Of these trout 37
were of legal length for capture.

In Section L. below a gravelly riflfle, one pool 39 feet long and 34
feet wide, with a bottom of large and small rocks and some fine

gravel, overhung by willows, contained 10 trout. 9 of which were

class d and up.

About 23.2% of the trout in this section were in pools, and all but

two of classes d, c and / were pool fish.

In English Creek the most striking pool was one about 42 feet

long, averaging about 10 feet wide, and having a depth of 18 inches.

This pool had abrupt banks 4 or 5 feet high which were bordered

by grass and sedge, and l^earing a growth of small maples which

overhung the stream. At the lower end were some bushes and grass.

Its bottom was composed mostly of fine gravel and small rocks with

a scattering of large ones. The temperature was 67° F. at 4 :35 P. M.
It contained 30 trout. 17 of which were of classes d, e and /. and 12

of class c. One was a small fingerling («).

In Table 21 there are given all the temperature readings as taken in

the various streams in Allegany Park in August, 1922.

Table 22 comprises a summary of conditions in the various sections

of the Quaker Run system of streams as examined in August, 1922.
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TABLE 21.— Temperatures as Observed in Streams Examined in

Allegany Park, August, 1922

Location Date
1 ime 01

day

Tem-
pcrs-turc

of

Water,
F.

Aug. 9
^ r\ ' t r\ A AT10.30 53-5

9 1 1 :40 A.M. 53 0

9 4:27 P.M. 54 0
9 2:40 P.M. 54-5
9 55-0
9 550
10 10:08 A.M. 52.0
5 3:10 P.M. 62 .0

5 2:20 P.M. 60.0

5 1 1 .30 A.M. 58.0
4 3 :00 P.M

.

62 ,0

4 2:30 P.M. 60.0

4 5.00 r^.ivi. 65.0
1

1

3:15 P.IVL 60.0

I 1 1 :30 A.AL 63.0

28 9:30 A.M. 56.0
25 10:30 A.M. 62 .

0

^0 4.00 x^.lvi. 67 .

0

2 2:00 P.M. 61 .0

7 • • 58.0
7 3:30 P.M. 60 .

0

7
r "DAT 62 .

0

10 - . , e- DAI3.45 t 56.0

15 12 noon 570
14 "DAT2.40 r^.ivi. 61.0
14 12 noon 59 0
14 10:37 A.M. 57.0
12 4:18 P.AL 58 .0

12 3:15 f.M. 57 0
1

2

2:15 P.IVL 570
12

• •

"

54 0
1

1

1 1 :oo A.M. 54 0
1

1

10:10 A.AL 53 0
1

1

9:45 A.M. 550
1

1

9:30 A.M. 55 0

18 2:30 P.M. 67 .0

16 10:30 A.M. 59 0
16 10:45 A.M. 64.0
16 64.5

3:38 P-M. 67 .0

16 4:35 P.M. 67 .0

16 1:00 P.M. 64.0
18 A.M. 66.0

Quaker Run
Section A Near source of steam

A Corduroy bridge
B 1 5 yards below
B .'.

B
B Near mouth of dry brook
C Near lower end
D
D
D
E Just below upper bridge
E
F Under old lumber bridge below road

bridge
F Big pool
F Pool under bridge above Buffalo

camp
F Pool under bridge above Buffalo

camp (air 68°)

G Half way or more (air 71°) . . . .

G Bridge below Buffalo camp ....
Coon Run near Quaker Run
Dry Brook
Middle Rivulet

lower Rivulet

Section J
K

Stony Brook
Section L 61 yards from source

M
M Lower end
M Lower end
N
N
N
O
P
P Head of swimming pool
P Pool below
P At bridge

hnntisli Creek

Q Upper end (air 85°)

R Upper end
R Upper end (air 82°)

S (Air 85°)

(Air 80°)

T
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In a general way Hankinson (1922) has discussed bnjok trout

environment in Michigan trout streams. He states that from his

field studies, the environmental conditions with most evident impor-

tance to the brook trout are: (i) shore vegetation, (2) submerged
aquatic plants, (3) topography of stream bed, (4) bottom material,

(5) volume of water, (6) nursery streams, (7) substances in the

water, and (8) associated animals.

Inasmuch as each of these sets of conditions constitutes a rather

distinct factor, he states that he treated them separately.

The favorable sorts of conditions which he described exist more or

less in the portions of the stream with which this report is concerned

;

as also do some of the unfavorable conditions. Among the favorable

conditions, Hankinson emphasizes the importance of trees, shrubs,

or other plants which afiford shade, with its cooling effects, and food

for trout. He states that feeding grounds for young trout are pro-

vided by partly submerged plants like sedges. Quiet pools with inter-

vening stretches of rapid water are some of the advantages provided

by topography of stream bed. According to his experience, a diversi-

fied bottom of muck, marl, clay, sand and gravel constituted favorable

conditions.

As concerns volume of water in the smaller streams of Michigan,

he observed no close relation between the size of the streams and

size of the brook trout in them. But he states of "nursery" streams

that good trout streams often have small, very narrow brooks nearly

concealed by vegetation, connected with them, in which young brook

trout thrive, but sometimes "large" trout occur in them. According

to Hankinson the principal importance of such brooklets is that with

a cessation of fishing the main stream may again become restocked

with brook trout from them.

Such favorable conditions as discussed by Hankinson exist in cer-

tain sections of the streams of the Allegany Park, and some of them

apparently to an eminent degree. But there are evidently more or

less temporary unfavorable conditions which so affect the favorable

ones that the trout "carrying capacity" of the streams is proportion-

ately and perhaps permanently limited. One such condition is that

of low stages of water in summer. Also if the low water is con-

tinued into the winter the effects of freezing may be injurious, es-

pecially on spawning beds.

Hankinson's reference to foreign substances in the water pertains

to sewage, factory and creamery wastes, sawdust, etc.

In the portions of the stream of present concern, there is nothing

of this kind, excepting "kitchen waste" in the vicinity of camps.



TABLE 22— Synopsis of the Character of Each Section of Quaker Run System Exauineo
• Sections (rom whtcb invertebrates are reproented in the collectioni

UPPER QUAKER RUN

Sec-
tion

Extent
1
in yards

1

Vegetation of banks Character of bed
Temperature,
Degrees F.

Invertebrates Vertebrates

A*

B'

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

j

440

1

1760+

550+

1207

II77

337

Entirely wooded; yellow birch
white maple; red maple
white ash; witch hazel; bone-
set; jewelweed; honey suckle
grass, ferns

Much willow and alder obscur
ing the stream, trumpet weed
grass, ferns

Aspen, yellow birch, beech
maple, hemlock, willow, elder
witch hazel, bee balm, bone-
set moss on stones in brook

Willow, beech, maple, bass-
wood, white ash, yellow birch
trumpet weed, clematis, bee
balm, boneset

Blue beech, maple, yellow birch
beech, aspen, hemlock, wil-

low, trumpet weed, boneset
sedges

Yellow birch, maple, alder,

willow, various saplings and
shrubs, raspberry and black-
berry bushes, grasses, weeds,
bee balm

Maple, blue beech, yellow birch,
white ash, beech, aspen, iron-
wood, elm, white pine, hem-
lock, elders, willows, hobble-
bush, shadbush, purple flower-
ing raspberry, trumpet weed,
golden glow, boneset, wild rye.

goldenrod, thistles, sedge,
moss and algae

Vlap'e. beech, yellow birch, etc.,

3eech, blue beech, aspen, yellow
birch, maple, apple, willows,

trumpet weed, boneset, sedge,
grass, etc.

Generally shallow ; rocks
mud. gravel, old logs
brush

Rocks, sand, mud

Rocks, gravel, sand

Rocks, gravel, sand, anc
mud

Variable: rocks and grave!

Boulders, ledge, gravel,
sand

Boulders, rocks, fine gravel

Boulders, angular rocks,

peat, fossiliferous rocks
[loarse and small boulders,
rocks, coarse and fine

gravel

53°
11:40 a.m.
Aug. 9

54'

1:40 p.m.
Aug. 9
52"

10:08 a.m.
Aug. 10

sa-
il a.m.
Aug. 5

60"—2:30 p.m.
62°—3:00 p.m.
Aug. 4

60'

3:15 p m.
Aug. II

62"

10:30 a.m.
Aug. 28

Caddis larvae, horsefly larvae
dragon fly nymphs, stone-
fly nymphs, Hymenopterous
insect, millipede

Caddis larvae, dobson larvae
dragonfly nymphs, crayfish

Caddis larvae ; larvae of other
insect; dragonfly nymphs,
mayfly nymphs, myriapod,
crayfish

Stonefiy nymphs, dragonfly
nymphs

Caddis larvae, stonefly
nymphs, dragonfly nymphs,
diving beetle, crayfish

Caddis larvae, stonefly
nymphs, leafhoppers, cray-
fish

Caddis larvae, water striders,

crayfish

Stonefly, crayfish

^Jo observation

Brook trout, sculpin, frogs

Brook trout, sculpins

Brook trout, sculpins

Brook trout, sculpins

Brook trout, hognose sucker,
blacknose dace, horn dace,
pearly minnow, cutlip,
Johnny darter, sculpin

Brook trout, common sucker,
hognose sucker, redside
minnow, pearl minnow,
horn dace, blacknose dace,
stoneroller, cutHp, Johnny
darter, fantail darter, scul-
pin

Brook trout, others same as F

Brook trout, suckers, cyprin-
ids, sculpin

No trout, only suckers and
cyprinids

DRY BROOK

300 ^vel tract: mostly open and
grassy, partly wooded with
usual trees; goldenrod. bee
balm, dock, berry bushes,
grass

Harrow; almost dry in

places
;

rocks, gravel,

mud, old logs, dead brush

58° 3 a d d i s larvae, stonefly

nymphs, whirligig beetles,

water striders

Brook trout, sculpins

UPPER RIVULET AND MIDDLE RIVULET

Somewhat swampy; mostly
open; some maple, yellow
birch, willow, briars (rose,

etc.) boneset, jewelweed,
grass

Small, muddy stream, nar-

row, partly ditched
2

Mostly grass, weeds and
brush concealing stream,
sand and mud

Caddis larvae, horsefly larvae,

mayfly nymphs, dragonfly
nymphs, stonefly nymphs

LOWER RIVULET

White ash, hemlock, yellois

birch, blue beech, aspen
witch hazel, ironwood, hem-
lock, bee balm, fireweed, bone-
set, clematis, ferns

Rocks, gravel, mud Caddis larvae, helgramite,

dragonfly nymphs, mayfly
nymphs, stonefly nymphs,
beetle,"nairsnake," crayfish

Brook trout, sculpins

STONY BROOK

1600

1236

Willows, blue beech, cucumber
tree, sedge-grass, brake-ferns,

etc., duckweed, mosses
Blue beech, yellow birch, maple,

beech, aspen, basswood, iron-

wood, elm, hemlock, willow,

goldenrod, trumpet weed,
jewelweed, rough bedstraw,
wild rye, grass, sedge, ferns,

moss
Willow predominant, yellow

birch, beech, ironwood, elm,
witch hazel, hemlock, wild
rye, goldenrod, grass

Hemlock, maple, aspen, chest-

nut, basswood, beech, white
ash, blue beech, willow, witch
hazel, raspberry, flowering

raspberry, sedge, jewelweed,
boneset, wild rye, daisies,

trumpet weed
Elm, red maple, striped maple,

yellow birch, aspen, blue
beech, chestnut, basswood,
white ash, willow, witch hazel,

flowering raspberry, hemlock,
grasses, trumpet weed, jewel-

weed, boneset, bee balm,
goldenrod, etc.

Rocks, gravel, and mud

Rocks, gravel, and mud

Large rocks, small rocks,

gravel, etc.

Mostly rocky, with gravel
in pockets

57
13 noon
Aug. 15
57°

10:37 a.m.
Aug. 14

Caddis larvae, dragonfly
nymphs, mayfly nymphs

Stonefly nymphs, dragonfly
nymphs, caddis larvae,

crayfish

Caddis larvae, other insect

larvae, " water penny
stonefly nymphs, dragonfly
nymphs, dobson larvae,

horsefly larvae, whirligig

beetles, water striders,

crayfish

Caddis larvae, other insect

larvae, helgramites, mayfly
nymphs, stonefly nymphs,
insect pupa, water striders,

grasshoppers

Caddis larvae, other insect

larvae, " water pennies,
"

stonefly nymphs, dragonfly
nymphs, water striders,
" hair snake "

Brook trout, blacknose dace,

sculpins

Blacknose dace, horn dace,

brook trout (158), sculpins

Blacknose dace, brook trout

(105), sculpins, newt

Redside minnows, pearly min-
now, blacknose dace, brook
trout, rainbow trout, scul-

pins

ENGLISH CREEK

Yellow birch, maple, blue beech,
mountain maple, basswood,
white ash. hemlock, ironwood,
beech, cucumber tree, alder,

raspberry, boneset, golden-
rod, wild rye. sedge, ferns,

trumpet weed
Ash, basswood, elm, blue beech,

maple, yellow birch, beech,
white ash, mountain maple,
witch hazel, willow, alder,

raspberry, black raspberry,
boneset, goldenrod, Jewel-
weed, bee balm, wild rye, grass
sedge, ferns, trumpet weed

Yellow birch, maple, blue beech,
hemlock, alder, willow, hobble
bush, trumpet weed, boneset,
goldenrod bee balm, wild rye,

grasses, ferns
Beech, maple, mountain maple,

yellow birch, elm. basswood,
white ash, white pine, hem-
lock, willow, alder, hobble
bush, berr>' bushes, boneset,
fleabane, burdock, dock, gol-
denrod, golden glow, sedge,
wild rye, trumpet weed

Cleared; mostly willow, some
aspen, grass, etc.

Upper largely pools, huge
moss covered boulders,

rocks, etc.

Rocks and gravel

Mostly rocks and gravel

Large and small rocks,

coarse and fine gravel

67°

2:30 p.m.
Aug. 18

64°

10:45
Aug. 16

67"

y.3» p.m.
Aug. 16

Caddis larvae, other insect

larvae, stonefly nymphs,
cranefly, " water pennies,

"

whirligig beetles, crayfish

Caddis larvae, other insect

larvae, helgramites, whirli-

gig beSetles, water striders,

crayfish

Caddis larvae, water striders,

crayfish

Caddis larvae, horsefly larvae,

other insect larvae, dragon-
fly nymphs, mayfly
nymphs, whirligig beetles,

water striders, crayfish

Blacknose dace, brook trout

( 124), sculpins

Common suckers, pearly min-
nows, blacknose dace, cut-

lips, brook trout (64)

Brook trout, blacknose dace,

redside minnow, pearl min-
now, horn dace

Redside minnows, pearly min-
now, blacknose dace, brook
trout (75), sculpins

Rainbow trout, small cyprin-

ids
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Concerning "associated animals" Hankinson states that they are

chiefly food or enemies of the brook trout, but he remarks that the

inimical relation mainly is in the competition for food. Out of

twenty-four species of fish found associated with the brook trout in

Michigan streams, only eight were present in sufficiently large num-

bers to be of economic importance. It may be mentioned here that

seven of the same eight species occur in the streams of Allegany

Park.

In discussing associated species as competitors for trout food,

Hankinson says that his observations seem to indicate that brook

trout do not thrive in waters where there are large numbers of com-

mon shiners and creek chubs, since both of these species are surface

feeders like the brook trout and there is a similarity in the food of

all three.

The creek chub mentioned is the fish which we have called horn

dace, and the common shiner is the redfin of this report. While

"creek chub" were common in certain sections of the streams ex-

amined, we did not find the common shiner at all, although Hankin-

son (see his appended report) records it as abundant in Quaker Run.

The idea that these species are incompatible seems possibly to have

l)een based on the fact that the trout were seldom found where the

other species were most numerous. Hankinson says : "Creek chubs

and common shiners become most abundant in the open sunlit parts

of creeks, especially where there are deep clear pools. The clearing

of the banks then gives favorable conditions for these fish, and this

may be another important reason why brook trout do not thrive after

banks have been cleared of vegetation."

It had been previously indicated that the most favorable brook trout

environment was the reverse of the last stated condition. So it may
be asked if the apparent incompatibility of species is not largely that

of specific difference of environment.

All of the foregoing simply goes to show that certain conditions

and relationships exist, but the "why and wherefore" are not satis-

factorily explained. Neither do they indicate whether or not more

trout could be made to live and thrive in the streams. Portions of

Quaker Run, for instance, are apparently of exceptional suitability.

In passing along the road by the streamside, a casual observation of

a pool here and there containing from a dozen to 40 or 50 beautiful

trout, would give one the impression that the stream was well stocked

with them. But the detailed examination of the stream, when we
consider the extent examined, revealed a surprising scarcity of "good

sized" trout.
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AGE CLASSES OF BROOK TROUT IN THE STREAMS
STUDIED

111 making- the census of the trout as has been described, we grouped

them in six categories based upon the estimated total lengths of the

fish as observed in the water. Estimates made under such circum-

stances necessarily could not be exact. There is a strong possibility

that fish above the fingerling classes were over rather than under-

estimated.

The six size classes of brook trout as previously stated were : a,

(small fingerlings), b (large fingerlings), c (4-5 inches), d (6-7

inches), c (7-8 inches), and / (9-10 inches and up). Only one

estimated over 10 inches was seen.

Again as previously shown, our collections indicate that four of the

groups, fl, b, c, d—if the lengths were correctly estimated—fall into

three more or less overlapping age classes.

The primary purpose of the fish collections made in these streams

was not age determination but the study of stomach contents of young

or small trout
;
consequently the collections contain but compara-

tively few having a total length greater than those of class c (4-5

inches) and none over 7 inches in length was retained.

The 117 individuals of the entire collection range in total length

from 40 to 175 mm. (a little over 1.5 inches to nearly 7 inches) with

scarcely any break in the continuity of the range (see Table No. 23).

The few interruptions in the whole range are of a few millimeters

only and these would doubtless have disappeared had there been more

specimens.

However, a curve representing the range in lengths would show 3

peaks or maximum numbers of individuals, suggesting that 3 ages of

fish are represented. The first maximum appears in the smallest

sizes which are represented by the greatest number of specimens.

This maximum appears between 55 mm. and 59 mm. (about 2.16 to

2.32 inches). The second occurs between 90 and 94 mm. (a little

over 3.5 to a little over 3.7 inches). The third falls at 155 to 159, or

possibly 165 to 169 mm. (slightly over 6 to about 6.25 inches, or 6.5

to a little over 6.6 inches). More specimens would have brought

the i")eak between these two points.

Determination of the age of each group and their limits in size

was attempted by a study of the scales. The scales of such small

brook trout are minute, and difficulty was encountered in searchine

for perfect scales. Until one becomes accustomed to the structure and

acquires good judgment concerning the centers or nuclei of the scales,
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the age of any one individual of three-year trout might Ije interpreted

as one, two, or three years according to the scale under observation.

However, we had a "control" in the form of mounted scales of known
one-year old trout, so by examining many scales from the same fish

it was possible to interpret the scales with a fair degree of certainty as

to the age indicated. The scales of these small brook trout {Sal-

vclinus) show very little or no resemblance to the scales of salmon or

trout (Salmo). The circuli are coarser and more widely spaced,

consequentlv fewer in numl)er than in Salino. They show no annuli

like those of Saliiio, but in this respect as in the few circuli they re-

semble the smelt ( Osiiienis)

.

The study of the scales of the trout of this collection showed that

the smallest sizes were all less than a year old. This class consisted

of 79 specimens ranging in total length from 40 to 68 mm. (1.57 to

2.67 inches), and averaging 56.44 mm. {2.22 inches). This average

falls within the first maximum or peak previously mentioned.

The second class consisted of 22 specimens ranging in total lengths

from 70 to 124 mm. (2.75 to 4.88 inches) and averaging 92.4 mm.

(3.63 inches) and were found to be over one but less than two years

of age. In other words they were in their second year.

The third class consisted of 16 specimens ranging in total length

from 125 to 175 mm. (4.9 to 6.9 inches) and averaging 155.25 mm.
(a little over 6 inches). These were found to be in their third year

(over two but less than three).

This collection comprises then three age classes: i, in the first year

of growth
; 2, in the second year

; 3. in the third year. Each of these

groups would have been respectively exactly one, two and three years

old had they lived until the following spring.

It is not known whether the first-year fish were derived from

natural reproduction or from planted fish,—or if from both, what the

proportion may have been of each.

We were informed that in Quaker Run some young trout had been

planted in various places, the uppermost plant being made in the

vicinity of Dry Brook. It was in that vicinity and below that finger-

lings were found most plentiful. Of course it is possible that both

natural and hatchery produced fish were present. But in the remoter

and less accessible upper waters of the streams it would be expected

that young trout would more likely be naturally hatched.

In the upper two sections of Quaker Run, about a mile in extent

down to the mouth of Dry Brook, 15 first-year fish ranged in total

length from 43 to 63 mm. (1.69 to 2.48 inches) and averaged 53.5

mm. (about 2.1 inches). The only yearling trout taken in the extreme

headwaters was 49 mm. (1.93 inches) long. The reniaining 32 speci-
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mens of first-year fish taken in Quaker Run were collected from Dry
Brook, well downstream. They ranged from 46 to 68 mm. (1.81 to

2.68 inches), and averaged 58.37 mm. (about 2.3 inches). The lower

sections thus show a somewhat higher average than the upper.

Dry Brook represents the dividing point between the two areas

under consideration. Twelve individuals from there ranged from 40
to 67 mm. (1.5 to 2.64 inches) and averaged 51.66 mm. (about 2

inches). In this little stream the trout appear to run smaller than in

the main stream, although the specimens were collected within a com-

paratively short distance of Quaker Run.

The larger individuals of first-year fish thus appear to be more

numerous in the lower reaches of the main stream, and the smallest

sizes in the little tributary.

Inasmuch as the planted fish were placed in Dry Brook as well as

Quaker Run in the immediate vicinity, the foregoing figures suggest

nothing of significance as relates to distinguishing hatchery from

natural fish. The increased size of the fingerlings below Dry Brook

may be due to better feeding conditions. Those lower down the

stream were more scattered than in the vicinity of Dry Brook, which

may signify that there was more food for each individual downstream

trout. Furthermore it has been learned that as a rule trout of small

streams and the restricted upper waters of larger streams do not

grow so fast as those in less circumscribed waters.

In the upper section of Stony Brook only a few fingerlings of the

first-year class were collected and these were all of the larger sizes,

ranging from 61 to 67 mm. (2.4 to 2.64 inches) and averaging 64.66

mm. (2.54 inches) in total length.

In the lower two sections more fish were taken, ranging from 60

to 67 mm. (2.36 to 2.64 inches) and averaging 55.63 mm. (2.19

inches) total length.

This is an instance of a larger average size in the upper waters,

and again the fish of the upper one of the lower two sections just

mentioned were somewhat larger on the average than were those of

the lower section. In the upper one the fingerlings ranged from 58

to 67 mm. (2.27 to 2.64 inches) and averaged 61.33 mm. (2.4 inches).

In the lower one they ranged from 50 to 59 mm. (1.97 to 2.32 inches)

and averaged 53.5 mm. (2.1 inches).

In the whole stream only 14 first-year fish were collected and they

averaged 57.5 mm. (2.27 inches). This average is but a little higher

than the general average of the same class of trout in Quaker Run.

From English Creek there were scarcely enough fingerlings for

comparison. Four specimens ranged from 43 to 66 mm. (1.69 to

2.60 inches) and averaged 59 mm. (2.32 inches) total length. Here
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the larger fish were found in the lower section and the smaller well

up the stream.

The foregoing data are of interest but hardly sufficient for definite

conclusions. There are altogether too few specimens to show any

significance in the variation in size.

In Quaker Run the six second-year fish ranged from 70 to 122 mm.

(2.75 to 4.8 inches) and averaged 83.8 mm. (3.30 inches). The

largest and smallest were found in the same section.

In Stony Brook six specimens ranged from 73 to 108 mm. (2.87 to

4.25 inches) and averaged 87.66 mm. (3.45 inches). This range is

not quite as great and the average is a little higher than those of

Quaker Run second-year trout. The larger fish, as in the case of the

fingerlings, were taken in the upper sections.

In English Creek only four second-year trout were collected, which

ranged from 73 to 124 mm. (2.87 to 4.88 inches) and averaged 99.5

mm. (3.8 inches). Here the range and average are greater than in

Quaker Run and Stony Brook. Here again both the largest and

smallest fish of the class were taken in the upper section. But in

English Creek the "upper section" was far below the headwaters.

Two third-year trout taken in Quaker Run were respectively 142

and 164 mm. (5.59 to 6.46 inches) in total length, and averaged 153

mm. (6 inches). The larger fish was taken in the lowermost of our

numbered sections and the smaller in the uppermost.

Eight examples of the third-year class were collected in Stony

Brook. They ranged in total length from 138 to 172 mm. (5.42 to

6.78 inches) and averaged 118.85 mm. (4.68 inches) total length.

The largest fish was found in the lowermost section and the smallest

in the next to the uppermost.

In Stoddard Creek four second-year trout ranged from 76 to 97
mm. (about 3 to 3.8 inches) and averaged 88.75 mm. (about 3.5

inches). Two third-year fish measured respectively 125 and 175 mm.

(4.9 to 6.9 inches).

While our groups based upon estimated lengths of the trout do not

exactly conform to the year classes as determined by scale reading,

they approximately correspond, so that small fingerlings may be rep-

resented by first-year fish around 2 or 2.25 inches long and less.

Trout of 2.5 to 2.75 inches may represent the larger fingerlings, also

first-year fish. Then there are some larger fish ranging upward to-

ward 4 inches which are in the second year. Some of these may
have been included in length class b and some in c. Class c may in-

clude second-year fish from around 4 inches \\\) to 5 inches which

also appear to be in the second year. Class d will then comprise the

balance of the fish up to nearly 7 inches total length.
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Inasmuch as our estimated lengths and the ascertained ages of fish

of hke lengths are nearly all below the legal length for capture, it is

after all not of serious concern whether the estimates and actual

measurements correlatively conform or not. The point is that since a

large proportion of the fish observed were immature, if the fish

;

are largely hatchery products, it would require considerable time ade- i

quately to stock the streams with fish large enough for legal angling.

We have stated that there is no way of telling how many of the

fingerlings or first-year fish were of natural or hatchery production.

It has been shown that in Quaker Run the fingerlings averaged

somewhat larger in the lower than in the upper sections. On the other

hand it was found that in Stony Brook the larger fingerlings were

higher up.

In his experiment to determine the number of survivors of trout

fry in certain streams, White ('24, p. 144) shows the relation between

the weight of recaptured fry and the distance of migration upstream

from the point of distribution. It is shown that the largest fry occur

farthest up. He says : "This variation is probably due to two fac-

tors, namely, that the largest and strongest fry have the greatest ten-

dency to migrate, and that when they had once migrated into a region

where there were fewer fry, food was more abundant [relatively]

and consequently their growth more rapid."

This experiment was carried on where the occurrence of naturally

hatched fry was eliminated. Amongst our trout collected both

natural and hatchery fish may be present, but we are inclined to be-

lieve that fingerlings found far up Stony Brook were naturally

hatched fish. White's discussion of the habits of fry to some extent

supports this view. He showed that the tendency of the fry was for

each individual to select a "home" where it would remain, seldom go-

ing more than a short distance away. But, as the fry became larger,

they extended the limits of their range. But the "homing" in-

stinct which the fish displayed suggests to us the improbability that

trout as fingerlings would migrate very far. This would also ac-

count for the local abundance in Quaker Run.

White indicates that in his experience native fry were, on the

average, more advanced than the hatchery fry. "This", he says,

"may have been due to earlier hatching or to a vigorous selection

among the native fry which had not taken place among the hatchery

fry." (p. 145). The latter suggestion appears to us the more plaus-

ible and suggests that our two classes of fingerlings (a and b) may

be accounted for in that way, and that the much scarcer "larger

fingerling" (b) is a native fish, whether occurring upstream or

down. In any event if "vigorous selection" continues amongst finger-
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lings, the most vigorous are the most likely to survive to maturity

and our hope for future angling rests on the large fingerlings.

The relation of size and age of the brook trout collected are in-

dicated in Table 23.

PRESENT TROUT CARRYING CAPACITY OF THE
ALLEGANY PARK STREAMS

The principal influence controlling the trout carrying capacity of

the streams is the environment. It not only determines the suitability

of streams for the existence of the trout, but limits the number that

shall live and the size to which they shall grow.

Some aspects of the environment of the streams with which this

report is concerned, have been dealt with in considerable detail. It

has been seen that a large proportion of the trout were young fish

and but few were observed to be very large,—and it is believed that

not many escaped observation.

The question of importance is : does the present number of trout

represent present normal carrying capacity ? In other words, could

or could not more trout be made to live in the streams or do they

now represent the maximum in number and size?

Then too, as elsewhere remarked, there arises the question concern-

ing the age classes, whether or not they represent natural or normal

categories or whether the\' have been affected by outside influences,

as, for instance, by planting of young trout or by fishing.

Referring again to the age and length classes of trout, it has been

seen that there were rather large dififerences in the number of trout

of the various classes. As seen by Table 23 there was an abrupt

drop from the number of the first-year to that of the second-year fish,

but there was no break in the continuity of increasing lengths. Thus

the maximum length of 68 mm. ( 2.08 inches) of the first-year is

close to the minimum length of 70 mm. (2.75 inches) of the second-

year group. The transition from two to three-year groups is closer,

—124 mm. (4.88 inches) to 125 mm. (4.92 inches).

In estimating lengths of fish as observed in the water, it is obvious

that it was impossible to recognize such slight distinctions of length.

Consequently, as previously suggested, the age classes probably over-

lap in the length groups. Class a ("small fingerlings") were prob-

ably all first-year fish, and class b partly if not wholly in the first year.

They (a and b) constitute the fry of the preceding spring. The

range in lengths indicates a very good growth in four months, more

or less, and suggests that they were well fed somewhere.

If we have interpreted the scales correctly, perhaps a part of class

b were two-year fish, as also were the majority of class c. Yet the
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larger fish of class c might have Ijcen in the third year as indi-

cated by Table 23.

A small collection of 63 specimens of brook trout made by Hank-
inson's party in 192 1 comprised 28 specimens from Quaker Run, 14

from Stony Brook, 11 from English Creek, and 10 from Coon Creek.

Their grouping by total lengths, as shown in Table 24, indicates

that their age classes are represented, but scales of only the larger

specimens have been studied. The age of these, correlated with their

total lengths, conforms with our three age groups, and the total

lengths of the others indicate that the same age classes as shown by

Table 23 of the collection of 1922 are represented. But a curve

based upon the lengths of the small specimens of the first-year would

include lengths of fish whose scale readings showed that our fish

were in the second year. Possibly they also are in the second year.

However, it makes but little difference as it involves but five speci-

mens in each instance.

Table 23.— Relation of Size to Age of the Brook Trout Collected ik

Allegany Park in August, 1922
Individuals represented by dots, total number by numerals

Range in age class, actual range in total

length. Number of specimens length, and average length, in

in mm. mm. Age determined by
scale reading

40-44 5
79 in first year.45-49

50-54 Range, 40-69 mm.
55-59 Average, 56.48 mm.
60-64 (2 .22 in.)

65-69

70-74 3
75-79 2

80-84 2

85-89 I 22 in second year.

90-94 5 Range, 70-124 mm.
95-99 4 Average, 92 .4 mm.
100-104 0 (3.64 in.)

105-109 2

110-114 I

115-119 0
120-124 2

125-129 I

130-134 0

135-139 2
16 in third year.140-144 I

145-149 0 Range, 125-175 mm.
150-154 2 Average, 155.25 mm.
155-159 3 (6.1 in.)

160-164 2

165-169 3
170-174 I

175- I
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Tahlk 24.— Relation of Size to Age of the Brook Trout Collected ix

Allegany Park in the Summer of 192 i

Individuals represented by dots, total number by numerals

Range Number and
in Quaker Stony English Coon Combined averages for each

length, Run Brook Creek Creek Streams age class, in

in mm. mm.

40-44 .... 4 .... 4 51 specimens in

45-49 .... 4 I 5 the first year.

50-54 3 I I 5 Lgth., 43.5-
55-59 5 I 3 9 76 mm.
60-64 .... 4 .... 4 . . 2 (1.7-2.98 in.)

65-69 ... 3 . . 2 . . 2 7 Average, 58.8

70-74 3 I .... 4 mm. (2.31 in.)

75-79 I I

80-84 3 specimens in

85-89 the second year.

90-94 Range in total

95-99 length, 102-111
00-104 I I mm. (4-4.37 in.)

05-109 Average, 108
10-114 I I 2 mm.
15-119 (4.25 in.)

20-124

25-129 . . 2 3 Ci QTIPPITTIPTIC in0 U/vTV^lillv^llo ill

30-134 I I the third year.

35-139 I I I 3 Range in total

40-144 I I length, 125-150
45-149 mm. (4.9-5-9 in-)

50- I I Average, 135.2 +
mm. (5.3+ in.)

Total numbers 28 14 10 63

The 1921 collection comprised 26 specimens of first-year fish from

Quaker Run, if three, each of which measured 70 mm. long', were

actually first-year fish.

The Stony Brook collection comprised 11 first-year fish, if two

specimens respectively 73 and 76 mm. long belong to that category.

There were 9 first-year fish from English Creek and 5 from Coon

Creek.

The whole ntunber of first-year fish was 51, ranging from 43.5

to 76 mm. (1.7 to 2.98 inches) and averaging 58.8 mm. (2.3.

inches).

These figures suggest a similar predominance of first-year fish,

and a comparative scarcity of class b, in 1921 to that of 1922, as

indicated by the observations and collections of 1922.
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For the most part class b of 1922 apparently represents the larger

sizes of first-year fish, i. e., the more vigorous of that year class, and

these were comparatively few in numher.

There are so many unknown quantities involved that only conclu-

sions of exceedingly doubtful character can be derived from the

foregoing data, concerning the trout "carrying" capacity of the

streams. It has been stated elsewhere in this paper that the actual

number of young trout that have been planted in Quaker Run is not

known, and it is not known how many annual introductions have been

made, nor how old the fish were when planted. The extent of fishing

is also unknown.

If yearling fish only were ])lanted in 1922, and no previous plants

had been made, something might be derived from a consideration

of the other classes, as concerns the natural trout productivity of

the stream; for even though the great majority of class a of 1922

were planted fish, the two-year fish would be the left-over product of

class a or the first-year fish of 1921, and the other classes would have

been natural products. Much then depends upon when planting

began and the extent and results of it.

With the foregoing data, therefore, about all that can be done is

to make a computation of very doubtful value based upon the

assumption that all the trout of Quaker Run were naturally produced.

The degree of soundness of this computation, based upon the stated

premises, is in direct proportion to the nearness of the assumption

to the facts of the case. However, if some of the reports concerning

the planting of young trout in these waters are true, the assumption

would not be far from correct. So the following computation is

oflfered for what it is worth.

If classes a and b are composed of fish in their first year, it goes

without saying that they were hatched in the spring of 1922 from

eggs deposited in the fall of 192 1. Trout in their second year

(class c) would have hatched in the spring of 192 1 from eggs de-

posited in 1920. Trout in their third year (d and e in part) would

have hatched in the spring of 1920 from eggs deposited in 1919.

Trout in their fourth year would have hatched in the spring of 1919

from eggs deposited in 1918.

It is not known how many of / were in their fourth year or

older, but as the majority of the class were not over 9 inches in

length, it may be safely assumed that most of class / were in their

fourth and fifth years. Therefore, there were scarcely any trout over

five years of age.
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It is not known at what age the trout of Quaker Run attain

maturity, hut judging by the few examined from class / of 1922,

which was class e in 192 1, these must have been principally con-

cerned in the naturally produced class a of 1922, as they would have

had to be mature in the fall of 1920. when they constituted class rl.

If the existing- trout of these streams were all naturally produced

and the rate of production and development of the fish had been con-

stantly uniform, with uniformly the same conditions each year as at

present, an accurate count and age classification of the trout would

reveal the normal trout "carrying capacity" of the streams. Also

the number of trout of each age would indicate how many parents it

took to produce the young, and how many young it would require to

maintain the number of breeding fish, for the numbers would be

practically the same in each year.

By assuming this impossibility to be true the situation in 1922

would be regarded as but a repetition of the situation in each pre-

ceding year, as far back as present existing conditions obtained in

the past; and likewise a prediction for the future, so long as existing

conditions continue.

It would seem futile to attempt by computation based on such a

hypothesis to draw any valid conclusions, "^'et perhaps they may
afford some suggestions useful for consideration in future studies in

the Park. Let us now consider Quaker Run and its affluent waters.

Notwithstanding the fact that scale readings indicate both second-

and third-year fish in class d, it is believed that bv combining classes

a and b ( let us call the combination ab) as first-year fish, also regard-

ing the fish composing classes c, d and r, as in the second and third

year, and class / in the fourth year and older, the age classes of the

length groups will be approximately represented.

In Quaker Run we have class com])rising 585 individuals ; class

c, 185; class (/, 221 ; class c, 109; class /, 56 (see Fig. 76). If there-

fore the previously mentioned hypothetical situation were true, these

figures should mean that the 585 first-year fish were produced by 56

parents of class / and there should be a constant decrease from ab to

/ representing the annual decrease from number of young to mature

fish which would have spawned in the fall of 1922. There is seen

to be a considerable decrease from ab to c but there is some increase

in d. This is more clearly shown by taking the number of ab as

100% and the other classes in their respective percentile ratios to that

number. Thus: ab, 100; c, 31.6; d, 32.25; e, 18.6;
f, 9.58 (see Fig.

77)-
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A considerable falling off would be expected in the first-year fish,

but unless affected by outside influences, according to the hypothesis,

there should be no increase between ab and /.

Of course in this instance there are several possibilities to account

for the increase, three of which are that (i) there may have been an

error in the count, classification, or computation
; (2) there may have

been fish introduced in previous years; (3) the additional fish may
have come from tributary streams. It may be interesting to compare

the situation in the streams tributary to Quaker Run.

In Stony Brook, 597 trout were counted, comprising 228 of class

ah, 165 of c, 103 of (/, 74 of e, and 27 of / (see Fig. 78). Accord-

ing to the foregoing assumption these figures should mean that 228

first-year fish were produced by 27 parents of class /. The decrease

is constant from ah to /. The percentile decrease, based on 228 as

representing 100% would be: ah, 100; r, 72.4; d, 45.2; c, 32.4; f,

11.85 (see Fig. 79).

In English Creek 403 trout were observed, comprising 166 of class

ah; 123 of (
; 68 of (/ ; 29 of c

; 17 of / (see Fig. 81), indicating

(hypothetically) that 17 parents produced 166 offspring in 1922,

which were surviving in August. As in Stony Brook, the downward

trend of classes is constant. The percentile ratios are: ab, 100; c,

74; d, 41; e, 17.45: /. 10.24 (see Fig. 82).

The minor tributaries revealed 385 trout, comprising 238 of class

ah; 91 of £
: 45 of ; 11 of r ; and none of f (see Fig. 83). Accord-

ing to the hypothesis, ah must have been produced elsewhere or by

parents which had left the triliutaries, as there was none of class / in

the tributaries. It is sometimes the case that trout in such small

brooks reach maturity at a much smaller size than in larger streams,

but scale readings of 5 specimens from minor tributaries show all but

one to be in the first year. The exception was from Lower Rivulet,

and it was in the second year. That is not yet two years old by

several months. The percentile ratios of the down trend is as fol-

lows : 100; c, 38.25: (/, 18.9; e, 4.62; /, o (see Fig. 84).

In all the streams of the Quaker Run system. 2541 trout were

counted. comi)rising 1217 of class ah. 564 of class e, 437 of d. 223 of

c, 100 of / (see Fig. 85).

These figures hypothetically signify that 100 trout of class / pro-

duced 12 17 young in 1922, which were surviving in August of that

year. The percentile ratio of reduction of number of individuals

in each class is shown as follows: ah, 100; e. 46.3: d. 35.8; e, 18.3;

/, 8.21 (see Fig. 86). By far the greatest reduction is in the first-

year fish as appears in class c.
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Fig. 77. Diagram showing the life cycle of brook trout in Upper Quaker Run.

Outer ring= Number of individuals.
Inner ring ^ Percentile proportions nunilier a.

Circles postulate that 585 a-\-b decreases at the percentile rate indicated to

56 /, which produces again 5S5 « (?).
Total trout, i 156.
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Fig. 79. Diagram showing the Hfe cycle of brook trout in Stony Brook.

Outer ring Number of individuals.
Inner ring= Percentile proportions number a.

Circles postulate that -:2s a-^-b decreases at the percentile rate indicated to

27 /, which produces again 228 a
Total trout, 597.
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Fig. 80. Diagram showing the Hfe cycle of brook trout in the upper 4720

yards of Stony Brook.

Outer ring= Number of individuals.

Inner ring= Percentile proportions number a.
.

,

Circles postulate that 159 a + h decreases at the jx-reentile rate indicated to

26 /, which produces again 159 a (?).

Total trout, 514.
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ab c d e. f

Classes according to estimated total length

Fig. 8i. Graph showing the nuniher of brook trout in each age class in English

Creek.
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Fig. 82. Diagram showing the life cycle of brook trout in EngHsh Creek.

Outer ring= Number of individuals.
Inner ring= Percentile proportions number a.

Circles postulate that 166 a+ b decreases at tlie percentile rate indicated to

17 /, which produces again 166 <i (?).
Total trout, 403.
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ab c d e f

Classes according to estimated length

Fig. 83. Graph showing the number of brook trout in eacli age class in

the Minor Tributaries of Quaker Run.
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Fig. 84. Diagram showing the life cycle of brook trout in the Minor Tributaries.

of Quaker Run.

Outer ring= Number of individuals.

Inner ring= Percentile proportions numiier a.

Circles postulat.- that 238 a + h decreases at the percentile rate nii

to o /.

Total trout, 385.
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1200

1000

c d e
Classes according to estimated length

Fig. 85. Graph showing the number of brook trout in each age class in the

entire Quaker Run system.
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Fig. 86. Diagram showing the life cycle of brook trout in the entire Quaki

Run system.

Outer ring = Nuniber of individuals.

Inner ring = Percentile proportions number a.

Circl;s postulate that 1217 a+ b decreases at the percentile rate ir.

100 /, which produces again 1217 a (.').

Total trout, 254 >
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A comparison of the percentile ratios of the classes in each stream

with those of all the streams combined is made in the followina;

Table 25 ; also the proportion of all classes combined to the grand

total of trout in all the streams of the Quaker Run system.

Table 25

Streams

Percentage Ratios (See Figs. 77, 79, 82,

84, 86)

at) c d e /

Total of

each
stream
to grand

total

Quaker Run

English Creek
Minor Tributaries

00000000

l-H

(-1

t-l

hH

31.6
72.4
74.0
38.25

32 . 25
45.2
41 .0

18.9

18.6

32.4
17.5
4 62

9 58
11.85
10.24
0.0

45.2
23.5
15.8

15 I

Total 100 46.3 35.8 18.3 8.21 100

Regarding' the differences in the pro]X)rtions of classes of each

stream as normal annual decreases, the largest decrease from ab

shown by e, is in Quaker Run. The smallest decreases are shown

by English Creek and Stony Brook in the order named. Only Quaker

Run shows an increase above c in any class and that is a slight one

in class ci, rei)resented by less than i per cent difference in the ratios

of c and d. There is considerable fluctuation in the ratios of the

other classes, but that of class / is not very great.

It is a curious fact of figures, though perhaps of no particular

significance in our hypothesis, that if classes c and d of the minor

tributaries of Quaker Run are added to the corresponding classes

of Upper Quaker Run. class c of both exceeds d of both by 10 indi-

viduals. To make the computation exact, the classes ab and e from

the minor tributaries also must be added to the same classes of Upper

Quaker Run. This gives the total number of Upper Quaker Run
classes plus minor tributaries as: db. 02.^; e. 276; d, 266; e. 120;

f, 56; and the percentile ratios nb, 100; r. 29.9; d. I8.f^; r, 13.

Then following out our assumption that the present number of

class ab trout was produced by class / trout spawning in 192 1 in

Quaker Run, if the conditions were constantly uniform in the past

and will continue so in the future unaffected by outside influences,

and if the ab class was naturally produced, as were also all the other
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classes, then the present normal trout "carrying capacity" of the

portion of Ouaker Run examined is represented by 11 56 trout, or,

admitting minor tributary trout, by 1541. Of these, 823 are first-

year fish, which by natural reduction become 276 in the second year,

266 in the third year, 120 in the fourth year, and 56 in the fifth year,

when they are four years or more old. These in turn breed, and

the same sequence of reduction follows. The same process would

obtain in other streams (see Figs. 77, 79, 82).

Of course we know that that is not the actual natural ])rocess,

for there are many environmental factors to afifect in one way or

another the number hatched as well as the number to reach maturity.

Nevertheless the figures illustrate the process in a general way and

the sequences shown in the ratios of reduction appear to be very

possiljle, if not to say fairly probable, provided the natural conditions

were undisturbed.

It may be a question if 100 naturally breeding trout would pro-

duce T217 fingerlings as indicated by Figs. 85 and 86 pertaining

to all the streams combined. It might be still another question if

there would be enough survivors of 12 17 first-year fish to produce

100 four-year fish.

The figures indicate that the proportions of first-year fish of

Ouaker Run are greatly in excess of those of the other streams,

and those of certain parts of other streams exceed the first-year fish

of other parts of the same stream.

As concerns most nearly natural conditions, it would be expected

that they would be found in the most remote localities. Perhaps

some idea of the extent to which Ouaker Run and other accessible

waters may have been afifected by the introduction of young trout,

and something of the extent to which such introdtiction affects the

foregoing computation and hypothesis, may be gained by the study

of such a locality.

The chances are that any young trout planted in the streams would

be in the most easily accessible localities. Such localities would be

anywhere along Otiaker Run up as far as Dry Brook, in the lower

portion of Stony Brook and of English Creek, and perhaps in the

minor tribtttaries.

If there are any sections of the streams where natural or

" normal " conditions exist, that is, ])laces unaffected by planted fish,

they will be those which were not easily reached by the persons who
planted the fish and by the fish after they were planted. The most

likely place of this sort is in the upper water of Stony Brook. The
dam at the swimming pool of the Girl Scouts' Camp prevents fish
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from ascendint^ from below. Not far above the pool the stream

is somewhat difficult of approach from the upstream trail, which

itself does not extend very far. Although young trout planted in

the swimming pool might run up the brook, it is not likely that first-

year fish would go very far up. White ('24. p. 140) shows that in

his experiment the farthest upstre;im point reached from the pool

in which the fish were planted, was 35 rods in about one month after

they were planted, although nearly three months later 8 fry were

caught in a trap maintained 40 rods above.

Of course older fish might be more freely migratory, but it has

been observed that when a trout has estaljlished itself in a congenial

place, as a rule it remains there. It is probably safe to assume,

therefore, that even if young trout had been placed in the swimming

pool, they would not have migrated very far upstream. Allowing

the liberal limit of 80 rods, or _|40 yards, after subtracting the dis-

tance from the dam to Quaker Run from the length of the lower

section of Stony Brook, there remains above the dam in that section

about 500 yards.

We may then perhaps regard that portion of Stony Brook above

the lower stretch of about 650 yards, as representing the greatest

extent of most nearlv natural or normal conditions in the total

extent of streams examined, at least so far as any fish planted in

1922 are concerned.

The whole length of the stream as determined by pacing, checking,

and measurements on the topographical map of the region, was

about 5370 yards. Sul)tracting 650 yards, and the numbers of trout

observed in that distance from the whole number of trout, the

fcjllowing result is ol)tained: In the remaining extent of the brook

comprising 4720 yards, there were counted 514 trout, comprising

159 of class ab; 155 of class r; loi of f/; 73 of r, and 26 of / (see

Figs. 78, 80). There is scarcely any decrease from ah to c. The

greatest reduction is from c to d and r to /. It would seem that

here, if anvwhere, the nearest approach to normal conditions would

be found.

Applying our hyjiothesis here, we have 159 trout in their first

year, which were produced by 26 parent fish. The annual losses are

indicated by the ratios of the other classes to ab. as follows: ab,

too; r, 97.4; d, 63.5; r, 49; f, 16.25 (see Fig. 80). The difiference

in percentile proportions from ab are: c, 2.6; d, 36.5 ; r, 51 ; /, 83.75.

In Quaker Run the same proportions differed as follows: c, 68.4;

d, 67.7 S ;
c, 8T.4; /, 90.42. The annual reduction in each class from

ab is far greater in the case of Quaker Rtm than in this section of
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Stony Urook, but the final result in / is not so strikingly great, that

of Quaker Run exceeding Stony Brook by only 6.67.

If the assumed idea! situation were true, the slight reduction in

class c of Stou}' Brook might be accounted for by the presence of

few enemies or other local unfavorable conditions, and the suc-

ceeding greater reduction perhaps by some of the fish having

migrated downstream as they increased in size. The actual situa-

tion may be still that of freedom from enemies of yearling fish and

the de]:)arture of larger fish partly by wa}' of the brook, but largely

by hook and line; for although the planters of young trout might

be averse to toting cans over such a difficult route, the difficulties

would not discourage the ardent trout fisherman.

Other things being ecjual (but they never are), if Quaker Run
represented normal undisturbed natural conditions, the proportion-

ately greater number of first-year fish in that stream than in upper

Stony Brook would suggest that for some reason or other indi-

viduals of class f in (juaker Run were more prolific than those of

class f in Upper Stony Brook.

According to the figures for Up])er Stony Brook, class ab rep-

resents an average of approximately 12 indi\-iduals to each pair of

class /, but ab of Quaker Run represents an average of nearly 21

individuals to each pair of class /.

Losing upper Quaker Run as a criterion the normal yield of 56

individuals of class / in individuals of class ab would be 342 instead

of 585, showing a difiference of 243 ab (see Table 26).

In all of Stony Brook, according to the figures, the yield of ab

by class / is nearly 17 individuals to each pair of /. The " normal
"

total yield according to the upper brook would be 165 of ab instead

of 228 of ab, showing a difiference of 63 ab trout.

In the case of English Creek, the yield of offspring {ah) per

pair of class / according to the figures is about 19.5, which is not

far from that of Quaker Rvui. The normal whole number of ab,

according to Upper Stony Brook, would be 104 instead of 166. In

the whole Quaker Run s}stem so far as examined, the yield of ab

as represented by the figures is about 24 to each pair of trout. The

normal entire yield, according to the Stony Brook criterion, would

be about 6ti instead of 1217, showing a difiference of 606.

In the order named the highest average number per pair down

the stream stands as: (1) Quaker Run, 20.88; (2) English Creek,

19-52; (3) Stony Brook, 16.88. The lowest of all is Upper Stony

Brook with 12.22.

If class / of each stream were equally prolific, according to
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Upper Stony Brook as a criterion, of course the average yield of
each pair would be 12.22.

The fact that the average number of ab (24.34 per pairj in the
entire Quaker Run system, including ab of minor tributaries, in

vi^hich there no class /, is approximately double that of Upper
Stony Brook, cannot be very well accounted for by greater pro-
ductivity, as the majority of class /, as previously indicated, were
not much over 9 inches long, and there were only 100 of them in

the whole system. So if the situation existing in Upper Stonv
Brook represents approximately natural normal conditions, the situa-

tion of the other streams cannot represent them, and the excess of

ab in the latter streams must be attributed to modifications of normal
conditions. A study of the data suggests that one modification

might be that of planted fish, ab. This is supported by the facts

that in Quaker Run the great majority of ab were found in the

second mile down, in Stony Brook a large proportion in the lower

600 yards, and in English Creek about half in the last half mile.

Reasoning from the foregoing figures in the whole portion of

Quaker Run system under consideration, the survivors of what-

ever number was planted amounted to something over 600, provided

the balance of about as many more were derived from natural repro-

duction. If the actual numl^er of fish planted in 1922 were known,

the probal:)ilities concerning the proportion of naturally produced

fish could then be calculated.

Table 26 shows the nvmiber of class f and the number of class ab,

according to Upper Stony Brook as a criterion, and the difiference

between the two categories of ah and number oi ab hypothetically

]»r()(luced bv class / in the streams.

T.\BLE 26

Streams Number
of/

Number
of ab

Number of

ab according
to

Upper Stony
Brook

criterion

Differ-

ences
in ab

Per pair

/ number
of ab

Upper Stony Brook 26 159 159 12 .22

All of Stony Brook 27 228 165+ 63 16.88
Quaker Run 56 585 342 243 20.88
English Creek 17 166 104

—

62 19 52
Entire Quaker Run System
and Minor Tributaries. . . 100 1217 611-I- 606 24 -.^4
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Some of the conclusions derived from the foregoing are as

follows

:

Doubtless the maximum trout carrying capacity of the streams

existed when the natural ecological conditions were undisturbed.

But original conditions have been greatly changed, so that in all

probabilit}' the present carr}ring capacity is considerably different

from that when original conditions obtained. The question, there-

fore, becomes a biological problem, a more thorough understanding

of the effects of present environment and outside influences than

we have at present.

The presence of trout in the stream indicates that the conditions

are to some extent favorable. W^iat some of the favorable condi-

tions are becomes evident by correlating what has been learned of

conditions in these streams with facts acquired through observation

and experience elsewhere.

The presence of greater proportions of ah in most easily accessible

places suggests that the excess over remoter places represents fish

planted in 1922.

If the reducing factors affecting young fish were the surviving

adults of i)lanted trout these would exceed the number of survivors

of naturally produced fish. If those factors were unequally dis-

tributed, their effects would vary accordingly. If there had been

no fish ]jlanted previous to 1922, the older fish would represent

natural prodtiction, and they would perhaps api)r(j.\imately repre-

sent normal carrying capacity of the streams. If fish had been

l)!anted in jjrevious years, the present number of fish, traceable

by years to the time of planting, would indicate the effects of

planting. Certainly there would appear to have ensued a consider-

able reduction from either natural or planted fish. In either event

the factors affecting reduction are factors limiting the trout "carry-

ing capacity" of the streams.

One of the reducing factors as pertains to young fish, is that of

"natural enemies". They are one of the most potent factors which

defeat the ends of both natural and " artificial " reproduction, when
combined with other disttu'bing conditions. The potency of " natural

enemies " is well demonstrated by White's experiment. In his ex-

periment to which previous reference was made. White ('24)

planted 50C0 trout fry in a small spring-fed brook on June 15th,

in order to determine the number of survivors after a certain

interval of time. On July 13th he and an assistant started to count

the fry by direct oliservation. He states that their method was

to walk or crawl very carefully along the stream examining it foot
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I)}' foot for trout fry. White states that inasmuch as the fry were

found in the most exposed places, the method was far from imprac-

tical in a small stream. To assist them in the count they used a

mirror for reflecting light into places where shadows fell upon the

stream and also a hydroscope for examining the deeper portions.

We mention this method as it was similar to ours in counting

trout, with the exception of the use of the instruments, and sup-

ports our belief that our count was fairly accurate.

The result of White's count was 286 survivors. In the last week
in August the\' began seining, which the}- completed bv the lOth

of September. In all 166 fry were taken in the seine, and 8 caught

in a trap. To this number they added 4 per cent to cover possible

loss in the seining operations. The " grand total of surviving fry
"

was 181, a loss of 96 per cent in less than three months.

However, the losses were accounted for, partly at least, by the

following facts : thirty-six rock bass varying in length from 5.4

to 17.6 cm. and averaging 8.3 cm., which were examined during

June and July, had destroyed 41 fry. Four of the sixteen brook

trout from 8.25 to 18.4 cm. long, had accounted for 16 fry. Other

fish occurring in the brook contained no fry remains in their

stomachs.

On June 15th, 5000 fry were placed in another creek which was

intended as a sort of control on the first mentioned. Precautions

were taken to remove all fish from the section of the stream under

observation and no native fry were found. The final seining on

this creek was done between September iith and i8th. In all 986

fry were taken in the seines. To this number were added 4 per

cent loss and 500 which had previously been removed. The "grand

total " of survivors was 1526 fry. This indicates a loss of 69.5

per cent of the 5000 fry. The dift'erence between the results on

the two streams was accounted for by the difference in the num-

ber of enemy fish to which the fry were exposed.

Other fishes than brook trout occurring in one of the streams were

rock bass, sunfish, mud minnow, and stickleback ; but as has been

seen, only the rock bass (excepting trout themselves) were found

to have eaten trout fry.

While no rock bass occur in the trout waters of Upper Quaker

Run, other possible fish "enemies" do occur. The discussion con-

cerning "longitudinal succession of species" in this report indicates

what they were and where they occur. From this it appears that

there are no fish in the best trout waters which would devour first-

vear trout, unless the brook trout itself, or possibly the brown an4
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rainbow trouts—which do not occur in sufficient numbers to become

of serious significance at present—although the sculpin may be of

serious import as concerns the eggs and possibly the new-born fry

of natural hatching. This is a matter requiring further investigation.

The reducing factors, therefore, in the form of fish affecting trout

after they have attained the age and size of those represented by

our "fingerlings" resolve themselves into the brook trout itself. But

the extent of cannibalism within this species is also unknown.

As concerns the capacity of the streams to support trout, the fact

that they appear to be comparatively free from enemies of trout, is

a favorable indication, and it would appear that some other cause

or causes must be sought to account for the comparative scarcity of

trout. There are two physical conditions at least which limit the

number and size of trout in any stream. They are space (volume

of water) and quantity and quality of the food supply, as has been

stated. It has been seen that in Allegany Park a considerable extent

of stream lacks sufficient volume of water for the larger sizes of

trout, in the summer at least. While there were some pools of

sufficient volume for such trout, which contained none, the room

afforded was not very great. The luifavorable summer condition

of reduced volume of water lessens the favorable condition of an

increased supply at other seasons. It is evident that the food supply

of the larger sizes of trout in these streams is composed largely of

insects. The insect content of the streams is largely determined

l)y the season when the volume of the water is least. The more trout

there are congregated in the same restricted space the more this limits

the amount of food for each individual. It is still a question as to

what is the minimum amount of food upon which trout can thrive.

These two factors, volume of water and food supply, appear to

indicate that the streams are about as near normal "carrying capacity"

as they can be under the other present conditions, and that the intro-

duction of more fish of any kind would exceed the capacity and thus

become an economical and biological waste.

PROSPECTS FOR AN ANGLING PRESERVE IN THE
PARK

"One of the major uses recommended for the [Allegany] park

before its creation was a large public angling and hunting preserve,"

writes Prof. H. R. Francis (1922). "This", he said, "would insure

the continuation of good hunting and fishing in the park which in

the past has been so popular. Just as areas are set apart for camping
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so must sections of the park be devoted to the promotion of hunting

and fishing."

To what extent Quaker Run and its tributary waters could be made
to provide an angling preserve is a question. This involves con-

sideration of kinds and quantities of game fish, maintenance of the

stock, and number of anglers.

The game fish of paramount importance at the present time is

the brook trout. So far as our observations indicated, the other

salmonids, i. e., brown and rainbow trouts, are so rare in Quaker

Run that only the brook trout need be here considered.

It has been stated previously that only 386 trout of legal length

for capture were counted in Quaker Run. This number would allow

an average of 12% trout a day for 30 days to one person if he should

catch them all.

Perhaps in the following year class c of our estimates would

attain to the d class. In this case, providing they all lived, there

would be only 185 trout. This number would average for one

angler 61/6 trout each day for 30 days, if he should catch them all.

By a like computation it is found that if all the larger fingerlings

should attain legal length in the year following this attainment of

class c to that length, there would be still fewer fish for the hypo-

thetical trout exterminator. That is, he would average about 5 9/10

trout a day. But in the next year in cleaning out the stock he would

increase his average in the grown-up small fingerlings, provided the

number had been maintained and all had attained legal length. On
the same basis his average would then be about 13 7^3 trout a day for

30 days.

This computation involves the assumption that the trout supply

of Quaker Run would not be increased by additions from tributary

streams or by planting.

But let it be assumed that each year in which each successive class

had been exterminated in the main stream the same classes had

instead descended the tributaries and entered Quaker Run.

In Stony Brook, English Creek, and the minor tributaries a total

of 479 trout of 6 or more inches were recorded. If this number

were added to class c when it had grown to legal length, there would

then be 664 trout of legal length, giving the angler slightly over 22

trout a day for 30 days.

Following the same idea, in the next year there would be 379 of

the grown-uj) class c to increase the supply of trout of legal length

provided by the large fingerlings of Quaker Run. making 555 trout

yielding an average of 183/2 trout to one man each day for 30 days.
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Again the next year there would be 105 legal length trout derived

from the large fingerlings of the tributaries to add to the grown-up

small fingerlings of Quaker Run, making 514 trout and averaging a

little over 17 trout for one man each day for 30 days.

Finally there would be the smaller fingerlings of the tributaries

to afford 527 trout, averaging 17'/:- trout to one man each day for

30 days. Then, unless there had been some breeding, which under

the conditions assumed, there could not be, and unless there were

some other source of supply than the streams which came under

observation the trout of the Quaker Run system would be exter-

minated.

The foregoing hypothetically represents 30 days' fishing for one

man each year for 5 years. In other words, it would take 150 days

to exterminate 2515 trout by taking only those attaining legal lengths

which represent an approximate average of 167^ trout a day.

Now 15 trout of legal length at one time, of the average size of

those of the Quaker Run system, is not an unreasonable number.

But the trout of Quaker Run system, according to our count, would

afford only about that number for one person for 30 days each year

for 5 years. Or, to reverse the figures, say 15 trout each for 30

persons for i day per year for 5 years. To repeat, this means the

extermination of the trout.

In the foregoing computations only the streams examined have been

taken into consideration and only a portion of one of these. But

the idea serves the intended purpose, which is obvious, to show that

ai)i)arently there are not trout enough in the whole system to afford

satisfactory fishing for o^nc man c\en if he could catrli them all, a

plain impossibility.

It may be objected that it was not possible to see and count all

the trout. Although we are convinced that but a comparatively

few escaped count, let it be admitted that we saw only one-half

of the fish. By simply doubling the foregoing figures the results

still have an unsatisfactory appearance. This simply means two

men, or double the time, or twice as many fish. Even by tripling

or quadrupling the figures the results are still far from promising

as concerns fishing prospects in the streams.

Allowing 15 trout a day to one angler, it is easy to compute the

number of trout necessary to supply any number of anglers.

Suppose that during the camping season of two months there

are 5 persons each day to fish on the streams. This signifies 300

persons in 60 days. Fifteen trout each for 300 persons totals
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4500 trout in the two months. That number exceeds by about

2000 the whole numlier of trout of all sizes observed by us.

The only way to meet this deficiency is to plant trout. Then
unless the supply is augmented by natural breeding, it becomes a

matter of just planting, allowing time for the crop to grow, then

reaping. This would be a costly and otherwise unsatisfactory

procedure.

All the trout planted do not live to grow to legal length. It is

a question how many would live. If this \vere known a sufficient

number to maintain the supply would need to be planted each year.

Another unknown factor concerned in the perpetuation of the

trout supply is how many the waters will support.

It has been seen that the majority of trout of legal length for

capture were observed in pools. There were a few pools in

which no trout were seen and if there had been any there they

would have been easily seen. The majority of smaller trout,

particularly fingerlings, were in the shallow places of the brooks

or shallow parts of pools, usually at the foot. The assembling of

larger trout in pools could hardly be wholly if at all on account

of temperature. The food supply obtainable in a greater volume

of water may have been one of the inducements. In one pool 50

trout were observed, and it was not a very large pool at that. It

would not take long for 50 trout to clean up all the aquatic insects

or insect larvae and nymphs in such a pool. Then the fish would

be compelled to depend largely upon such food as dropped into the

\)oo\ from trees or bushes or was washed into it from the banks

or from upstream. The extent of food supply from such sources

is unknown. It doubtless varies according to weather conditions.

study of the stomach contents of the trout will throw some light

on the subject.

FOOD OF THE TROUT AS DETERMINED FROM
STOMACH CONTENTS

Season of 1922.—A qualitative and quantitative analysis was made

of the stomach contents of each of the 112 trout collected in

August, 1922, and the results have been tabulated in Table 27.

Each fish was tagged and its food material preserved in individual

vials so that further studies might be made later.

The food material was more or less semi-microscopic and it was

necessarv to use a binocular microscope to make determinations.

In many instances the objects were entire but frequently only

fragments were found, yet some of these, such as wings, legs.
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etc., furnished enough evidence for general identification. No
attempt was made to determine the species of insects and other

small organisms.

It is interesting to note that the larger trout specimens, especially

those that we have classified as being in their third year usually

contained less food in proportion to their size than the smaller

ones. Some of these large fish contained no food at all. Another

item of interest is the fact that only two of the trout had eaten

fishes. One contained a small sculpin, while the other had a small

cyprinid in its stomach. In other regions trout have been known

to feed quite extensively upon small fish—even fry and fingerlings

of their own kind—but it is not surprising that more were not

eaten in the Allegany State Park region because of their relative

scarcity, especially where most of our collecting was done. Trout

of the lower sections of the streams, should there be any in such

places, probably have availed themselves of the more abundant

fish life.

As will be noted in the table, insect material comprised the bulk

of the diet of these brook trout. This material was so minute

that, with the exception of a few beetles, it could not be deter-

mined with the naked eye. Of the insects found, the greatest

number would be grouped as aquatic and it is quite likely that the

greatest bulk would also come in this category. In numlaers of

individuals the chironomids take first place, with the caddis fly

(larvae and adults) taking second place. Quantities of caddis

cases were found attached to the undersides of rocks during our

field work and it is not surprising that these should enter so greatly

into the diet. These caddis fly cases were principally constructed

of sand grains and those in the trout stomachs were many of them

smaller than those noted in the streams while collecting. The
larger trout usually contained larger caddis flv larvae than the

smaller ones.

Beetles were well represented in the diet of the trout. The ma-

jority of them were apparently of one species and were very small.

A few weevils were also found. In addition to the adult l^eetles

several larvae were present in the stomach.

Other insects comprised minute para^^itic Hvmenoptera, ants,

small Diptera, grasshopijers. plant lice, plant hoppers, lace wing

insects, stone fly nymphs, mayfly nymphs, etc. Stone fly riym])hj

did not enter into the diet of those examined as much as we ex-

pected, for we saw a goodly number in the water. These conceal

themselves under stones very well and are probably difficult for
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the trout to obtain. Then too, these may be taken more by the

larger fish, of which we secured only a few.

Of the other invertebrates small spiders were the most common.

These were easilv separated from the other food particles by

their hairy legs, strong mandibles and numerous eyes, or by the

spinnerets. In most every instance two or more of these character-

istics were prominent enough to fix the determination. Water

mites were also commonly present in the stomach contents.

A few crawfish, amphipods and cyclops were the only crustaceans

noted. The crawfish were frequently found in the streams while

collecting and there were probably many more present than came

under our observations. The Allegheny River was heavily stocked

with these.

Vegetable matter played only a small part in the food of the

trout. A few blades of grass, some algae, several seeds resembling

oats, and small pieces of decayed wood were the only representa-

tives noted, and it is quite likely that these were taken only

accidentally along with other foods.

Season of 1921.—^The 55 trout taken from the collection made in

1921 were collected from stich a limited area and from such a

variety of localities within the park it seemed best to consider

them separately. The food of these trout did not vary much from

that of the trout taken the following year. There are a few ob-

jects that were not listed in the latter collections. The.se include

2 small centipedes, i thrips, part of a butterfly (mouth ])arts and

long slender antennae especially noted), part of a mantis, and a

leaf of a tree (willow?). Chironomid larvae and caddis fly larvae

were more numerous than anything else. IMay flies entered into

the diet to a greater extent than in the 1922 collection.

Tables 27 and 28 summarize the stomach contents of the brook

trotit collected in 1922 and 1921 respectively.

PARASITISM OF THE TROUT BY ROUND WORMS
Collection of 1922.—A number of parasitic nematodes were found

in the digestive tract of the trout and these were preserved with

the food material. They were found i^rincipally in the stomach

and more frequently in the pyloric end than elsewhere. In most

cases the numbers were so few and the parasites so small that no

harmful effects were apparent. However, a few had their stomachs

nearly full of these parasites which no doubt might produce some

harmful effects although there was no apparent evidence in the

general appearance of the hosts. Notable examples of numerous



Table 27 — Stouach Contents of Brook Trout Collected in Allegany Park, August, 1922

4434A1
4434A2
4434A3
443SAl
4435A2
4435A3
4435A4
4435A5
4435A6
4435A7
4435A8
4435A9
4435A10
443SAII
4435A12
4435A13
4435A14
4435A15
4435A16
4436B1
4436B2

4436B3
4436B4
4436B5
4436B6
4436B7
4437A1
4437A2
4437A3
4437A4
4437AS

442SA1

4428A2
4428A3
4428A4
4428AS
4428A6
4428A7
442 8AS

4428A9
4428A10
4428A11
4428A12
4428A12
4428A13
4428A14
4427F1
4427F2
4427F3
4427P4
44!7F5
4426B1
4426B2
4426B3
4426B4
4454A1
4430A

I

4430A2

4430A3
4430A4
4430A5
4430A6
4430A7
4430A8
4430A9
4430A10
4430A11
4430A12
4438A1
4444A1
4444A2
4444A3
4444A4
4444A5
4443D1
4443D2
4443D3
4443D4
4442B1

4442B2

4442BJ
4442B4
4442BS
4441A1
4441A2
444"A3
+441A4
4439F1
4439FJ

4439P3
4439F4

4439F5

4439F6

4439F7
4439F8
445"Al
44S1A2

44ilA3

4451A4
44S"A5
445 1A6
4445E"
4445E2
4446E1
4446E2
4446E3
4450D1
4450D2
4452A

1

4452A2

Total
length
in mm.

?

Female

Male
Female

Male
?

Female
?

Female

?

Female
Male

?

?

Female

Male

Male
?

?

Male
Female

?

Male
Female

163

67
56

?

?

?

Male
Male
Female
Male
Female

Male
Female
Female
Male

Male
Female
Male

Male

Female

?

Female

Male

Near ripe

Distinct eggs..
Immature ....

Distinct eggs.

.

Immature ....

Near ripe. . .

,

Distinct eggs
Near ripe. . .

.

Distinct eggs
Immature . .

.

Near ripe

Ripe 1923 ..

.

Immature . .

.

Near ripe.

Immature

Near ripe

Immature . . .

Near ripe

Immature . .

.

Near ripe. . .

.

Distinct eggs
Spawn 1923.
Immature . .

.

Female Visible eggs..
Male Immature. . .

Female Near ripe

Visible eggs.

.

Many
Pew
Many

Few
Many
Few
Many

Many
Few

Many

Few
Many

Few
Many
Few

Many
Few
Many
Few

Many

Few
Many
Few

5|

I Neuropterous larva

I Stonefly nymph

Many
Few
Many

Many

Few

Many

Few

I Lacewing insect

Leg of crawfish

I Stonefly nymph

Part of crawfish

I Lacewing insect

/ I Crawfish
\ 2 Stonefly nymphs
Mantis-like insect

I Stonefly nymph

Lacewing insect

Lacewing insect

I Stonefly nymph

3 Oat-
like seeds

Blades
of grass

12 Cy-
lindrical

seeds

I Amphipod

I Mayfly nymph

Neuropterous larva

Scorpion fly

Neuropterous
insect (wings)

I Stonefly and
I Mayfly nymph

r I Grasshopper
[ I Dragonfly

I Grasshopper

Neuropterous larva

I Stone6y nymph

4 Cyclops





Table 28 — Stomach Contents of Brook Trout Collected in Allegany Park, Summer of 192 i

Coll.

no.

Total
length
in mm.

Sex
Sex

condition

4410H1 139 Male Immature. . .

.

44ioH2 143-5 Female Visible eggs. .

.

4410H3 70 Immature. . .

.

4410H4 67 Female
4410H5 64

11
'

'

"

44toH6 61 <i
"

4410H7 57
(1 '

' '
'

44loH8 66
4410H9 Female II '

" '

'

4410H10 64
4410H11 II "

4410H12 66 (1 "
' '

'

4410H13 59 Female u "

4409J

I

70 Male
4409J2 58 Female "

59
44i2La 53 ?

443.3B

I

50-5 Immature , , .

.

4418A1 136 Female Advanced ....
Male Near ripe

44 18A3 III Female Visible eggs. .

.

4418A4 73 Male Immature ....

4418A5 76 Advanced ....
4418A6 63 Female Immature ....

441 8A7 64
441 8A8 63 '

u '

4418A9 64 Female II
'

4418A10 Male 11 '
' '

4418A11 66 ?
II '

4418A12 63 ?
"

4418A13 56 ? "

4418A14 66 Female
4416J1 150 Near npe

441 6J2 130 " Immature. . .

.

441 6J3 63 f

441 6J4 63 ?
1 ' ' '

'

44'6J5 58 Female
4416J6 63

"

441 6J7 Male a '
'

"

441 6J8 55
4416J9 47 ? " ....

4416J10 59 ?

4416J1

I

52 Female
4421A1 128 Male Near ripe
442 1A2 136 5 Female " '

442 1A3 125 Visible eggs. .

.

4421A4 III Male Immature ....
443 1As lOI Female Visible eggs...
442 1A6 60.5 Immature ....
4421A7 66.5
4421A8 66 Male

Female
4421A10 50 ?

4414D1 47 ?

B

6'

Few

Many
Few
Many
Few
Many

Few
Many
Few
Many
Few
Many

Many

Many
Few
Many
Many
Few

Many
Many
Few
Many

Few
Many
Pew
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round worms in individual trout were as follows: No. 4445E-1,

with 75 worms; No. 4454A-1, with 27 worms; No. 4428A-12,

with 24 worms; No. 4451A-5, with 24 worms; No. 4443D-1, with

22 worms.

A total of 484 nematode parasites were found in the 113 fish

examined, or an average of 4.2 per fish. It was found that 82

trout or 72.6 per cent of the lot contained parasites. The average

number of these nematodes per fish, of those found to be infested,

was 5.9.

Some of the parasites were so minute that they were scarcely

visible to the naked eye. A good many of them were coiled like

a watch spring.

Table 29 shows the distribution and numbers of round worms
from the trout of this collection.

Collection of 1921.—The parasites from the 55 trout collected in

1921 were less conspicuous than those taken the following season.

A trifle less than half were infested and these contained a com-

paratively small number. There was a total of 67 nematodes

present, or an average of 1.2 per fish. The greatest number in

any one fish was 8 individuals. This collection of trout was not

made over such an extensive area as the 1922 collection, and some

were taken from waters not visited in the latter season. These

facts, coupled with the smaller number of trout collected, un-

doubtedly accounts for the lower average of parasites per trout.

Table 30 summarizes the data on the parasitic round worms
from brook trout collected in 1921.

POLLUTION OF THE ALLEGHENY RIVER AND ITS
BEARING ON FISH LIFE

At one time this stream was said to abound in fish of many
sorts such as stickers, muskellunge bass, perch, rock bass, bull-

heads and a species of dace. The natives (both Indians and

whites) enjoyed good fishing most of the year until about 1885

when the manufacturing industries became prominent at points

along the river including Olean, Bradford, and Salamanca. The
water then became greatly contaminated and the fish as a result

much reduced in numbers, especially the game varieties. Some
of the smaller and inferior species, like the suckers, carp and

shiners, seemed to be able to withstand the toxicity for they are

now present and apparently thriving fairly well. Local residents

say that the tanneries situated at Olean (18 miles distant) and
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Salamanca caused the greatest havoc and after a "charge" had

been emptied into the river the water would be greatly stained for

a time and then fish would be seen floating down stream in a

weakened condition. The waste of fish thus killed was enormous

and their scarcity was soon noticeable. Finally the river was so

depleted that it ceased to attract anglers. The damage was greatly

augmented and hastened by refuse from dye works, wood alcohol

plants and oil wells situated along its shores from Olean to

Salamanca.

The tannery at Salamanca was built over 50 years ago ancl the

local residents who were living at that time believe that it was

the hair and vat washings that did the damage to the fish. The

hair was later salvaged and marketed and a liquid of some sort

was used instead of hemlock bark in the tanning process.

The pollution from the dye works originated about twelve years

ago. An abundance of highly colored liquid is emptied into the

stream but it is not known how much this affects the fish. It is

quite likely, however, that it has a decided toxic effect.

The oil pollution began with the opening of the Bradford field

and came into the river through the Tunungwant Creek. The oil

wells here were drilled on the lowlands and after a flood the oil

and refuse accumulated about these places was washed into the

creek. During our investigations we saw how abundantly this

oil has accumulated on the rocks and vegetation of the river and

especially along the shoreline. IMixed with other debris it has a

very putrid odor when aged.

There are still a few game fish in the river but these are confined

to certain pools which are fed by springs. They are vmpalatable. due

to the oily flavor. According to old-time residents the muskellunge

were exterminated about 40 years ago ; the perch, black bass, rock

bass and bullheads about thirty years ago. The dace, which was

very popular with some fishermen, was able to survive until about

twenty years ago. The unpolluted inlet streams were very beneficial

in retarding" the disappearance of some of the species in the river.

During our studies which were conducted during the latter part of

June we found the water very foul especially in the vicinity of the

city of Salamanca. The water was high, after about a week's rain-

fall, and the surface was very oily. The l)ottom and shoreline were

covered with a thick, black, oily scum that had a very disagreeable

rancid odor. This odor became more pronounced as we stirred up

the soft mud in wading through it to make collections and

observations.



Table 29 — Parasitic Round Worms from Brook Trout Collected in Allegany Park, August, 1922

Stream and Section

4434A1
4434A2
4434A3
4435A1
4435A2
4435A3
4435A4
4435A5
4435A6
4435A7
4435A8
4435A9
4435A10
4435A11
4435A12
4435AI3
4435A14
4435A15
4435A16
4436B1
4436B2
4436B3
4436B4
4436B5
4436B6
4436B7
44J7AI
4437A2
4437A3
4437A4
4437A5
4428A

I

4428A2
4428A3
4428A4
4428A5
4428A6
4428A7
4428Ae
4428A9
4428A10
4428A11
4428A12
4428A12
4428A13
4428A14
4427F1
4427P2
4427F3
4427P4
4427FS
4426B1
4426B2
4426B3
4426B4
4454A1
4430A

I

Total
length
of trout

in mm.

Stream and Section

Dry Ru

Minor Rivulet K.
" " K.

Stony Brook L . . .

.

English Creek Q.

.

" " Q..
Q.

Stoddard Creek.

4430A2 56 I

4430A3 48 0

4430A4 44 6

4430A5 51 0
4430A6 53 0
4430A7 53
4430A8 51 I

4430A9 45 I

4430AIO 39 0
4430AII 47 0
4430A12 49 6
4438AI 66 5
4433BI 56 5 8

4444AI 1,37 5
4444A2 105 10
4444A3 119 12

4444A4 89 0
4444AS 66 0
4443DI 173 22

4443D2 169 13

4443D3 151 0
4443D4 94 I

4442B1 167 0
4442B2 138 I

4442B3 73 7
4442B4 67 8

4442 Bs 167 0
4441A1 78 16

4441A2 67 4
4441A3 58 5
4441A4 57 I

4439P1 59 I

4439P2 51 0
4439P3 54 0
4439F4 53 I

4439F5 53 2

4439F6 54 I

4439F7 52 0
4439F8 49 I

4451A1 157 0
44S1A2 64 0

445 1A3 156 5
44.'iiA4 148 0

445 1As 166 24
445 1A6 64 6
4445E1 165 75
4445E2 110 3
4446E1 125 I

4446E2 73 5 I

4446E3 67 6
4450D1 91 6
4450D2 54 I

4447B1 175 0
4447B2 97 0
4447B3 0
4452A1 125 3
4452A2 90
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We made collections along shore and especially at the mouths of

certain inlet streams, including Great Valley and Little Valley Creeks.

Some 25 species of fish were taken but these were mainly the smaller

species such as cyprinids, darters and sculpins. They were more

abundant in the creeks than elsewhere. The smaller species of fish

seemed to have more resistance to this pollution than the larger ones.

Furthermore, they were able to reproduce more successfully as evi-

denced by the quantities of small fry, especially at the mouth of

Little Valley Creek.

There was considerable rubbish—such as old boxes, tin cans,

bones, etc.,—in the water, especially in the shelter of coves, and

among these were several dead fish, principally suckers. Some live

suckers (Cafostoinus coiiinicrsonii) noted here appeared very un-

healthy and bore some ulcer-like sores that did not look like the work

of lampreys. One of these that we secured for our collection had

such a wound on the back between the nape and dorsal fin. The fish

was so weak that it was easily taken.

Crawfish found this an ideal habitat, apparently, for there was an

abundance of them. The dead fish were being devoured to a con-

siderable e.xtent by them, and particles of flesh on the bones that had

been thrown in the river were also being eaten. In making a haul

with a small minnow seine we invariably landed from 50 to 63 or

even more of these crustaceans. They were a considerable pest to

us, due to their persistent efiforts to seize something. Some of them

would have a small fish in each claw and would pinch them so

severely that they were nearly halved. Others would grab hold of

the net and we were afraid to pull them of¥ for fear of damaging it.

At first we wondered why these crawfish were so abundant, but

later it was found that what few fish were living- in the river would

not eat them because of the oily flavor. This feature has been

noted by the local sportsmen who claim that the fish will take them in

their mouths but as soon as the flavor of the oil is evident they reject

them quickly. Bait crawfish are secured from the inlet streams

which are not contaminated, and are very satisfactorily taken. The
oily flavor of the river crawfish is not removed even after washing

them in running water for several hours. The great abundance of

these crawfish is likely due to the scarcity of their various enemies

caused by the pollution.

It is quite likely that the river water is not so toxic now as it has

been in the past, as the fish seem to be able to withstand it much

better, according to the reports, than formerly. Perhaps the manu-
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facturers have a better means of waste disposal. The smaller fishes

found there now were probably reared to some extent in the larger

of the inlet streams. We found an abundance of these in the inlet

streams we examined.

It seems a pity that such a beautiful stream and one that would be

capable of producing large quantities of food fish should be ruined

by a few manufacturing industries that persist in dumping refuse into

it instead of finding some other avenue for its disposal. Surely the

time must come when this nuisance will be eradicated, and the Al-

legany State Park Commission should use its influence to bring this

about at the earliest possible moment.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FISH
CULTURE IN ALLEGANY PARK

In his recommendations concerning the trout of Quaker Run, in

192 1, Hankinson said (see his report, page 488 of this Bulletin) :

" Fishing for trout might be permitted far above camps at places

likely to be visited only by anglers. These places should be studied

in later investigations before trout are planted."

The headwaters of Quaker Run and Stony Brook were fully

examined during August, 1922. A sufficient extent of English

Creek was explored to show that its headwaters were probably of

a character similar to those of Quaker Run and Stony Brook.

Beyond the points of easy accessibility, these streams like the minor

tributaries of Quaker Run, are too small, too limited in extent,

and capal)le of sustaining too few trout of legal size, to afiford any

attraction to anglers. It is very doubtful if those limited waters

could support many more trout of any size than were already there

at the time of our observations.

Most of the trout worth catching, from an angler's point of view,

were found in easily reached sections of the streams. In fact an

automobile can go within a mile or so of the source of Quaker Run

and the proposed extension of the road would take it quite to the

headwaters, following the stream all the way. Most of the larger

trout were found below the end of the finished road. Possibly more

and larger trout might be found in the upper waters during higher

stages of water in the spring. But even so, since the main stream

below does not appear to contain enough trout to provide satis-

factory angling for more than a very short time, the mile or so of

headwaters seems to be negligible as concerns angling privileges.

Referring to the Park in general, Edward F. Brown (1922)
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wrote: "Whenever possible in the Allegany Park, tish and game

should be given equal protection; but in some cases it may be

necessary to establish special fish preserves independent of the game

sanctuary, in order to protect valuable breeding grounds."

It seems to us that if the trout are to be preserved from extinction

and saved as a part of the wild life of the Park, one or more trout

sanctuaries are necessary. It is believed that for this purpose no

better locality can be selected than Quaker Run and its tributaries

above Frecks. During the summer camping season this is the most

populous section of the Park. The streams here lend themselves

beautifully to natural history study. The pools, cascades and riffles

of clear water, form an extensive and varied natural aquarium in

which the habits of various forms of aquatic life may be observed

and their interrelations studied. The trout would thus become of

consitlerable educational value, and efforts should be put forth to

perpetuate them there for these purposes for all time.

This should be done, not by planting additional trout but liy the

preservation of the stock already there through conservation of the

forest growth and the volume and purity of the water, as well as

protection of the trout themselves. No fishing should be permitted

and no fish of any kind should be planted or introduced.

Our first recommendation is then to make the section of Quaker

Run and its tribtitaries above Frecks (with the exception possibly

of Coon Creek), a "sanctuary"' for brook trout.

A thorough investigation of all Park waters is absolutely neces-

sary before any intelligent policy as regards angling in other streams

than those here discussed can be formulated.

While Coon Creek is a tributar}^ of Quaker Run within the pre-

scribed limits of the above plan, it may be a question whether or

not it is necessary or desirable to permanently close it to trout

fishing. It is more easily accessible near its upper end than farther

down but it is not really difficult to reach by trail from Quaker

Run. It can afford but a limited amount of fishing anyway. If

over-fished it would rapidly become exhausted unless restocked. If

fishing should be allowed here, limits as to the fishing season, and

number and size of trout, should be imposed and enforced.

Since our observations were confined almost entirely to the upper

Quaker Run system, we do not feel competent to make recommen-

dations for other Park waters, but a few suggestions may be

admissible.

Concerning Wolf Run, Hankinson suggested in 192 1 that this

stream system should he carefully studied and if much lirook trout
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water was found, which is Hkely to be the case, it should be made
a stream for trout fishermen by planting and proper protection. He
thought that Wolf Run would not be visited by Park visitors in

large numbers on account of its inaccessibility and its reputation

as concerns rattlesnakes. We provisionally concur in this view.

In reference to the Red House Creek system, perhaps regulated

trout fishing might be permissible if accompanied by rational annual

stocking. It would likely be desirable to close a certain extent of

headwaters and minor tributaries to serve as nurseries to help

maintain the stock. The proper places for planting fry or finger-

ling brook trout would be in those upper waters if otherwise suit-

able, for natural enemies are less numerous there, and it is such

places that young trout naturally seek.

In this connection it may be suggested tliat Stoddard Creek, under

competent control and management, would make an admirable stream

for experimental and trout cultural purposes, of great value to the

Park. Such a reservation there would afford exceptional oppor-

tunities for study aiming at the solution of many as yet unsolved

problems pertaining to the brook trout.

While we are opposed to the introduction of non-indigenous fishes,

as a general practice, into waters where the natural stock of brook

trout can be maintained, it is possible that brown trout may be a

desirable acquisition in the lower sections of Red House Creek or

in that section where that species is already more or less well estab-

lished. But this is a matter requiring further investigation before a

recommendation to that end can be regarded safe. However, if

there are waters in which brook trout cannot thrive and bro^vn

trout can, there can be no logical objection to the brown trout. That

the situation is of that character, however, requires demonstration.

It is known that there are, or were, at least a few rainljow trout

in the stream. Which is the better fish to encourage here is a

question. Fish cultural efiforts in one stream, as a rule, should be

directed toward one species only, if time and money are to be spent

economically.

It has already been seen that there are a few brown and rainbow

trout in Quaker Run. They do not now appear to be numerous

enough to do anv particular harm either directly or indirectly.

Further investigation may indicate the desirability of planting one

or the other in the lower part of the stream. But if the projected

artificial pond and lake are to be established (see Francis, '22, p. 75)

it would seem advisable to hold the planting of anything there in
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abeyance until after the resulting conditions brought about by the

new pond and lake are ascertained.

Finally, as concerns angling in the Park, there arises in our

minds this serious question : When, everywhere, in the State of

New York and out of it, it is a matter of common concern that

the numbers of trout of once prolific waters are no longer ade-

quate and are on the decline, in spite of intensive fish cultural oper-

ations and rigid protective laws, how can it be expected that the

limited watercourses of Allegany State Park can be made to yield

satisfactory angling for the increasing annual throngs of would-be

anglers who visit the Park?

If it ever can be accomplished, it can only be after exhaustive

study by experienced investigators of all the conditions pertaining

to the problems as they exist or may arise during the future devel-

opment of the Park.
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INTRODUCTION
Field studies were made of the fish of the Allegany State Park,

June 28 and 29, 192 1, by W. A. Dence and H. E. Hansen and

between August 16 and 29, 1921, by T. L. Hankinson and

W. A. Dence, with much assistance from Professor H. R. Francis

and R. B. Craig. Besides these members of the stafif of the

New York State College of Forestry and the Roosevelt Wild Life

Forest Experiment Station, valuable help was obtained from Mr.

J. AI. Holt of Tunesassa, N. Y., and Mr. L. H. Swan of Salamanca.

Such a short time could be spent at the Park in 1921 and so much
ground had to be covered in this preliminary reconnaissance that

little could be learned of the fish of the region. The data in this

report, then, can be of value chiefly in connection with that to be

obtained later, and they are insufficient for any important or

definite recommendations for a fish policy for the Park or for any

body of water in it.

A list of the species that could be identified follows ; and with

this in tabular form is indicated, chiefly by abbreviatio!i, the appar-

ent almndance of each species (see Table i). Besides these

species, very probably another exists in our collections. This was

abundant in our collections from the Allegheny River and Little

Valley Creek. It resembles the stone roller {Campostoma anouia-

lum) closely but has a larger eye and a more compressed body.

The intestine is not regularly coiled about the air-bladder as in

Campostoma but is very long as in this form. In two specimens

the teeth were 5-4 instead of 4-4 as in Campostoma. Probably

further collections and studies will show this to be a new species

or possibly *Campostoma brez'is Haseman.

* Haseman, J. D., igo^. Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci. for 1905, pp. 161-163.

[483]
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TABLE I.— List of Fish Takex in Cattaraugus Couxty, New York, ix

192 1, AND PrEVALEXCE IX LOCALITIES FiSHED

Species
Alle-

gheny
River

Great
Valley
Creek

Little

Valley
Creek

Quaker Red
Run House

Svstem Creek

Wolf
Run

Brook Trout, Salvelinus fonti-

nalis (Mitchill)

Rainbow Trout, Salmo shasta

(Jordan)
Brown Trout, Salmo fario

Linnaeus
Stone Roller, Camposloma
anomalum (Rafinesque) ....

Blunt-nosed Minnow, Pime
phales notatus (Rafinesque)

.

Straw-colored Minnow, Not
ropis hlennius (Girard) ....

Common Shiner, Notropis
corniitus (Mitchill)

Emerald Minnow, Notropis
alherinoides Rafinesque..

River Chub, Nocomis kentuck-

iensis (Rafinesque)
Horned Dace, Semotilus atro

macidatus (Mitchill)

Red-sided Shiner, Clinosto

m us elongatus (Kirtland) . . ,

Pearly Minnow, Margariscus
margarita (Cope)

Black-nosed Dace, Rhinich
ihys atronasus (Mitchill)..

Long-nosed Dace, Rhinich
thys cataradae (Cuvier &
Valenciennes)

Cutlips, Exoglosstim maxil
lingua (La Sueur)

Common sucker, Catostomus
commersonii (Lacepede). . . .

Hammerhead Sucker. HypenA
leliitm nigricans Le Sueur. .

Brook Stickleback, Eucalia
inconstans (Kirtland)

Small-mouth Black Bass,

Microplerus dolomien Lace-
pede

Black-sided Darter, Hadrop-
terus aspro (Cope and Jor-
dan)

Johnny Darter, Boleosoma
nigrum (Rafinesque)

Fantail Darter, catonotus fla-

hellare Rafinesque
Green-sided Darter, Diplesion

lilennioides (Rafinesque). . .

Rainbow Darter, Poecilich-

thys caeruletim Storer
Miller's Thumb, Coitus hairdii

Girard

C

C

C

A

C

C

C

A

Few

Few

C

C

Few

A

C

A

A

Few

Few

A

C

Few

Few

Few

A

Few

Few

Few

Few

A

Few

C

Few

A

C

Few

A

Few

Few

C

C

A

C

C

A

C

A

A

Few

C

A

C

Few

Few

Few

C

C

c

A

Few

Few

C

Few

Few

C

C

Few

C

C

C

Few

Few

Few

Few

Few

Few

Few

C

Few

C

C

c

A

C

A

A

Few

Few

Few
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In the table "A" means abundant, that is, the fish were taken in

conspicuous numbers in most of the hauls with the seine, or many

of them were seen in the water. "C" means common; that is, the

fish of the species were frequently taken, but not in large numbers,

and they did not constitute a prominent part of the fish life.

All of the aquatic vertebrates, other than fish, and all of the in-

vertebrates caught with the seine were saved with the fish. These

have been sorted and preserved with the fish collections of the

Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station. All specimens

were killed and preserved in 10% formalin in the field, so they are

suitable for making food studies.

Collecting was done chiefly with "common sense" minnow seines

of three sizes : 4 x 25 ft., 4 x 20 ft., and 4 x 6 ft. The latter was

found to be much more useful than the larger seines for the shallow

narrow waters of the brooks, which were the most common fish

habitats in the Park.

Photographs were taken of all the places where collections were

made, and these have been filed with the notes. With every collec-

tion a record was made of the following : locality, date, weather,

air and water temperature, rate of water flow, depth, character of

bottom, clearness of water, vegetation of shore and stream bed,

vertebrates associated with fish, fish seen only, collecting method
and collectors ; and other data, especially that of economic interest,

was obtained.

ALLEGHENY RIVER AT SALAMANCA AND
TUNESASSA

General Description.—The Allegheny River is a large river,

averaging perhaps two to three hundred feet in width, but with

much shallow water in late summer. At Tunesassa, a large por-

tion of it was less than three feet in depth and could be easily

waded. The bottom was found to be firm, and there were long

stretches with either moderate or slow current. At such places the

bottom was gravelly. The shore was willow-bordered in most
places, but back of the willow zone was cleared land for the most
part. At Tunesassa high hills rise from the river in places (see

Fig. 74)-

Personnel and Methods. Collecting was done here chiefly with

the large minnow nets, by Dence, Hansen and Hankinson. At
Tunesassa the collecting was done chiefly at night.
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Conditions for Fish.—The fish life of this river was very evi-

dently much affected I)y tannery and other factory wastes. At

Salamanca, much oil was found on the surface. Crawfish, the

well known fish food, were abundant ; and it was said by residents

that fish would not eat the crawfish of the river, hence they were

useless as bait, but the crawfish of the tmpolluted tributary streams

made very successful fish baits. The crawfish are probably useful

in maintaining the present small numbers of important fish in the

river through acting as scavengers, and their abundance may be due

to large numbers of fish killed by stream pollution, which therefore

furnish food for the crawfish. Except for the pollution the fish

should thrive in this river, for there is a good diversified bottom

capable of harboring much and varied fi.sh food.

Recommendations.—Good fishing cannot be exjjected in the

Allegheny River until the stream ceases to be contaminated. The

Park Commission should use its influence to bring this about and

then a careful study of the fish should be made with a view to

determining the jjossibilities of the river as a fishing stream

attractive to anglers and Park visitors.

LITTLE VALLEY CREEK, NEAR SALAMANCA
General Description.—Little \'alley Creek arises from a number

of tributaries in the region north and west of the town of Little

Valley, which is some eight miles north of Salamanca. The creek

is part of the Allegheny River system, emptying into this parent

stream at West Salamanca. When it was examined in June it was

rather high and turbid with a usual depth near three or four feet

and with deep holes now and then, some seven or eight feet deep.

The creek was eight or ten feet wide on the average.

Personnel and Methods. Dence and Hansen made collections

here with the small seine on June 28, 1921. The fish taken are listed

in the table.

Conditions for Fish.—The creek with its shady waters and stony

bottom appears to be a favorable one for fish. The large pools

make good retreats for large fish. Crawfish are numerous for

fish food. ]\Iany young minnows were found, which makes it prob-

able that minnows breed here and their yoimg find a good feeding

ground. There is much refuse at the mouth of this creek, which

is unfavorable to the entry of good fish that might withstand the

sewage of the main river long enough to enter it and find a whole-

some change in the purer waters of the creek.
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Recommendations.—Further studies of the creek should be made,

and these at times of low water. It should be kept clean near its

mouth and free of rubbish.

GREAT VALLEY CREEK
General Description.—Great Valley Creek is a trunk of a large

system of small streams in the central and western part of Cattar-

augus County. It enters the Allegheny River above Salamanca,

at East Salamanca. Near its mouth, where examined in June, it was

found to be a large deep stream, five to six feet deep and often

as much as ten or twelve feet. It was high and turbid. Its shores

were bordered in places by willows, with some elms and maples.

Personnel and Methods. It w^as examined June 29, 192 1, by

Dence and Hansen. Its depth did not permit very thorough seining,

but a collection was made with the 25-foot minnow seine.

Conditions for Fish.—An abundance of water here should harbor

large fish. IMuch food in the way of insects and crawfish was
present.

Recommendations.—Further studies should be made, and efforts

made to find what large fish visitors it has or if there are fishes

likely to reside there permanently. Conditions during low water

should be studied. Perhaps good bass fishing can be established

here ; but it should be learned if there are good trout waters above,

that might be injured for trout by planting bass. Since three little

bass were taken under conditions difficult to capture them, it is

possible that bass are already present in considerable numbers.

QUAKER RUN AND TRIBUTARIES

General Description.—Quaker Run is perhaps the best known
and the most attractive stream in the region and it extends through

the most visited part of the Allegany State Park. It enters the

Allegheny River near Tunesassa. Important and well-known

tributaries are English Creek, Coon Creek and Stony Brook. These

tributaries are all beautiful streams with very primitive and un-

disturbed features. The main creek is perhaps twenty feet wide

on the average, and shallow, with many gravel shallows and riffles,

broad gravel and boulder beds, and sandy areas attractive to the

child visitors to the Park. The shore except where cleared in a

few places for camps is thickly wooded, and high overhanging trees
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give many beautiful views along its winding course. It is an ideal

body of water for a park.

Personnel and Methods. Collecting was done from the Park

headquarters at Frecks up Quaker Run for perhaps two miles and

through the site of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences camp.

All seines were used, but chiefly the 4x6 minnow seine. Hankin-

son, Dence and Craig did the seining.

Conditions for Fish.—Many kinds of fash were found in the

creek (see list in table) including such beautiful forms as the rain-

bow darter and such peculiar fish as the miller's thumb or sculpin.

Young trout and a few sizable ones appeared to be thriving in the

upper waters examined. Under the bridge near the Buffalo Camp
were several large brook trout that could usually be distinctly seen

poised in the water. These were of much interest to campers. In

the tributaries, mentioned above, brook trout were abundant, and

these were mostly young, so these creeks were evidently fine nurs-

ery streams. The dense plant growth along these little creeks or

runs gave the necessary conditions for brook trout—shade, food,

and protection from human and possibly other enemies. The main

stream had good trout water, with a temperature very low except

at mid-clay, when it was not found to exceed 66° F. There was

an absence of large pools and of much cover in the water for the

fish here, and it is a stream that would be fished out easily if trout

of any size were present.

Recommendations.—If the policy of 1921 concerning this stream

is maintained—that is, of prohibiting fishing in it—it seems that no

planting should be done, but the balance kept about as it is now,

so that there will be a variety of fish for visitors to observe and to

be studied by nature students. Efforts to keep away from the

stream all foul material like cooking refuse should be continued.

The natural beauty of the creek should be preserved as far as camp

plans will permit. Some beautiful aquarium fish like the darters

and the red-sided shiner are present in this stream, and their beauty

would be more fully displayed by the use of aquaria. Therefore,

permission should be granted for collecting these fish for aquaria,

which might well be established at the important camps. Fishing

for trout might be permitted far above camps at places likely to be

visited only by anglers. These places should be studied in later

fish investigations, before trout are planted.
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WOLF RUN AND TRIBUTARY

General Description.—Wolf Run is a stream similar to Quaker

Run in general appearance. It enters the Allegheny River below

Tunesassa at a railroad station called Elko. Here it is broad, with

slow current. Its course in the Park region is parallel with that of

Quaker Run in a general way. The two streams are nearly two

miles apart. It has small tributaries similar to those of Quaker

Run, but only one of these was examined by us. This was Lane's

Creek. Wolf Run has the reputation of passing through rattle-

snake country and these reptiles are said to be only near Wolf Run.

A rattler was killed near this creek about the time of our visit to

it. The part of the creek we visited, near Elko, has a dense forest

border (see Fig. 75). The trees were about the same as those

along Quaker Run. Prominent ones are hemlock, blue beech,

willows, yellow birch and basswood.

Personnel and Methods. Hankinson and Dence spent a few

hours at this creek and at Lane Creek on August ig, 192 1. The long

and the short minnow seines were used.

Conditions for Fish.—The shallow, warm, clear waters with slow

current and gravel bottom made favorable conditions for a number

of species of minnows (see table). Brook trout could hardly thrive

in this place, but farther up, as with Quaker Run, more favorable

conditions for this fish existed, in all probability. No large fish

were found near Elko on account of the absence of pools.

Recommendations.—Study the stream system carefully. If much
brook trout water is found, which is likely to be the case, perhaps

make this a stream for trout fishermen by planting and proper pro-

tection. Allow fishing here but not in Quaker Run. This last

is too easily fished and has too many visitors to be a permanent

brook trout creek. Park visitors will probably not visit Wolf Run
in numbers on account of its inaccessibility and rumors about rattle-

snakes. Allow the fishermen, protected from snakes by boots, to

fish here freely during open seasons.

RED HOUSE CREEK
General Description.—^Red House Creek is a short stream, per-

haps four or five miles long, but is fed by several large tributaries

entering its head. In its upper parts it winds through forests and

has a rock and gravel bed with many huge boulders (see Fig. 72).
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There is little deep water here. Riffles and long stretches of shal-

lows prevail. Lower down near its mouth, Red House Creek has

some large, long, deep pools with open shores and high, steep clay

banks (see Fig. 73).

Personnel and Methods. Hankinson and Dence collected in this

stream at several places typical of the usual conditions. Mr. J. M.
Holt provided transportation with his car ; and on the trip he gave

useful suggestions and other help.

Conditions for Fish.—The headwaters with shallow and con-

siderable rapid water contained brown trout. A large one, ten

inches long, was caught with our small net. A young one was

also found. At the place we visited, the water was too open and

there were too few pools for many brook trout. The temperature,

66° F., was not too high. In the lower part of the stream many
black bass, apparently small-mouthed black bass were seen resting

close to the water surface. The pools were too deep for our nets,

and none of these large fish were taken, but some young small-

mouth bass were caught.

Recommendations.—Study the small streams tributar}- to Red

House Creek. H these are suitable for brook trout, plant this

species and maintain the creeks as streams for trout fishermen.

Brown trout should not be encouraged in the lower waters if brook

trout conditions are extensive higher up in the system.



CURRENT STATION NOTES
By Charles C. Adams

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ALLEGANY PARK TROUT
SURVEY

This number of the JVild Life Bulletin contains an important

contribution to our knowledge of brook trout. The present study

is an outgrowth of the relation which the Roosevelt Station has

borne to the Allegany State Park since its inception. The early

history of this relation has previously been sketched in the Bulletin

(Vol. I, pp. 62-63). Some of the earlier animal studies were on

birds. These were made by Mr. Aretas A. Saunders (Vol. I,

pp. 239-354; Vol. 3, pp. 477-497). The earliest fish studies were

made by Mr. T. L. Hankinson in 192 1, and the present trout study

by Dr. \^'illiam C. Kendall and Mr. Wilford A. Dence was made

in 1922. This particular investigation is notable because it is the

first intensive census study of a "wild" American trout stream,

based upon direct observation. The clear waters of the Park and

Dr. Kendall's long experience and familiarity with the habits of

the trout made this kind of detailed survey possible. The ten

linear miles of trout streams thus carefully examined, make this a

very valuable and interesting discussion.

It seems almost incredible that, with all the interest and money
spent on trout fishing and trout culture, even such preliminary and

basal information as the relative abundance of trout under varying

stream conditions has not previously been published. This is only

a first step toward the determination of the carrying capacity of

streams for trout. Until similar studies are extended and per-

fected, we shall have no satisfactory foundation upon which to

build a rational fish planting and fish cultural policy for trout

waters.

Such investigations as this can only be carried out to their logical

and practical conclusion when several carefully selected experi-

mental streams and satisfactory control streams, undei competent

supervision, can be studied through a series of years. There is no
short cut to success in this matter. The time is rapidly approaching

when those who wish to enjoy trout fishing must see that facilities,

such as experimental trout streams, are available for the use of

technical experts, if successful trout culture is to be developed and

practised in public waters.
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Map 3. Map of Allegany State Park region, showing location of streams, field stations and other landmarks mentioned in the accompanying report.





THE ROOSEVELT WILD LIFE MEMORIAL

As a State Memorial

The State of New York is the trustee of this wild life Memorial

to Theodore Roosevelt. The New York State College of Forestry at

Syracuse is a State institution supported solely by State funds, and

the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station is a part of this

institution. The Trustees are State officials. A legislative mandate

instructed them as follows

:

" To establish and conduct an experimental station to be known as
' Roosevelt Wild Life Forest Experiment Station,' in which there shall

be maintained records of the results of the experiments and investiga-

tions made and research work accomplished ; also a library of works,
publications, papers and data having to do with wild life, together with
means for practical illustration and demonstration, which library shall,

at all reasonable hours, be open to the public." [Laws of New York,
chapter 536. Became a law May 10, 1919.]

As a General Memorial

While this Memorial Station was founded by New York State, its

functions are not limited solely to the State. The Trustees are further

authorized to cooperate with other agencies, so that the work is by

no means limited to the boundaries of the State or by State funds.

Provision for this has been made by the law as follows

:

" To enter into any contract necessary or appropriate for carrying
out any of the purposes or objects of the College, including such as

shall involve cooperation with any person, corporation or association

or any department of the government of the State of New York or

of the United States in laboratory, experimental, investigative or
research work, and the acceptance from such person, corporation,

association, or department of the State or Federal government of

gifts or contributions of money, expert service, labor, materials,

apparatus, appliances or other property in connection therewith."
[Laws of New York, chapter 42. Became a law March 7, 1918.]

By these laws the Empire State has made provision to conduct forest

wild life research upon a comprehensive basis, and on a plan as broad

as that approved by Theodore Roosevelt himself.

Form of Bequest to the Roosevelt Wild Life Memorial

I hereby give and bequeath to the Roosevelt Wild Life Forest

Experiment Station of The New York State College of Forestry at

Syracuse, for wild life research, library, and for publication, the sum

of or the following books, lands, etc.
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